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PRO C E E DIN G S 

(Hearing reconvened at 9:30 a.m.) 

(Transcript follows in sequence from 

Volume 3.) 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: We're going to go back on 

the record. Counsel, any preliminary matters? 

MR. PELLEGRINI: No, Chairman Johnson. I 

think we can begin with Ms. Young. I know of no 

preliminary matters. 

CHAIRKAH JOHNSON: Okay. Weren't we going 

to-

MR. PELLEGRINI: Yes. The parties have 

stipulated the testimony of Staff Witness Ruth Young 

into the evidentiary record. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: So should we at this 

point in time insert it as though read? 

MR. PELLEGRINI: Yes, that's what I would 

like to do. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. 

MR. PELLEGRINI: That testimony consists of 

direct testimony of two pages, and there are no 

corrections. I would ask that that testimony be 

admitted into the record as though read. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. We'll insert that 

into the record as though read. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COHHISSION 
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HR. PBLLBGRIHI: In addition, attached to 

that testimony, there are three exhibits, RKY-1, RKY-2 

and RKY-3. There are no changes to them, and I would 

ask that they be marked for identification as a 

composite exhibit and admitted. 

CBAIRXAH JOBHSOH: They will be marked as 

Composite Exhibit 20 and admitted without objection. 

(Exhibit 20 marked for identification and 

received in evidence.) 

HR. PBLLBGRIHI: And, lastly, Staff proffers 

Exhibit RKY-4 which consists of Ms. Young's March 3, 

1998 deposition transcript as well as Deposition and 

Late-filed Deposition Exhibit Numbers 1, 1B, 2 and 3, 

and ask that it be marked for identification and 

admitted. 

CBAIRXAH JOHNSOH: It will be marked as 

Exhibit 21, RKY-4, and it will be admitted without 

objection. 

(Exhibit 21 marked for identification and 

received in evidence.) 

HR. PBLLBGRIHI: And that is everything 

connected with Ms. Young. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SBRVICB COMKISSIOH 
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DIRECT TESTIMONY OF RUTH YOUNG 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 

A. My name is Ruth Young, and my busi ness address ; s 3625 N. W. 82nd 

Avenue., Sui te 400. Mi ami, Fl or; da 33166. 

Q. By whom are you presently employed and in what capacity? 

A. I am employed by the Florida Public Service COIllIJission as a Professional 

Accountant Specialist in the Division of Auditing and Financial Analysis. 

Q. How long have you been employed by the Commission? 

A. I have been employed by the Florida Public Service Commission for 

approximately nineteen years. 

Q. Briefly review your educational and professional background. 

A. I have a bachelor of Business Administration degree from Adelphi 

University in New York. I am a Certified Public Accountant licensed in the 

State of Florida. I am also a Certified Fraud Examiner. 

Q. Please describe your current responsibilities. 

A. Currently. I am a Professional Accountant Specialist with the 

responsibilities of planning and directing audits of regulated companies, and 

assisting in audits of affiliated transactions. I am also responsible for 

creating audit work programs to meet a specific audit purpose, and I have 

specific authority to direct and control assigned staff work. as well as, 

participate as a staff auditor and audit manager. 

Q. Have you presented expert testimony before this Commission or any other 

regulatory agency? 

A. Yes. I have test i fi ed ina water and sewer rate case for Century 

Utilities. Inc., Docket No. 800170-WS. 
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Q. What is the purpose of your test imony today? 

A. I am sponsoring the staff audit performed in this docket and will 

testify regarding the audit opinions and observations. The staff audit report 

is identified as Exhibit RKY-l. 

Q. Are you sponsori ng any other exhi bi ts? 

A. Yes. I am sponsoring RKY-2 which are the 46-3 work papers from the audit 

and support portions of Audit Disclosure 2. I am also sponsoring RKY-3 which 

are selected work papers from the 44 series which help support my work: 

rega rdi ng non- recurri ng costs. 

Q. Does this conclude your testimony? 

A. Yes. it does. 

- 2 
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. Are we prepared 

then for BellSouth? 

MS. WRITB: Yes. BellSouth would call 

Mr. Varner. 

ALPHONSO J. VARNER 

was called as a witness on behalf of BellSouth 

Telecommunications, Inc. and, having been duly sworn, 

testified as follows: 

DIRBCT EXAMINATION 

BY MS. WRITE: 

Mr. Varner, would you please state your full 

name and address for the record? 

A My name is Alphonso Varner, and my business 

address is 675 west Peachtree street in Atlanta, 

Georgia. 

Q By whom are you employed? 

A BellSouth Telecommunications. 

Q Have you previously caused to be prepared 

and prefiled in this case direct testimony consisting 

of 22 pages, and rebuttal testimony consisting of 17 

pages? 

A Yes. 

Q Do you have any changes or corrections to 

make to that testimony at this time? 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SBRVICB COMMISSION 
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A Yes. To the direct testimony on Page 8, 

Line 23, after the word "same" there's a phrase that 

got omitted. It should say lithe same as resold 

services." 

CBA:IR.HAN JOHNSON: Where was that? 

W:ITNESS VARNBR: On Page 8, Line 23. The 

line reads "recreate a BellSouth service". That 

should be "priced the same regardless." Between 

"same" and "regardless" the phrase "as resold 

services" should be there. 

Q Do you have any other changes? 

A Yes. The other changes are a result of the 

revision to the deposition exhibit. 

Q Okay. We'll get there. 

A And those are on Page 11- On Line 20, the 

number $31.52 should be $32.77. 

CBA:IR.HAN JOHNSON: What are you referring 

to? 

W:ITNESS VARNER: Page 11, Line 20. 

COHK:ISS:IONBR CLARK: Of the rebuttal? 

W:ITNESS VARNER: The number 31.52, $31.52. 

HS. WB:ITE: No, it's of the direct, I 

believe. 

Q (By Hs. White) Is it Page 11 of the 

direct? 

PLOR:IDA POBL:IC SBRV:ICB COHK:ISS:ION 
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A Yes, it's in the direct. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Instead of -- 11 in the 

direct, Line -

WI'l'N'ESS VARIQm: 20. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. What was the 

number again? 

WI'l'N'ESS VARNIR: It should be $32.77. 

CHAIRMAN JOQSON: Thanks. 

WITNESS VARNBR: And that means the Line 24 

where it says "55.4%," should be "53.66%". 

Similar type changes on the next page, 

Page 12. Line 2 it says "57.4". It should just say 

"56". 

Line 9 says "19.3". It should say "16.2". 

Those are -- that's it. 

Q (By Hs. White) If I were to ask the you 

the same questions that were in your direct and 

rebuttal testimony today, would your answers be the 

same with the revisions you made? 

A Yes. 

HS. WHITE: Madam Chairman, I would like to 

have the direct and rebuttal testimony of Mr. Varner 

inserted into the record as if read. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNS~N: It will be so inserted. 

(By Hs. White) Did you have prepared and 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
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attached to your direc~ testimony two exhibits labeled 

AJV-1 and AJV-2? 

A Yes. 

Q And did you :revise AJV-1? 

A Yes. 

Q Were those exhibits prepared by you or under 

your direction and supervision? 

A Yes. 

Q Do you have any changes or corrections to 

make to that those exhibits? 

A No. 

MS. WHZTE: And, Madam Chairman, AJV-1 was 

revised and copies were provided to the Staff and the 

parties and, I believe, the Commission as well. 

CBAZRKAH JOD$OH: Okay. 

MS. WHZTE: I'd like to have the exhibits 

attached to Mr. Varner's direct testimony be marked 

for identification. 

CBAZRKAH JOD$OH: It will be marked as 22, 

and that was AJV-1 and 2'? 

MS. WHZTE: Right. 

(Exhibit 22 ma~ked for identification.) 
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BELLSOUTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC. 


DIRECT TESTIMONY OF ALPHONSO J. VARNER 


BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 


DQCKET NO. 971140-TP 


JANUARY 29, 1998 


Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, AND BUSINESS NAME AND 

ADDRESS. 

A. 	 My name is Alphonso J. Vamer. I am employed by BeliSouth as Senior 

Director for State Regulatory for the nine-state BellSouth region. My 

busin~M address is 675 West Peachtree Street. Atlanta, Georgia 

30375. •• 

Q. 	 PLEASE GIVE A BRIER DESCRIPTION OF YOUR BACKGROUND 


AND EXPERIENCE. 


A. 	 I graduated from Florid~ State University in 1972 with a Bachelor of 


Engineering Science d~ree in systems design engineering. 


immediately joined SoutJ;lem Bell in the division of revenues 


organization with the re$ponsibility for preparation of all Florida 


investment separations ~tudies for division of revenues and for 


reviewing interstate settlements. 


Subsequently. I accepteq an assignment in the rates and tariffs . 
-1
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organization with respqnsibilities for administering selected rates and 

tariffs including prepar,tion of tariff filings. In January 1994, I was 

appointed Senior Director of Pricing for the nine state regiOn. I was 

named Senior Director for Regulatory Policy and Planning in August 

1994, and I accepted my current position as Senior Director of 

Regulatory in April 1997. 

Q. 	 WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

A 	 The purpose of my testifinony is to address fully Issues 3, 6 and 8 in 

this proceeding. In addi~ion, both Mr. Hendrix and I address varying 

aspects.of Issues 7, 9 al11d 10. I intend to outline BellSouth's position 

with regard to the approfriate price to be applied to combinations of • • 

unbundled network ele~ents ("UNEs·). I also intend to define the 

appropriate non-recurrinp charges to be applied to specific elements 

when requested at the ~me time on the same order. 

Q. 	 PLEASE PROVIDE THE !BACKGROUND EVENTS THAT 

INFLUENCED BEllSOUTH'S RESPONSES TO THE ISSUES IN THIS 

DOCKET. 

A. 	 On June 19, 1997 the Flqrida Public Service Commission (the 

"Commission-) issued ortfers approving both the MCI and AT&T 

interconnection agreeme~ts signed with BellSouth. At that time, the 

pricing provisions of the ~CC'S Interconnection Rules established in 

-2

http:aspects.of


384 

1 CC Docket No. 96-98 (\FCC's Rules) were stayed by the United States 

2 Court of Appeals for th~ Eighth Circuit ("Eighth Circuif). However, the 

3 FCC's Rules that requited BellSouth to provide combinations of UNEs 
i 

4 to alternative local exd1ange companies ("ALECsn) remained in effect. 

S Due to the Eighth Circu~t's October 15, 1996 stay, the Commission 

6 could set prices for UNes and any UNE combinations without guidance 

7 from the FCC. The Co~miSSion. however, did not rule on the price of 

8 UNE combinations withir the proceedings that ultimately produced the 

9 
, 

arbitrated agreements ,tween BellSouth and MCI and BellSouth and 

10 AT&T. 

11 

12 Subsequent to those ev.nt~1 on July 18, 1997, the Eighth Circuit .: 

13 vacated the FCC's prici~g rules affirming that state com~issions held •• 
I 
I 

14 jurisdiction over intrastat~ priCing. In addition, the Eighth Circuit ruled 
i 

15 that incumbent local excljlange companies ("ILECs·), such as 

16 Bel/South, did not have tb combine UNEs for ALECs, ruling that it is the 

17 ALEC's responsibility to perform the combination function. The Eighth 
I 

. 18 Circuit stated in its Ord.,J, under Section II.G.1 .f, "While the Act requires 
I 

19 incumbent LECs to provi~e elements in a manner that enables the. 

20 competing carriers to co"!'bine them, unlike the Commission, we do not 

21 believe that this languag. can be read to levy a duty on the incumbent 

22 LEes to do the actual corttbining.· 

23 

24 On October 14, 1997 the ~ighth Circuit reiterated its July 18, 1997 
i 

25 decision with regard to th, combination of UNEs stating that the 

-3
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Telecommunications ~d of 1996 (the "Act"), "does not permit a new 

I 
I 

entrant to purchase th~ incumbent LEC's assembled platform{s) of 

combined network ele~ents (or any lesser existing combination of two 

or more elements) in o~der to offer competitive telecommunications 
I 

services,- The Eighth rircuit was very specific that requesting carriers 

will combine the unbundled elements themselves. 
! 

On January 16, 1998 t~ United States Supreme Court ("Supreme 
I 

Court") granted certiorar to review the Eighth Circuit's decision 

regarding pricing inClUdIng reco~bination of network elements. 

Nevertheless, with respect to the interconnection agreements 

BellSo~th signed with Mel and AT&T, language requiring BeliSouth to • 
I 

combine UNEs will rem~in in those agreements only until such time as:. 
I 

the Supreme Court has rmpleted its review, assuming the Supreme 

Court upholds the Eigh~ Circuit's decision. The interconnection 

agreements today contaIn language requiring that, should " ...any final 

and nonappealable legiJ,ative, regulatory, judicial or other legal action 

materially affects any m~terial terms of the Agreements, the parties will 
I 

renegotiate mutually accrptable terms as may be required. D (emphasis 

added) Therefore, assuming the issues now before the Supreme Court 
! 

become final, BeliSouth ~ill, at that time, renegotiate with MCI and 

AT&T the portion of the ~greements relating to combinations of UNEs. 

Currently, language in th~ interconnection agreements obligates 
I 

BeliSouth to provide combined UNEs. However, the interconnection 
! 
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1 agreements do not contain the price that BellSouth will charge for 

2 combining UNEs durin~ the period before the Eighth Circuit's decision 

3 is final. 
I 

4 

It is with this frame of reference that BeliSouth is responding to the 

6 issues in this docket. B~IISouth's responses deal primarily with the 

7 sitlJation during the interlim period before the Supreme Court rules on 

8 
I 

decisions made by the li9hth Circuit. 

9 i 
Q. 

I 

DID THE COMMISSION \ STAFF ACKNOWLEDGE THE EIGHTH 
I 

11 CIRCUITS RULING IN ItS NOVEMBER 20, 1997 
• I 

12 RECOMMENDATION INiTHIS DOCKET? 
I . 

13 
I 

14 A. Yes. At page 12, the Star' cites the Eighth Circuit's decision and the 

recommendation states, iStaff believes that the current state of the law 

16 does not require incumb$nts to provide combined network elements (or 

17 assembled platforms) to ~qUesting carriers, whether presently 

18 combined or to be COmbi~ed by incumbents." 
i 

•• 

19 i 
Q. IS IT BELLSOUTH'S PO~ICY TO PROVIDE COMBINATIONS OF 

21 UNEs TO ALECs AT UNB PRICES? 

22 I 
, 

23 

24 

A. No. It is not BeliSouth's pbliCY, nor has it ever been BellSouth's policy 
i 

to provide combinations 1UNEs that replicate retail services at UNE 

prices. 

I 
. t 
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Throughout the nume~ous arbitration proceedings in the BeliSouth 

region, including in BellSouth's Petition for Reconsideration in the MCI 

and AT&T arbitration JroceedingS in Florida, BeliSouth's policy has 
I 

been that when BellS9uth combines UNEs for an ALEC that recreate 

existing BellSouth serVices, those combinations should be priced at the 

retail service rate minJs the applicable wholesale discount. Those 
I 

positions presented to ~he commissions in Alabama, Georgia, 
I 

Louisiana, Mississippi,\North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee 
I 

resulted in arbitration drders consistent with BeliSouth's position. 
I 
I 

I 
Based on the Eighth Circuit's decision, BeliSouth is no longer obligatEK!. • 

to combine UNEs, but qan do so if it desires. As such, should an ALEG • 
I 

request BeliSouth to COrbine UNEs, BeliSouth will negotiate with that 

ALEC for appropriate r~tes. terms and conditions for such 

combinations. 
, 

I 
I 

luue "3: If the answ,r to either part or both parts of Issue" 1 is 
I 

no, how should the prlce(s) be detennlned? 
I 

luue "8: If the answ~r to either part or both parts of Issue" 4 is 
I 

no, how should the prlfe(s) be detennined? 

I 

a. 	 HOW SHOULD PRICES BE DETERMINED FOR COMBINATIONS OF 

UNEs WHICH 00 NOT ~ECREATE AN EXISTING BELLSOUTH 

RETAIL SERVICE? 

-a. 
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A. 	 Assuming the Supreme
\ 

i Court upholds the Eighth Circuit's ruling, no 

distinction needs to be ~ade between whether combinations recreate 

services or not. Based bn the Eighth Circuit's ruling, BellSouth is not 
I 

required to offer combirlations. To the extent such combinations are 

offered, pricing standar1s of the Act do not apply. Since provision of 

UNE combinations is n~t required under Section 251 of the Act, 

negotiation and arbitratifn under Section 252 is not applicable. On the 

other hand, combinations of UNEs when combined by MCI and AT&T 

should be priced at the i~dividual UNE prices. 

I 

It is BeliSouth's position \that prices for UNE combinations which do not _ 

recreate an existing Bellfouth retail service, should be negotiated •• 

between the parties. Thfse prices should be market based to reflect 

the increased risk assocIated with the use of UNEs outlined by the 

Eighth Circuit. Specifically, the Eighth Circuit, in its July 18, 1997 

Order at Section II.G.1.9! stated, "Although a competing carrier may 

obtain the capability of ptoviding local telephone service at cost-based 

rates under unbundled afcess as opposed to wholesale rates under 

resale, unbundled acces, has several disadvantages that preserve 

resale as a meaningful al~emative. Carriers entering the local 

telecommunications markets by purchasing unbundled network 

elements face greater riS~S than those carriers that resell an incumbent 

LEC's services.· The Or~er further states, IIA carrier providing services 

through unbundled acce., however, must make an up-front, 	 , 

-7
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1 investment that is larg~ enough to pay for the cost of acquiring access 

2 to all of the unbundled\ elements of an incumbent LEC's network that 
I 

3 are necessary to provire local telecommunications services without 

4 knowing whether consrmer demand will be sufficient to cover such 

expenditures. Moreovrr, our decision requiring the requesting carriers 

6 to combine the elements themselves increases the costs and risks 

7 associated with unbUn~'ed access as a method of entering the local 

8 telecommunications in~ustry and simultaneously makes resale a 
.' 

9 distinct and attractive dption.· 
I 

11 a. HOW ~HOULD PRICE~ BE DETERMINED FOR COMBINATIONS ·OF 
I 

12 UNEs WHICH DO RE~REATE AN EXISTING BELLSO.UTH RETAIL a. 

13 SERVICE WHERE TH~ COMBINATION IS PERFORMED BY MCI OR· • 

14 AT&T? 

16 A. As previously discusJ, assuming the Eighth Circuit's deCision is 

17 upheld, a distinction be~een whether combinations recreate services 

18 or not will not be neces~ary. In addition, when MCI or AT&T combine 

19 UNEs themselves to prdvision services, whether or not they recreate 
I 

an existing BellSouth s_rvice, prices for such combinations of UNEs 

21 should be the individual\ UNE prices. In the interim period, until the 
I 

22 contracts are revised to Ireflect that decision, UNE combinations that . 
, Q:5 f'e":>o tel. -se-rv d:'e.. 

23 recreate a BeliSouth sefice should be priced the sam'fegardless of 

24 whether BellSouth or thi ALEC does the combining. 

-a. 


----------~~.---.--
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1 Q. HOW SHOULD PRICE$ BE DETERMINED FOR COMBINATIONS OF 


2 
 UNEs WHICH DO CREkTE AN EXISTING BELLSOUTH RETAIL 
I 

3 SERVICE WHERE TH~ COMBINATION IS PERFORMED ·BY 

4 BELLSOUTH? \ 
I 

6 A. As discussed in the preJious answer, BellSouth will not be required to 


7 perform UNE combinatidns assuming the Eighth Circuit's decision is 


8 upheld. If BeliSouth offJrs combinations, BeliSouth may negotiate a 

I . 

9 	 price (sometimes referred to as a "glue charge") with MCI or AT&T for 

I 


that combination functioi' Such negotiations would be outside the 

11 scope o! BeliSouth's resrnsibility.under the Act. As noted, provisions _

12 for combining UNEs are rot required by Section 251 of the Act; •• 

13 consequently, negotiatiofs and arbitration provisions of Section 252 cfot.. 

14 not apply. Thus, if BellSYuth and MCI or BeliSouth and AT&T are 

unable to agree on term~ and conditions and prices, then BeliSouth 

16 would not perform the co-;nbining function. 

17 

18 However, the Commissio~ is addressing this issue based on the 

19 current contract. BeIlSo~h's position is that, until the current contracts 
I 

are revised, when BellSo~h provisions combinations of UNEs that 

21 recreate existing BellSou~h retail services, the price to the ALEC will be 
I 

the retail price of that serVice minus the applicable wholesale discount. 

23 

24 

22 

It is expected that the typiba, request by MCI or AT&T would be for 

BeliSouth to provide a combination of UNEs (as a preassembled 

-9
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1 combination, or on a S+itch "as iSIl basis) without the physical work of 

2 combining the element!!. This exemplifies the situation ov~r which the 

3 Commission has expre. sed concern. In essence, MCI or AT&T would 
I 

4 order a Bel/South retail! service simply by placing the order as a series 

of UNEs. This situation is, quite frankly, the one most likely to exist 

6 and is the one MCI and! AT&T have actually demanded. This migration 
i

7 of a customer's service lor switch Mas is" is simply resale, since MCI and 

8 AT&T are not purchasirtg UNEs, but are, in fact, purchasing a finished 
! 

9 	 retail service. In such ~ses, BellSouth will bill the retail service rate 


minus the applicable wholesale discount. 


11 ! 
i 

12 a. PLEASE ILLUSTRATE THE EFFECTS OF APPLYING UNE PRICES 

13 FOR BELLSOUTH PRqVIDED UNE COMBINATIONS TO MCI AND •• 

14 AT&T THAT RECREATf BELLSOUTH'S LOCAL EXCHANGE 

SERVICE. 

16 
! 

17 A. I have prepared and att,ched my Exhibit AJV-1 which illustrates the 

18 consequences of pricing certain UNE combinations at UNE prices 

19 versus the wholesale priFing standard which is the appropriate 

standard to apply. Exhibit AJV-1 contains three charts; Chart A 

21 displays a typical busin~s customer, Chart B displays a typical PBX 

22 customer and Chart C dirPlayS a typical residential customer. Each 

23 chart contains three pric~ng scenarios comparing the tariffed retail rates 

24 and related charges to r,tail rates minus the wholesale discount and 

corresponding UNE rate' and related charges. 


I 

. -10
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Using Chart A, this typi I business customer has two lines with 

hunting and a single ve ical feature on each line. Based on these 

assumptions, this custo er pays BeliSouth $70.68 per month for each 

line. 

Now consider that this usiness customer decides to purchase local 

service from MCI or AT T. If, when MCI or AT&T order the service, 

they request BeliSouth' service to resell to their customer, MCI and 

AT&T would pay BellS uth $62.36 per month for each line. This price 

is the retail rate less th wholesale discount approved by this 

Commission. BeliSout would continue to receive access charges 

associated with this lin . 

Next, consider that wh n MCI or AT&T order service, they request that 

the customer be switch d uas is" to UNEs. The service would be 

provided in the same m nner as resale with the capabilities and 

functions also being th same. Simply by changing the words they use 

when the service is ord red, the revenues paid to BeliSouth, based on 
'3~. 77 

the UNE rates ordered y the Commission, would drop to ~ for 

this line. Not only doe BeliSouth lose significant revenue, but MCI 

and AT&T are not subj ct to the joint marketing restriction on resold 

services, as I will discu s in more detail later. In effect, MCI and AT&T 
5~.(,. 

receive an effective dis unt from retail rates of 5~AJ simply because 

they place the order as UNEs instead of resale. Chart B displays a 
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1 similar outcome with M~I and AT&T receiving an effective discount 

2 from retail rates of ;~A,. 

3 6{P1 

4 Chart C, which iIIustrars the same scenario for a typical residential 

customer, shows that u~e of UNEs to provide service results in a 

6 significantly lower discOunt from retail than using UNEs for business 

7 customers. However, il is still economically more advantageous than 

8 ordering service as resFtle. Once again, not only do MCI and AT&T 

9 
" .. ? . 

receive a j.a3% disco~nt over retail prices, but they avoid paying 

interstate access chardes and also avoid the joint marketing 

11 resltictions associated rh resold services outlined in the N;t 

12 

13 In all three scenarios, i~ MCI and AT&T are allowed to receive UNE •• 

14 combinations at UNE ~rices, there is ample reason for MCI and AT&T 

to always order services using UNEs. It is difficult to conceive of a 

16 situation in Florida in tich an ALEC would choose to use the resale 

17 option, when they can effectively bypass that option through sham 

18 unbundling. Thus, if sram unbundling is allowed to occur, it would 

19 render useless the res_Ie pricing standard of the Ad. 

21 Q. YOU MENTIONED ~AT ALLOWING MCI AND AT&T TO USE SHAM 

22 UNBUNDLING WOU~O PERMIT THEM TO AVOID THE JOINT 

23 MARKETING RESTRlfTIONS OF THE ACT. PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

24 

A. Congress included la1guege in the Act that created a balance between 

. -12
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1 a Bell Operating cc>m,ny's ("BOC's") ability to enter the long distance 


2 market and a large inte~exchange carriers ("IXC's") ability to jointly 


3 market its interLA TA stices with services obtained from the BOC 


4 through resale. Sectior 271 (e)(1) of the Act states, "Until a Bell 


operating company is at· thorized pursuant to subsection (d) to provide 


6 interLATA services in a in-region State, or until 36 months have 

I 

7 passed since the date f enactment of the Telecommunications Act of 


8 1996, whichever is earlIer, a telecommunications carrier that serves 


9 greater than 5 percent ~ the Nation's presubscribed access lines may 


not jOintly market in suJt, State telephone exchange service obtained 
i 

11 from such company pursuant to section 251 (c)(4) with inteFl:ATA .. 

12 service~ offered by that telecommunications carrier." Section 251 (c){4) _ 
. 

13 describes the resale ofi existing services. •• 

14 
I 

The Act's purpose in imposing this restriction was to prevent a large 

16 IXC from exercising ani unfair marketing advantage over the BOC until 

17 the BOC was either p~ritted to enter the long distance market or until 

18 36 months had pass, since enactment of the Act. If MCI and AT&T 

19 are allowed to order B,IISouth's existing retail services using UNE 

rates, versus the resalt situation that it actually is, and avoid complying 

21 with the joint marketinq restrictions, the joint marketing restrictions of 

22 the Act no longer hav~ meaning. Mel and AT&T would effectively have 

23 the ability to manipula.e the Act's pricing standards to their best 
i 

24 	 advantage and thumb their noses at the Act's joint marketing 

restrictions that were ~PecificallY intended to apply to MCI, AT&T and 

-13
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Sprint. 

The Commission appears to be concerned about this .area -as 
! 

evidenced in a statemrt contained in the Commission's December 31, 

1996 Order in the AT&lf and MCI arbitration proceeding. In that Order, 

the Commission expressed concern, .....about the possibility that the 
i 

jOint marketing prohibi.ions in Section 271(e)(1) could be 

circumvented.· BellSo~th requests the Commission ad on that 

concem and deny MC~ and AT&T's demand for sham unbundling. 

Q. 	 PLEASE EXPLAIN M1'RE FULLY .THE CONSEQUENCES THAT 

WOULD RESULT, IF . ELLSOUTH WERE REQUIRED TO PRICE 

BELLSOUTH PERFOFRMED COMBINATIONS THAT CREATE •• 

EXISTING RETAIL SiRVICES AS UNEs INSTEAD OF RESALE? 

A. 	 As just described, su~ a requirement would nUllify the Ad's two 

pricing standards as t1ey apply to MCI and AT&T. MCI and AT&T 

would be able to obtaip a BellSouth retail service at UNE prices 

allowing them to mani~ulate the pricing standards of the Ad in a 

manner not contemPI,ted by Congress. In Sedion 252( d) of the Ad, 

Congress established Itwo pricing standards, one for interconnedion 

and UNEs and one for the resale of existing services. 

If allowed to obtain a Bt' IISouth retail service at UNE prices, MCI and 

AT&T could choose a . ricing standard based simply on the manner they 
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1 order the service, as opp~sed to the appropriate pricing standard being 

2 
i 

applied to the local exchange service being provisioned. In this 

3 manner. and as demonstrated in Exhibit AJV-1. Mel and AT&T would 

4 purchase BeliSouth combined UNEs for provision of service when 

selling to their customer, because it would be economically 

6 advantageous to MCI an~ AT&T. Congress could not have intended 

7 that an ALEC market its ,ervices to its customers simply through 

8 manipulation of the Act's Ipricing standards that are intended to 

9 distinguish between ProJision of services through resale or through 

purchase of UNEs. Neit~er should this Commission allow MCI and 

11 AT&T such latitude. 

12 .
13 Q. HAS THE COMMISSIOr EXPRESSED CONCERN ABOUT THIS •• 

14 SHAM UNBUNDLING? I 

16 A. Yes. In its December 3~, 1996 Order in the AT&T and MCI arbitration 

17 proceeding (Order No. fSC-96-1S79-FOF-TP), the Commission stated, 

18 "We note that we are concerned with the FCC's tnterpretation of 

19 Section 2S1(c)(3) of thlAct. Specifically, we are concerned that the 

FCC's interpretation co Id result in the resale rates we set being 
i 

21 circumvented if the price of the same service created by combining 

22 unbundled elements is ower." 

23 

Unfortunately, as Mr. H ndrix has noted, when BeliSouth attempted to 

include language in th interconnection agreements with MCI and 

-15
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1 AT&T to address this cfncern, the Commission denied its inclusion. 

2 Specifically, on page 7 'of the May 27, 1997 Order in the AT&T 

3 arbitration docket, the bommission stated, "We find BeliSouth's 

4 proposal to include thi11angUage and refusal to sign the Agreement 

without such language icompletely unacceptable." 

6 
/ 

7 Q. WHAT ARE THE CONEEQUENCES TO CONSUMERS, IF MCI AND 

8 AT&T ARE PERMITTED TO ENGAGE IN SHAM UNBUNDLING? 
i 

9 

A. There are substantial margins in business vertical services and access 

11 prices..That is no su~rise. As a matter of public policy, this 

12 Commission originally rat these prices to support local residential 

13 rates. If MCI and AT&T are permitted to capture or eliminate those •• 

14 margins immediately, ~esidential, principally rural, customers will be 
, 

harmed. It is the cust~mers that MCI and AT&T do not want to serve 

16 who will fund the multilmillion dollar price breaks that MCI and AT&T 
! 

17 will receive. As stat4' this revenue windfall will be achieved by simply 

18 changing the way services are ordered. MCI and AT&T will simply 

19 request combined el+ents instead of resold service. Nothing else is 

different. Even on an /interim basis, to protect consumers, the price for 

21 combined elements stjtould not equal the sum of unbundled element 

22 prices when the comb/ned elements and resold services are 

23 equivalent. 

24 

Q. YOU INDICATED EAfLiER THAT THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT FOUND 

-16
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1 THAT ALECs SUCH ~S MCI AND AT&T WILL COMBINE 

2 UNBUNDLED ELEMErTS THEMSELVES. DOES BELLSOUTH 

3 OFFER ANY UNE COrBINATIONS? 

4 

5 A. No. As stated earlier, ~ellSouth does not generally offer to combine 

6 network elements. H~ever, there are certain combined elements that 

7 BellSouth offers in ord,r to fulfill its obligations under some existing 

8 agreements. For exa1Ple, BellSouth offers common transport. -rhe 

9 only technically feasiblt method of offering common transport is to 

to combine it with the port. Consequently, BeliSouth will combine the port 

11 and common transport. I The table below identifies these exceptions 
• I 

12 and indicates those cort,bined elements for which order coordination is 

13 available. Until the Eigrth Circuit's Order is final (assuming it is upheld· 

14 by the Supreme Court),\the agreements with MCI and AT&T obligate 

15 BellSouth to provide other UNE combinations as well. As noted earlier, 

16 however, such combinJions that replicate retail services will be treated 

17 for the purposes of proJisiOning and billing as resale. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
I 
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UNEt Combine Coordlnat 
e 

Loop + Cross Conr1ect X X 
Port + Cross Conm tet X X 
Port + Cross Conm 

Common Transpc 
et+ 
rt 

X X 

Loop Distribution + iNlD X X 
Port + VerticallFeat~res X X 
Loops with loop concentration X X 
Port + Common Tr.nsport X X 
Loops + LNP N/A X 
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The price for each of t e combinations in the above chart is the sum of 

the individual element rices. 

Issue # 7: What stan~ards should be used to identify what 

combinations of unb~ndled network elements recreate existing 

BeliSouth retail telec~mmunlcatlons services: 

a. 	 WILL STANDARDS 0 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING WHAT 

COMBINATIONS OF NES RECREATE EXISTING BELLSOUTH 

SERVICES BE NECE SARY IF THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT'S DECISION

IS UPHELD? 

A. 	 No. Assuming the Ei9~th Circuit's decision is upheld, this issue will be 

moot. The Eighth Circuit detennined that BeliSouth is not required to 

combine UNEs. If Be IISouth does agree to combine UNEs, it will be 

through negotiations b I tween the parties and be bound by the terms of 

a contrad, not by a de ision of this Commission. Mr. Hendrix is 

addressing the criteria to be used in the interim period under the AT&T 

and MCI centrads unti the Eighth Circuit's decision is final. 

Issue # 8: What Is th. appropriate non-recurring charge for each 

of the following combinations of network elements for migration 

of an existing BellSo~th customer; (a) 2-wlre analog loop and 

port; (b) 2·wire ISDN !,OOP and port; (c) 4-wire analog loop and 
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Q. 	 HOW HAS BELLSOUTi ADDRESSED THIS ISSUE? 

A. 	 BeliSouth's response to1this issue conforms to the Commission's 

requirement to provide ~on-recurring charges for individual UNEs when 

ordered at the same tim~ on the s.ame order. That requirement was 
I 

described in the Commi~sion's March 19, 1997 Order, No. PSC-97

0298-FOF-TP (Final 01er on Motions for Reconsideration and 

Amending Order No. P1C-96-1579-FOF-TP). In that Order, the 

Commi~sion stated, ",e hereby order BeliSouth to provide NRCs that 

do not include duplicate charges or charges for fundions or adivities 

that AT&T does not n~ when two or more network elements are •• 

combined in a singlle orber. II The Commission also stated that the 

same requirement is a~Plicable to MCI. 

The use of the word "mrgration" in Issue # 8 could lead to confusion in 

the interpretation of issues in this docket. Specifically, Issue # 8 calls 

for non-recurring chardes ("NRCsD) for each combination for "migration 

of an existing BeliSout~ customer. II In the telecommunications 

industry, the term "migtationDtypically applies to a switch "as is." A 

switch "as is· pertains rnlY to a resale environment. This is not a 

resale proceeding. B,"South is focusing on NRCs as applied to 

unbundled network el,ments that are ordered simultaneously, which is 

consistent with thE' Commission's deciSion in the AT&T and Mel 

I 
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arbitration orders. Bel South's discounted NRCs are not intended to 

accommodate a switc "as is." 

a. 	 WHAT RATES HAS B~LLSOUTH PROPOSED? 

A. 	 BellSouth's propo!Jed ~RCS are listed in my Exhibit AJV-2. This exhibit 

demonstrates disoount~ on NRCs for UNE loops and ports when the 

elements are ordelred .t the same time. The testimony of Mr. Landry 
. 	 i 

and Ms. Caldwell Elxplsin the duplicate charges that, when eliminated, 

determine the discounts used in the exhibit. 

a. WHAT DO THE NEW RCs REFLECT? 

•• 

A. The discounted NRCs, listed on AJV-2, reflect the elimination of any 

duplicate costs. The d'scounted NRCs were developed as follows: 

BeliSouth considered; (1) the non-recurring costs for each of the 

applicable elements 0 a stand-alone baSiS, and then (2) the total that 

would apply if the NR s for the stand-alone itemS"were added together 

without considering du licate costs. BellSouth then compared the 

result for item 2 above to (3) the costs for the combination when any 

duplicate charges have been removed. The comparison between 

figures (2) and (3) pro~ide a percentage difference that BeliSouth will 

use as the basis tC) discount the NRC for the specific combination. To 

summarize, the new N~Cs that BeliSouth proposes for the combined 

orders are specific: nu bers that are based on a percentage discount 
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that eliminates duplica charges. All of these NRCs also include 

shared and common c sts. 

Issue #I 9: Does the enSouth-MClm interconnection agreement 

require BeUSouth to +COrd and provide MClm with the switched 

acc..s usage data necessary to bill interexchange carriers when 

MClm provides service using unbundled local switching 

purchased from Bell~OUth either on a stand-alone basis or in 

combination with ouJ.r unbundled network elements? 

Issue #I 10: Does the AT&T-BellSouth interconnection agreement 

require BenSouth to .rd and provide AT&T with detail usage 

data for switched ac service, local exchange service and long-

distance service nee sary for AT&T to bill customers when AT&T 

provides service usi unbundled network elements either alone 

or in combination? 

Q. 	 MR. HENDRIX HAS A DRESSED ISSUE NOS. 9 & 10 FROM THE 

PERSPECTIVE OF T E AGREEMENTS WITH AT&T AND MCI. DO 

THESE ISSUES, HO EVER, REQUIRE FURTHER DISCUSSION? 

A 	 Yes. The interconnection agreements require that BeliSouth record all 

billable usage evelnts 1nd send the appropriate recording data to AT&T 

and MCI. It is impj:)rta~t to note that this data will not include intrastate 

interLATA data. VI/heraas the FCC has determined that interstate 
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access is to be billed by !the ALEC when the ALEC provides service to 

its customers using Bell outh's unbundled elements. this Commission 

has not made a similar d termination on intrastate. interLA TA access, 

This is a pricing decisio for the state commissions to make, Since the 

FCC has chosen to elim'nate access charges for these services, a 

source of contribution to support intrastate rates has been removed. 

Consequently, this Com ission should consider what action should be 

taken to offset any loss ~ contribution previously provided by interstate 

access charges. 

Becaus~ the Eighth Cir'fit affirmed that the state commissions have 

jurisdiction over intrastae pricing, it is up to this Commission to 

determine the issue of i trastate, interLA TA billing. BeliSouth believes·· 

it is appropriate for Bell outh to continue to bill and collect intrastate. 

interLA TA access charg s and will do so until such time as this 

Commission rules othe ise, As previously discussed. when MCI or 

AT&T simply order local service through switch "as is" or UNE 

combinations, through t e artifice of claiming they are offering retail 

services, such servi,ce should be priced as resale, Under resale, 

BeliSouth will continue tb bill the applicable access charges, therefore, 

it is not necessary tel prJvide this data to MCI. 

Q. DOES THIS COMPLET~ YOUR TESTIMONY? 

A. Yes. 
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BELLSOUTH T!LECOMMUNICA '"IONS, INC. 


REBUTTAL TESTIM~NY OF ALPHONSO J. VARNER 


BEFORE THE FLORI9A PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 


OIOCI1ET NO. 971140-TP 


FE1RUARY 20, 1998 

Q. 	 PLEASE STATE YOUR AME, AND BUSINESS NAME AND 

ADDRESS. 

A. 	 My name is Alphonso J. ~amer. I am employed by BeIiSouth as Senior 

Director for State Reglulat?ry for the nine-state BeliSouth region. My 

business address is 675 rest Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Georgia 

30375. 

Q. 	 HAVE YOU PREVIOUSL -+ FILED TESTIMONY IN THIS DOCKET? 

A. 	 Yes. I filed direct testimo y and two exhibits on January 29, 1998. 

Q. 	 WHAT IS THE PURPOS . OF YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY? 

A. 	 My rebuttal testimony reJonds to the direc! testimony filed by AT&T 

and MCI witnesses on Ja~uary 29. 1998. In responding to these 

witnesses, my testimony rrl futes erroneous positions and assertions 

found in their testimony. 
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Q. 	 DO YOU HAVE ANY GE~ERAL COMMENTS ON THE TESTIMONY 

FILED BY AT&T AND Mil? 

A. 	 Yes. It appears that witn1sses for AT&T and MCI are attempting to 

confuse the issues in this fase. The goals of this proceeding are to 

determine the appropriatel prices to be applied to combinations of 

unbundled network elemerts ("UNEs"), and to eliminate duplicate cost 

recovery in nonrecurring charges ("NRCs") for stand alone elements 

when requested at the~ sa~e time on the same order. This case is not 
I 

a~o.ut p.rovisioning issues rterms and conditions issues; it is about 

pricing Issues. 

AT&T and MCI are aSldngjthiS Commission to take two diametrically 

opposite positions simulta eously. They are requesting that the 

Commission confirm that prices for combinations of UNEs are 

mandated by their agreements while simultaneously asking this 

Commission to ignore pricJs that they claim are mandated by their 

agreements. 

When MCI or AT&T reque~t that the customer be switched "as is" using 

UNEs, the service is the sate as resale with the capabilities and 

functions also being the sa e. Essentially, AT&T and MCI want to 
I 

order the functional eqUiVal~nt of a BellSouth retail service simply by 

changing the words they uie when the service is ordered. This would 

allow them to receive huge leffective discounts from retail simply by 
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1 placing the order as UNE~ instead of resale and would make the 

2 concept of resale obsolet~. In my testimony. I refute statements that 

3 stir such confusion as wei, as correct errors that the intervenors' 

4 attempt to provide as facttal evidence. Mr. Hendrix addresses contract 

issues, Mr. Landry discus$es the provisioning of UNEs, and Ms. 
I 

6 Caldwell addresses C()st issues. 

7 

8 Q. MCI WITNESS PARKER,.oN PAGE 7 OF HIS TESTIMONY, STATES 

9 THAT THE BELLSOUTH/MCI AGREEMENT "GIVES ONLY ONE 

PRICING STANDARD F~R UNE COMBINATIONS AND CREATES 

11 NO EXCEPTIONS." DO tou AGREE? 

12 

13 A. No. BellSouth has not agreed to the pricing for UNE combinations in 

14 either the AT&T or Mel a1reements. BellSouth's agreement with MCI 

sets forth prices for UNEs; but not for combinations of UNEs. MCI and 
i 

16 AT&T have attempted to torture wording of other parts of the 

17 agreements to imply that t·ellSouth has agreed to a pricing scheme 

18 that BellSouth has repeat. dly and consistently opposed. 

19 

AT&T and MCI have incorrrectlY stated that BellSouth has agreed to 

21 price combinations of UNfs at the sum of UNE prices. As I stated in 

22 my direct testimony, Bell~outh has repeatedly and vociferously 

23 opposed pricing of UNE jmbinations as the sum of the individual UNE 

24 prices as AT&T and MCI rave proposed. BellSouth has consistently 

maintained that position im all of its arbitration proceedings, interLA TA 

-3
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compliance proceedings afi d in the courts. It is ludicrous to believe that 

BeliSouth would have agr ed to pricing UNEs as suggested by AT&T 

and MCI while concurrentl opposing this view in every possible arena. 

Q. 	 YOU STATED THAT AT& AND MCI PROPOSE THAT THE 

COMMISSION SIMULTA~ EOUSLY TAKE TWO DIAMETRICALLY 

OPPOSITE ACTIONS. P EASE ELABORATE. 

A. 	 As I stated, AT&T and MC'I claim that their agreements mandate that 

UNE combinations be pric d at the sum of UNE prices. They have 

made no attempt to show hether such pricing would be appropriate. 

Their sole basis for the validity of their pricing proposal is that such 

pricing is dictated by their· greements. However, their own arguments 

contradict this contention. 

If prices for UNE combinaions were dictated by their agreements as 

they claim, the agreement would dictate both the recurring and non

recurring prices for UNEs. None of the agreements' provisions that 

AT&T and MCI use to sup ort their contention distinguish between 

recurring and non-recurrinb prices. If this language governs recurring 

prices, it would also gove! the non-recurring prices. However, AT&T 

and MCI are requesting t is Commission to decide that the contract 

language mandates the rcurring prices only. Simultaneously, they 

want the Commission to ignore this same language - the basis for their 

recurring pricing request _iand determine that their agreement does not 
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establish non-recurring pri es. The motivation for this blatantly 

contradictory position is 0 vious. They like the recurring prices but 

don't like the non-recurrin9 prices. However, the same language in the 

agreement can't be used t I both dictate prices and not dictate prices. 

The fact is that the agree ents do not contain any prices for UNE 

combinations. AT&T and CI have confirmed this fact by their own 

arguments. 

Q. 	 YOU MENTIONED THAT AT&T AND MCI WANT TO ORDER THE 

"FUNCTIONAL EQUIVAL NT OF A BELLSOUTH RETAIL SERVICE" 

SIMPLY BY CHANGING E WORDS THEY USE WHEN THE 

SERVICE IS ORDERED. LEASE ELABORATE. 

A. 	 Certainly. As background, the alternative local exchange company 

("ALEC") makes the dE~ter . ination of how to serve a clJstomer. If the 

competitor chooses resale, prices are available, and these prices 

reflect provisioning of a ret it service. If the competitor decides to 

serve a customer by orderi g a preassembled combination of UNEs (a 

combination of UNEs that rovides the same functionality as a retail 

service), the provisioning p ocess is the same as resale. Witnesses for 

AT&T and MCI have a1ttem. ted in their testimony to create a difference 

between UNE combinationb and resale, where none exists. This is 

clear from the Nonrecurrin Cost Model sponsored by AT&T which 

purports to establish the n nrecurring costs of: (1) "Total Services 

Resale," which the model efines as the wholesale provision of local 
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telephone service by an i:rumbent to an ALEC, which then resells the 

service to end user custoJers; and (2) "Unbundled Network Elements 

Platform," which the model! defines as the purchase by an ALEC of 

"unbundled network elemehts in combination from the ILEC at cost

based rates." The nonreClring costs developed by the AT&T model 

for resale and the "platfor "are identical. As a result, the model must 

assume that the purchase . f services for resale and the purchase of 

the "platform" are the sam~ thing. 

Despite this aCknOWledgm~nt, AT&T and Mel attempt to persuade the 

Commission to give thE~m t e best of all conceivable worlds; they want 

to purchase what is the eq ivalent of a resold service at UNE recurring 

rates and at nonrecurring r tes which are lower than those that would 

apply to UNEs or resal19. 

Q. 	 WHAT WOULD BE THE I PACT ON FLORIDA CONSUMERS IF 

AT&T AND MCI COULD Pl RCHASE RECREATED BELLSOUTH 

LOCAL EXCHANGE SER ICE AT THE PRICES THEY PROPOSE? 

A. 	 Exhibit AJV-1 of my direct t stimony illustrates the consequences of 

pricing certain UNE combin tions at UNE recurring prices versus the 

wholesale pricing standard,. which is the appropriate standard to apply. 
! 

The charts in Exhibit AJV-1ishow how MCI and AT&T receive 

substantial discounts over tail prices through the artifice of renaming 

resale as UNE combination. Additionally, they avoid paying interstate 
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access charges and also void the joint marketing restrictions 

associated with resold se ices outlined in the Telecommunications Act 

of 1996 (the "Act"). 

There are substantial mar ins in business vertical services and access 

charges. That is not a sur~rise to anybody. As a matter of public 

policy, this Commission pu~ them there to support local residence rates. 

If new entrants are permitt· d to capture or eliminate those margins 

immediately, Florida's resi ential customers, principally rural 

customers, will be harmed. It is the customers that AT&T and MCI do 

not want to serve who will und the multi-million dollar price breaks that 

AT&T and MCI seek to rec ive. Further, if AT&T and MCI receive this 

windfall, it will simply be b virtue of changing the way they ask for the 

service. They will simply r quest UNE combinations instead of resold 

services. Nothing else is ifferent. What they can add to the service, 

what they can do with the ervice, their ability to innovate and serve the 

customer are all the same nder either circumstance. 

One attempt to distinguish between UNE combinations and resale has 

been to contend that UNE ombinations present a different business 

opportunity than resale. T e only different business opportunity is that 

AT&T and MCI pay less fo the resold service, they do not pay access 

charges, and they avoid th joint marketing restriction. 

Another baseless reason T&T and MCI offer to support their 
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1 contention of a difference etween resale and UNE combinations is the 

2 need to bill for access se ·ces. Under either scenario, BeliSouth 

3 provides the access se~rvi to AT&T and MCI. End users do not pay 

4 carrier access charges; ca riers do. If AT&T is the end user's long-

distance provider, AT&T wiU not bill access to anyone, it will simply stop 
I 

6 paying access to BeliSout, even though it will continue to use the 

7 same BeliSouth equipment that it was using before. 

8 

9 If an AT&T end user that w s served by UNE combinations decides to 

use MCI, AT&T would prop se to bill MCI for access, but that is 

11 unnecessary. BeliSouth d es not need AT&T to bill MCI for the access 

12 service that it provides; Bel South is perfectly capable of doing its own 

13 billing. And, by the way, A &T also wants to keep the revenue in this 

14 case. Somehow AT&T and MCI believe that it is appropriate for 

BeliSouth to provide all of t . e investment and for AT&T and MCI to get 

16 all of the revenue. Instead f using their ample resources to benefit 

17 Floridians, AT&T and MCI ould have their entry funded largely by the 

18 Floridians that they do not 

19 

Q. HAS THE COURT OF APP ALS FOR THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT 

21 ("EIGHTH CIRCUIT") ADD ESSED THE PRICING PROPOSAL THAT 

22 AT&T AND MCI HAVE SU MiTrED? 

23 

24 A. Yes. In its Order issued on ctober 14, 1997, the Eighth Circuit stated 

as follows: 

-8
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1 
2 Section 251 (c)(3) requires an incumbent LEC to provide access 

3 to the elements of its network only on an unbundled (as opposed 

4 to a combined) basis. Stated another way, §251 (c)(3) does not 

5 permit a new entrant to purchase the incumbent LEC's 

6 assembled platform(s) of combined network elements (or any 

7 lesser existing combination of two or more elements) in order to 

8 offer competitive telecommunications services. To permit such 

9 an acquisition of al!ready combined elements at cost based rates 

10 for unbundled access would obliterate the careful distinctions 

11 Congress has drawn in subsections 251 (c)(3) and (4) between 

12 access to unbundled network elements on the one hand and the 

13 purchase at wholesale rates of an incumbent's 

14 telecommunications retail services for resale on the other. 

15 (Emp hasis added) 

16 

17 The emphasized portion of the quote shows that the Eighth Circuit's 

18 view was that pricing UNE combinations as proposed by AT&T and 

19 MCI would violate the Act. Congress intended for two different priCing 

20 standards to exist. AT&T and MCI would have this Commission ignore 

21 that intent so they can re,ceive the benefits of resold services at more 

22 advantageous prices than Congress intended. During the appeal of the 

23 FCC's interconnection rules, BellSouth was a strong advocate for the 
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1 action eventually taken by the Eighth Circuit which was to maintain the 

2 integrity of these two different pricing standards. Given this position, it 

3 would be preposteroLis to conclude that BeliSouth also agreed to price 

4 UNE combinations at UNE rates in its agreement with AT&T and MCI. 

This Commission should reject any such claims. 

6 

7 Q. AT&T WITNESS LYNOn, ON PAGE 2 OF HIS TESTIMONY, 

8 ASSERTS THAT "MIGRATION OCCURS WHEN A CUSTOMER WITH 

9 EXISTING SERVICE REQUESTS A CHANGE IN ITS LOCAL 

SERVICE PROVIDER (I.E., MOVING AN EXISTING BELLSOUTH 

11 CUSTOMER TO AT&T)." ON PAGE 3, MR. LYNOn FOLLOWS BY 

12 EXPLAINING THAT "THE PROCESS OF MIGRATING A BELLSOUTH 

13 CUSTOMER TO A CLEC UTILIZING UNBUNDLED NETWORK 

14 ELEMENTS IS AN UPDATE OF OSS DATABASE RECORDS TO 

IDENTIFY THE NEW SERVICE PROVIDER AS THE CUSTOMER OF 

16 RECORD." DO YOU AGREE? 

17 

18 A. No. As I explained in my direct testimony, the use of the word 

19 "migration" leads to confusion in the interpretation of issues in this 

docket. The term "migration" applies here to a switch "as is." For 

21 example, a BellSouth customer requests to change service providers, 

22 to AT&T, but retain the same functionality of service. If this customer is 

23 switched "as is," the customer's account is transferred to the new 

24 provider with no changes in the technical specifications of the service 

that is being provided. A switch "as is" pertains only to a resale 

-10
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environment. 

As a result, the recurring and nonrecurring rates that should apply 

when a customer is migrated "as is" are the nonrecurring rates 

applicable to resale. Even though MCI and AT&T acknowledge that no 

distinction exists between UNE combinations and resale, they do not 

want to pay the nonrecurring rates associated with either. Rather, they 

have concocted new nonrecurring charges (discussed by Mr. Lynott 

and Mr. Hyde), completely disregarding the nonrecurring charges 

established by this Commission for resale and for UNEs. 

Q. 	 YOU CONTEND THAT UNE COMBINATIONS MIGRATED THROUGH 

A SWITCH "AS IS" IS RESALE. WHAT ARE MCl's AND AT&T'S 

CONTENTIONS ON THIS ISSUE? 

A. 	 They seem to agree on this point. This is evident in the AT&T/MCI 

NRC Model, sponsored by Mr. Lynott in this proceeding, which 

assumes that provisioning UNE combinations and provisioning resale is 

the same thing. The AT&T/MCI NRC Model assumes conversion of an 

existing service to UNEs, which BellSouth has combined for the ALEC, 

with little or no human intervention. This is entirely incorrect, because 

for example, connecting UNE loops to an ALEC requires, at a 

minimum, activity to physically move connection of the loop from the 

existing connections at BeliSouth's switch to the ALEC's connecting 

facility. Thus, the model's assumption of 98% flow through is invalid on 
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its face. Such an assumption includes migration of an existing 

customer which is a resale function, and not an appropriate assumption 

for the provision of UNEs. 

If an ALEC orders unbundled elements, BeliSouth will provide them in 

a manner that allows the ALEC to combine them. If, however, AT&T, 

MCI or any other ALEC wishes to migrate a customer's service on a 

switch "as is" basis, which does not involve disruption of a customer's 

service, this can be done only through resale. BellSouth is willing and 

able to transition existing services to an ALEC on a switch "as is" basis, 

and in doing so, BellSouth will bill the ALEC for the retail service minus 

the applicable wholesale discount 

Q. 	 MCI WITNESS HYDE MAKES ADJUSTMENTS TO THE BELLSOUTH 

NRC MODEL IN ORDER TO "REMOVE FUNCTIONS THAT ARE NOT 

NEEDED WHEN A COMBINATION OF LOOP AND PORT ARE 

PROVIDED TO MIGRATE AN EXISTING BST CUSTOMER TO AN 

MCI SERVICE USING UNBUNDLED NETWORK ELEMENTS." DO 

YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS REGARDING HIS METHODOLOGY 

OR CONCLUSIONS? 

A. 	 Yes. Mr. Hyde makes adjustments to the BeliSouth NRC model as if 

he is provisioning a retail service. BellSouth's NRC model was 

designed to include functions that are necessary in the provisioning of 

UNEs, not retail services. 
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This Commission required BeliSouth to provide NRCs for individual 

UNEs when ordered at the same time on the same order. That 

requirement was described in the Commission's March 19, 1997 Order, 

No. PSC-97 -0298-FOF-TP (Final Order on Motions for Reconsideration 

and Amending Order No. PSG-96-1579-FOF-TP). In that Order, the 

Commission denied BeliSouth's petition for reconsideration on the 

pricing of UNE combinations stating, "[W]e were not presented with the 

specific issue of the pricing of recombined elements when recreating 

the same service offered for resale." The Commission further stated, 

"Thus, it is inappropriate for us to make a determination on this issue at 

this time." In the Nonrecurring Cost Studies section of that same 

Order, the Commission stated, "[W]e hereby order BeliSouth to provide 

NRCs that do not include duplicate charges or charges for functions or 

activities that AT&T does not need when two or more network elements 

are combined in a single order." Given that the Commission said that it 

had not, and would not, address the issue of prices for UNE 

combinations, the language in the Nonrecurring Cost Studies section of 

the Order could not possibly be ordering BeliSouth to file prices for 

such combinations. This section is obviously intended to address 

duplicate cost recovery when multiple stand alone UNEs are ordered at 

the same time on a single order. 

Q. 	 PLEASE DESCRIBE MR. EPPSTEINER'S CHARACTERIZATION OF 

THE PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED ORDER ON PAGE 8 OF HIS 
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TESTIMONY. 

A. 	 Mr. Eppsteiner misconstrued this Commission's Order. He states that 

the Commission's Order applies to UNEs that are "already combined". 

This is incorrect. The Commission's Order applied to stand alone 

UNEs purchased on the same order, not UNE combinations. 

Q. 	 MR. LYNOTT, ON PAGE 8, CLAIMS THAT BELLSOUTH IS 

PROPOSING TO CHARGE ALECs UNE NON-RECURRING 

CHARGES WHEN THEY ORDER COMBINATIONS OF UNEs. 

PLEASE RESPOND. 

A. 	 Mr. Lynott is incorrect. BellSouth proposes to charge the recurring and 

non-recurring charges applicable for resale when an ALEC orders UNE 

combinations. In fact, the order for such UNE combinations has to be 

subrnitted as a resale order. The service is provisioned and priced the 

same as resold service. Mr. Lynott makes an impassioned plea for 

BellSouth to do what it is already doing, while contradicting something 

BeliSouth is not doing. 

Q. 	 AT&T WITNESS GILLAN DECLARES THAT "IT IS SIMPLY NOT 

POSSIBLE FOR AN ENTRANT TO RECREATE A BELLSOUTH 

SERVICE, NO MATTER WHAT COMBINATION OF NETWORK 

ELEMENTS ARE USED TO ACCOMPLISH THE TECHNICAL 

SWITCHING AND TRANSMISSION INVOLVED." HOW DO YOU 
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RESPOND? 

A. 	 Mr. Gillan's conclusion is far-fetched at best. Using resale permits 

carriers to offer services they can also offer with combined UNEs. 

Since the services are equiv~llent, whatever a carrier can do with one 

arrangement, they can also do with the other. In fact, combined 

elements have been provisioned the same as the resold service where 

applicable. Nothing about thIs approach prevents carriers from 

developing billing or other administrative systems to serve their end 

user customers. 

BellSouth maintains its position that when BellSouth's unbundled 

network elements are combined to recreate a retail service offering, it is 

considered resale. As BeliSouth witness Hendrix explained in his direct 

testimony, there are factors that should be considered by this 

Commission in determining whether or not a requested combination of 

UNEs is recreating a retail telecommunications service offering. The 

real test is to look at the core functions of the requested combinations 

to see if the functions mirror the functions of the retail service offering. 

If the combined elements create a service identical to an existing retail 

service with respect to the functions, features, and attributes of that 

retail offering, the combination should be considered resale and priced 

accordingly. 

Mr. Gillan's attempts to distinguish a resold service, through "soft" 
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dimensions such as billing and packaging, are merely attempts to 

justify another pricing standard. Such "soft" dimensions are irrelevant 

in determining the prices for UNE combinations. Whether AT&T calls it 

"UNE combinations" or resale, AT&T is asking for the exact same 

functionality in each case. 

Q. 	 WHY ARE MR. GILLAN'S "SOFT" DIMENSIONS IRRELEVANT TO 

THE PRICING OF UNE COMBINATIONS? 

A. 	 Mr. Gillan asserts that these "soft" dimensions differentiate the product. 

In reality, his "soft" dimensions amount to distinctions without a 

difference when one considers that the technical functionality of the 

service is identical to that provided through a BeliSouth retail service. If 

a UNE combination has the same functionality as a BeliSouth tariffed 

service, it is the same as resale, no matter what "soft" dimensions that 

AT&T mixes in later. 

If AT&T were to use unbundled elements combined with facilities of its 

own, unique local services cQluid be developed. However, by simply 

using combined UNEs that recreate retail services, no additional 

capabilities beyond resale can be gained. AT&T gets the same 

capabilities of the BellSouth network that are provided through resold 

services. What AT&T can add to the service, what AT&T can do with 

the service, AT&T's ability to innovate and serve the customer are all 

the same under either circumstance. 
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Q. 	 ON PAGE 2, AT&T WITNESS EPPSTEINER ASSERTS THAT UNE 

COMBINATIONS "WHETHER OR NOT THEY RECREATE AN 

EXISTING BELLSOUTH SERVICE, MUST BE PRICED AT THE 

COST-BASED RATES SET FORTH IN PART IV OF THE GENERAL 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT." HOW DO YOU 

RESPOND? 

A. 	 As previously stated, BeliSouth has not agreed to prices for UNE 

combinations. Mr. Eppsteiner's assertion is yet another attempt to 

confuse the issues in this case. Again, when a UNE combination 

recreates a BeliSouth service, it is exactly the same as a retail service 

and should be priced as resale. Resold services are priced by applying 

the Commission's approved wholesale discount to the retail rate for the 

specified service. 

Q. 	 DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY? 

A. 	 Yes. 
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1 Q (By M8. White) And, Mr. Varner, you had no 

2 II exhibits attached to your rebuttal testimony, did you? 

3 A No. 


4 
 Q Would you please give a summary of your 

511 testimony, Mr. Varner? 

6 II A Yes. Good morning. We're here today to 

7 II resolve a very important dispute between BellSouth and 

8 II MCI and AT&T. This Commission has conducted 

9 II comprehensive proceedings and through diligence has 

1011 caused to be signed interconnection agreements between 

11 II these parties. 

12 II The Commission must now take another step 

13 II toward ensuring that Florida's consumers receive the 

14 II benefits of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The 

1511 importance of this step cannot be overemphasized. 

1611 Although important, the issues are not nearly as 

17 II complicated as the testimony would suggest; the 

18 II complexities introduced by attempts to establish 

19 distinctions without a difference. 

20 If the Commission simply focuses on the 

2111 basic facts that are in the dispute, the correct 

22 II answers become pretty clear. 

23 II NOw, my testimony focuses on three points, 

24 II or questions, if you will. First, what do the 

25 II interconnection agreements require regarding 
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111 combinations of unbundled network elements; second, 

2 II what should be the price of those combinations; and, 

3 II third, what should be the price of certain stand-alone 

4 II elements when ordered simultaneously on the same 

5 " order. 

611 In discussing the first two points, I 

7 II prepared exhibits to compare AT&T and MCI's position 

8 II to BellSouth I s position and the 8th Circuit I s ruling. 

9 II This exhibit sh()ws that the nature of 

1011 dispute is pricing. There are two parts to it. The 

1111 first part has to do with the obligation to combine 

12 II elements, and the second has to do with pricing. 

13 II Under the obligation to combine, what it says is that 

14 II the 8th circuit requires BellSouth to allow ALECs to 

1511 combine unbundled network elements in any way that 

16 II they choose. 

17 II BellSouth, however, is not required to 

18 combine those elements. Under the interconnection 

19 agreements, AT&T and MCI say that they are -- should 

20 II be allowed to combine the~m in any way that they want, 

21 II and also that BellSouth has to combine them for them; 

22 \I and BellSouth agrees. As: you can see, there I s no 

23 1\ dispute on what BellSouth is obligated to do under the 

24 II interconnection agreements. 

COKMiSSiONER CLARK: Mr. Varner, when you 
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111 say required under the 8th Circuit, ALECs combine 

2 II required, it's allowed; it's not required, right? 

3 II WITNBSS VARNBR: They -- we're required to 

4 II allow them to do it is what I was trying to convey 

5 with that. 

6 COMMISSIONBR CLARK: Okay. 

7 II WITNBSS VARNBR: And we are not required to 

81/ combine them ourselves. That's what 1 was attempting 

9 II to convey. And under the agreement, you know, we're 

101/ required to allow them to do it. All right. 

1111 Going to the pricing section, the 

12 II 8th Circuit says that whel~ ALECs combine the elements 

13 II themselves that the prices will be the unbundled 

14 II network element prices. 

15 II With -- BellSouth combines them, the 

1611 8th Circuit says it's our decision what the price is, 

17 II because we have no obligation to combine those 

18 elements. 

19 Under the interconnection agreement, AT&T 

2011 and MCl say that the agreements require that whether 

2111 they combine them or BellSouth combines them, it's 

22 II still unbundled network elements prices. BellSouth 

23 II maintains that the agreement does not address the 

24 1/ prices under either case. As a result BellSouth has 

2511 made an interim proposal that those prices would be 
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111 resale. And when I say interim, I mean interim until 

2 II the 8th Circuit decision becomes final. 

311 AT&T and MCI have not made an interim 

411 proposal because their view -- in their view, the 

511 contract already contains the price, so there is no 

611 need for an interim proposal. 

7 II This highlights the nature of the dispute. 

8 II The nature of the dispute in this case is pricing. 

9 II It I S not technical capabilities or marketing 

1011 advantages or anything like that; it's just pricing. 

1111 We say that the agreements do not contain the prices 

12 II for unbundled network elements -- I mean, for 

13 II combinations of elements. They say they do. And we 

14 II say that in the interim u.ntil the 8th Circuit order 

1511 becomes final, that the price for those situations 

16 should be resale. 

17 Now, as I said, AT&T claims that the prices 

18 for unbundled element cOJnbinations are specified in 

19 the agreements; and it's pretty obvious that they're 

20 II incorrect. Now, regarding their claim, I'm reminded 

21 " of the immortal question by Clara Peeler, "Where' s the 

22I1beef?" Well, let's see if we can find it. 

23 There are only two possible ways that these 

24 prices could be in the agreement; either BellSouth 

2511 voluntarily agreed to them, or the commission ordered 
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1 II them. Neither could possibly be true. 

2 1/ I can tell you with absolute assurance that 

3 II BellSouth has never agret~d to allow pricing of 

4 II combinations at the sum of the unbundled network 

5 II element prices for any Al:"EC. We've never voluntarily 

6 II agreed to that with anybody. 

7 1/ BellSouth has fought this proposal through 

8 II every state arbitration proceeding, the section 271 

9 II proceedings, as well as at the FCC. We've also fought 

1011 this proposition in the courts. It's absolutely 

1111 inconceivable that BellSouth would have voluntarily 

12 1/ agreed to offer combinations of unbundled elements at 

13 II unbundled element prices while consistently and 

14 II vehemently opposing this same proposal in every 

151/ possible venue. 

16 II CHAiRllAN JOBHSON: Let me ask you a 

17 1/ question. Before the 8th circuit decision, what did 

18 II you think was required in terms of -- or did BellSouth 

19 II believe that there was a requirement to rebundle? 

2011 WiTNESS VARNER: Yes, because the FCC had 

2111 rules in effect that required us to offer the 

22 II combinations. 

23 CHAiRMAN JOBHSON: And as it related to 

24 II price, what was BellSouth's position? That you had to 

2511 rebundle, but -- when we first started hearing about 
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111 the glue charges, did you think that you had the 

2 II ability to apply the glue charges even under the FCC's 

3 rule? 

4 WITNESS VARItBR: Let me put this in 

5 1/ somewhat -- in a different context. Actually, the 

611 issue of glue charges came up after the 8th Circuit. 

7 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: That wasn't 

8 WITNESS VARNER: It was after. 

9 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. 

10 WITNESS VARNER: Prior to the 8th Circuit's 

1111 ruling, the situation was like this: We had the FCC's 

12 II rule in effect that obligated us to combine the 

13 II elements. The FCC's pricing rules, however, had been 

14 II vacated. 

15 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: okay. 

16 WITNESS VARNER: So we had the obligation to 

17 /I do it, but there were no rules as to what the price 

18 should be. 

19 Our position was that the price should be 

20 II resale, the same as the position that we have here in 

2111 both instances. After the 8th Circuit rule, the 

22 II 8th Circuit said that, look, we have no obligation to 

23 II combine them at all. So it vacated the FCC's rules 

24 II that gave -- that mandated that obligation, and it 

2511 also vacated the pricing rules as well. 
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111 So suddenly we had no obligation to combine 

2 II them at all. That's when you started hearing about 

3 II this glue charge as being a charge that we would levy 

4 II if, in fact, we were going to combine the elements for 

511 them voluntarily, because we no longer had to do it. 

6 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. But it's Bell's 


7 II position that even if AT&T or MCI, even if they were 


811 willing to pay a price, a glue charge, that you all 


9 II still didn't have to rebundle? 


10 WITNESS VARNER: That's right. We don't 

1111 have to. Our position with respect to the 8th Circuit 

12 II decision is really pretty simple. If they want the 

13 II 8th Circuit deal in their contract, we're willing to 

14 II give it to them. We're willing to put in exactly what 

1511 the 8th Circuit says. 

16 That is two parts. Relieve us of the 

17 II obligation to do the combining. We'll negotiate with 

18 II you, but that's an issue outside of the contract, 

19 II outside of the 251/252 process. And, in fact, we are 

20 II negotiating with some ALECs in that regard. And we 

2111 will also put in that if you combine them, you will 

22 II get them at the unbundled network element prices. 

23 That's what the 8th Circuit order called 

24 for. We're perfectly willing to put that in the 

2511 contracts, and if -- when that order becomes final, 
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111 assuming it's, you know, upheld by the Supreme Court, 

2 II that's what we would go back to the contracts and do, 

3 II because all the contracts give us the ability to 

4 II introduce any final, nonappealable order. And the 

511 order is not final yet because it's under appeal at 

611 the Supreme Court. But once it is, we're perfectly 

7 II willing to go ahead and put that arrangement in the 

8 II contracts. 

9 

10 CBAIRKAR JODSON: Okay. Thank you. 

11 II WITNESS VARNER: NOw, in this interim period 

12 I want to address the issue of what course of action 

13 the Commission should take regarding this pricing 

14 /I dispute, and I see there are two possible ways to 

15 address it. 

16 First, the Commission could decide to set 

17 II the price for unbundled elements when they're combined 

18 II by BellSouth or when they're combined by AT&T and MCI. 

19 II Of course, this decision would only be applicable 

20 until the 8th circuit's order becomes final, because 

21 once it becomes final, then it would - we would propose 

22 to put that in the agreement. 

23 1\ NOw, during this period I submit the 

2411 appropriate price to charge is the resale price in 

2511 both cases, and as I've already discussed, we're 
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1/1 perfectly willing to give them the 8th Circuit deal. 

2 \I Both parts of the deal, I might add. 

3 II What we object to is giving AT&T and MCl 

4 II their half of the deal, which is unbundled network 

511 element prices when they do the combining, but not 

611 giving us our half of the deal, which is relief from 

7 \I the obligation to combine. 

8 II The 8th Circuit actually used the fact that 

9 /I we no longer had the obligation to combine as part of 

10 II their justification for allowing them to receive the 

11 /I elements at the unbundled network element prices when 

12 /I they combined them. So we believe that so long as 

13 /I we're obligated to offer the combinations, the 

14 II combinations should be priced at resale, regardless of 

15 who does the combining. 

16 COKKISSIONER CLARK: Mr. Varner, I 

17 /I understood your position to be that when you order 

18 II unbundled network elements that duplicate a service 

19 that you resold, then you get it at resold prices. 

20 WITNESS VARNER: Yes. 

21 COKKISSIONBR CLARK: But now you seem to be 

22 /I saying if you order combination of elements, whatever 

23 /I that combination may be and regardless of whether they 

24 II duplicate a service, you're going to sell it at -- you 

25 II have to sell it -- it's priced at resale. 
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1 WITNESS VARHBR: Okay. Let me if I can 

2 II clear that up. The only way it can be priced as 

3 II resale is that it has to replicate a resale service, 

4 /I because resale is retail minus the wholesale discount. 

511 It's the retail price minus the wholesale discount. 

6 II So if it doesn't replicate a retail service, it can't 

7 II be offered at resale because you can't come up with 

8 II the resale price if there is no retail analog. 

9 COKMISSIONER CLARK: All right. So-

10 WITNESS VARNER: Right now. 

11 COKMISSIONER CLARK: Okay. Go ahead. 

12 WITNESS VARNER: If there is a combination 

13 II that they want that is not an analog, if you will, for 

14 II a retail service, then our position for those would be 

1511 that we would just negotiate the prices with them and 

16/1 try to come up with a market price that properly 

17 II reflects what that combination would be. 

18 COKMISSIONBR CLARK: Well, then does the 

19 /I contract language that says it's the price of the 

2011 individual units less any duplicate charges for 

21 WITNESS VARNER: Yeah, I think I know where 

22 II you're - 

23 COKMISSIONER CLARK: -  now, is that what 

24 applies? 

25 WITNBSS VARNER: No. That has to do with a 
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111 totally different issue, as we understand it. When 

2 II they purchase a combination of elements, okay and 

3 II let me take the simplest case, which is going to be 

4 II the most prevalent case -- it is that -- is a 

511 combination of elements that replicates a retail 

6 II service. We say that the - 

7 COMMISSIONER CLARK: I understand your 


8 II position is when it's recombined and it replicates 


9 II resale service - 

10 WITNESS VARNER: Okay. I was - 

11 COMMISSIONER CLARK: you're going to 

12 charge a 

13 WITNESS VARNER: I kind of needed to go 

14 through that one to set up what I what the other 

15 one means. 

16 COMMISSIONER CLARK: Okay. 

17 WITNESS VARNER: We say in that case that 

18 II both the recurring and the nonrecurring charges should 

19 II be at the resale price, which is the recurring charges 

20 for retail less the wholesale discount and the 

21 nonrecurring charges for retail less the wholesale 

22 discount. 

23 The issue on the duplicate charges comes in 

24 II when they order stand-alone elements but they just 

25 II happen to put them on the same order, and in 
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111 processing that order for multiple elements at the 

2 " same time, we do experience some cost savings because 

3 II they happen to order them at the same time. 

4 II So if we just were to apply the individual 

5 II charges for each one of those elements, there would be 

611 some duplicate cost recovery. And that's what we 

7 II propose to take out in I think it's Issue 10 or 6 or 

8 /I somewhere, where we've done a cost study to say that, 

9 II okay, if you were to order a 2-wire analog loop and a 

1011 2-wire analog port, if you just add together the 

11/1 nonrecurring charges, it would give you one number. 

12 II We went in and did a study and said, okay, 

13 II if you order both of those on the same order, okay, 

14 II they're not a combination, they're stand-alone 

15/1 elements, but you just ordered them on the same order 

1611 at the same time, would there be any cost savings for 

17 II us in working that order that way. And we found out 

18 II that there would be, and it ranged anywhere from 1 to 

19 II 7% of the nonrecurring charges. 

2011 So we proposed that if you ordered the 

2111 stand-alone elements on the same order, you would get 

22 II a discount off the nonrecurring charges to take out 

23 II any duplicate cost recovery might -- that might occur 

24 II if you did that, but that has nothing to do with the 

2511 ordering of combinations. 
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1 II If you order the combinations, the 

2 II nonrecurring charge for that is the retail 

3 II nonrecurring charge less the wholesale discount. 

4 COMHZSSZONBR CLARK: But only if the 

5 II combination replicates a service that is resold. 

6 WZTNBSS VARNBR: Right. If the combination 

7 II does not replicate a service that is resold, then our 

8 II proposal is that in that case what we would do is we 

9 II would negotiate recurring and nonrecurring charges for 

1011 that combination. 


11 II Now, there are a few combinations that we 


12 II already offer, which I identified in my testimony. 


13 II There are about eight of them, and we offer those at 


1411 just the sum of the unbundled network element prices. 


1511 There's no glue charges. There's nothing else. You 


16 II just add up the 

17 COMHZSSZOKBR CLARK: There's no subtraction 

18 either. 

19 WZTHBSS VARNER: No subtraction either. 

20 COMHZSSZOKBR CLARK: Why not? 

21 WZTNBSS VARNBR: I don't think we've ever 

22 II even looked to see if there's a duplicate cost in 

23 II those. But the reason we offer those that way is that 

24 II it -- that's the only practical way that we can offer 

25 II the unbundled network element. 
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111 An example is we offer the port with common 

2 II transport, and the reason we combine those two 

3 II elements is because you cannot get common transport 

4 II without buying a port. So if we said we were not 

5 II willing to provide a combination of port and common 

6 II transport, we wouldn't be able to offer them common 

7 II transport at all. 

8 II Loop and cross-connect is another example. 

9 II The only way we can offer them an unbundled loop is we 

1011 have to give them the cross-connect to get the loop 

1111 from the frame to their space. If we wasn't willing 

12 II to combine those elements, there would be no way to 

13 II offer them the loop. 

14 II So these are the kinds of elements we've 

15 II said, okay, we will combine those elements and we'll 

16 II combine them at just the sum of the unbundled network 

17 II elements prices, because there's no practical way to 

18 II offer some of the elements without doing that. And 

19 I've identified those. There are about if I 

20 remember right, there are eight or nine of them in my 

2111 testimony. 

22 COKNISSIOBBR CLARK: Thank you. 

23 COKNISSIOHER JACOBS: That was a point that 

24 was raised. There is this distinction that there's 

25 certain elements that do not come with just standard 
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------------_ ~~.....---... 

111 loop and port, which, by the fact of their absence, 


2 II automatically establish that they're not replicating 


3 II one of your services. 


4 
 WITNBSS VARNER: Yeah, I recall that, but - 

511 and I'd like to respond to that if I could. 

6 II Basic exchange service is replicated when 

7 II you purchase the loop and port. I remember the chart 

8 II up there where it showed things like operator services 

9 II and installation systems and so forth. But think 

1011 about it. When you purchase basic local exchange 

1111 service, you don't purchase operator services; you 

12 II purchase the ability to get to operator services. 

13 II When you use the operator services, you pay an extra 

14 II charge for that. That's not included as part of your 

1511 basic local exchange service price. 

16 II When you go in and utilize these signaling 

17 II systems, these databases, you only utilize those if 

1811 you purchase features or utilize services that require 

19 II the use of those databases. When you utilize those, 

2011 you pay an extra charge for that. That's not included 

2111 as part of your basic service. 

22 II What's included as part of your basic 

23 II service is the ability to get to those databases, to 

24 II get to those operator services, to get to DA. It's 

2511 not the services themselves. They're offered at an 
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111 additional charge. 


2 II COKHISSIONBR CLARK: When a reseller resells 


3 II your service, what do they get? 


4 II WITNESS VARNER: You say -- are you talking 


II about just the basic service? 


6 
 COKHISSIONER CLARK: Right. 

7 WITNESS VARNBR: What they get is they get 


8 II the same service that we offer to a retail customer. 


9 II They get the -- and if we talk about just plain, old 


II basic telephone service, they get, you know, the 

1111 connection to the wire center, the equivalent of the 

12 II loop and a port, the ability to call within whatever 

13 II that local calling area is that that basic service 

14 II covers. They get access to operator services. They 

II get access to DA. They get access to an IXC. They 

16 II get access to 911. I can't remember what all else 

17 II goes in that. They get a white pages listing. 

18 COKHISSIONER CLARK: When AT&T comes in and 

19 II buys your loop and port, do they get access to your 

II operator systems? 

2111 WITNBSS VARNER: Yes, they do; or theirs. 

22 II They get access to an operat~or system. They can 

23 II decide whether they want it to be ours or whether they 

24 II want it to be theirs. It can be either one, because 

II that's all we offer is we offer access to an operator 
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1 II system. 

2 II When you pay, for example, $10.65 in Miami, 

3 II you do not get the use of operator services for that 

4 II price. If you use operator services, you'll pay an 

5 II additional amount every time you use the operator 

6 II services. What you get is the ability to get to an 

7 II operator services platform. 

8 COMHISSIONER CLARK: All right. When 

9 " somebody purchases a loop, an unbundled network 

1011 element loop, do they get the network interface 

11 II device? 

12 WITNESS VARNER: Yes, that's part of the 

13 II loop. On that chart up there -- I don't have the 

14 II charts but Items 1 through 4 were the loop. Those 

15 II were if you wanted the -- you can buy subparts with 

1611 the loop if you want to, but if you just buy the loop, 

17 II you gets Items 1 through 4, and then the switch was 

18 II Item 5. 

19 COMHISSIONER CLARK: And you don't offer as 

20 II a separate unbundled network j , network interface 

21 II device -

22 WITNESS VARNER: Yes, we do. We offer that 

23 II as a separate subloop element, that they can buy that 

24 II without buying any other parts of the loop. 

25 II COMHISSIONER CLARK: So the distinction 
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111 you're making is that that is a subloop element. 


2 
 WZTNBSS VARNBR: When you purchase the loop, 

3 " when you come to BellSouth and you purchase the loop 

4 " at the price of -- at the $17 that you ordered, you 

5 II get everything from Item 1 through 4 on that chart. 

6 " COHKZSSZONBR CLARK: All right. Suppose you 

7 II just purchase the network interface device. How much 

8 1/ do you pay? 

9 II WZTNESS VARNER: I don't have the pricings 

1011 with me from -- but -- and I just don't remember. 

11 COHKZSSZONBR CLARK: Well, let me ask you 

12 II this: Is the sum of unbundled network elements 1, 2, 

13 1/ 3 and 4 more than if you buy the port -- I mean, the 

14 " loop element itself with those things combined? 

15 II WZTNESS VARNER: I think that it is. It 

16 II typically is, and the reason for that is that it costs 

17 II more to take all those individual piece parts of the 

18 II loop apart and offer them separately. 

19 II If somebody just wanted to buy 

2011 11 through 44, they should just buy the loop. The 

2111 reason 1 through 4 are offered is for somebody who 

22 II doesn't want the whole loop_ They just want a piece 

23 II of it. They just want the NID, for example, and then 

24 II they want to run their own wire into the NID. 

2511 COHKZSSZONBR CLARK: Okay. Thanks. Well, 
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111 let me ask you one other thing. When do you get the 

2 II tandem switch? 

3 WITNESS vaRNER: Tandem switch is a part of 

4 II transport. 

5 COMMISSIONER CLARK: So if you buy the port, 

6 II you get the tandem switch. 

7 WITNESS VARNER: Yeah. You're going to 

8 II get -- well, transport is a separate unbundled network 

9 II element. Remember, that was the one I talked about, 

1011 one of the combinations we offer, port and common 

1111 transport. 

12 II COMMISSIONER CLARK: I thought you said you 

13 II couldn't separate them. 

14 II WITNESS VARNER: You can't get common 

1511 transport without the port, okay. When you purchase 

16 II the port, when an ALEC purchases a port from us, they 

17 II have to tell us -- they have to purchase some form of 

18 II transport. 

19 So when you talk about when you say the 

2011 loop and the port, they're going to purchase some form 

21 II of transport, either common t.ransport or dedicated 

22 II transport, but they've got to purchase one form or the 

23 II other, otherwise the calls are not going to go 

24 II anywhere outside of the central office. 

25 COMKISSIOHBR CLARK: Okay. 
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WITRESS VARNER: So when they purchase the 

2 II port, they'll tell us, I want common transport or I 

3 1/ want dedicated transport, and we will set up the port 

4 1/ with one of those two forms of transport. 

II If they purchase common transport, then in 

611 large, local calling areas, you will -- we will 

7 II probably have a tandem switch somewhere in that 

8 II transport arrangement. 

9 

1 

COKMISSIORER CLARK: All right. And your 

II position is that service control point, signaling 

11 II transfer point and signaling link transfer are 

12 II things -- access to those are offered. 

13 WITNESS VARNER: As part of basic service, 

14 II yes. And one sort of a way of looking at that is 

those databases -- there are several of them in 

16 there -- but one of them is the line information 

17 II database, which is the one that's used for calling 

18 II card verification, okay. 

19 II So when you place a calling card call, that 

II database is utilized to verify the calling card 

2111 number, all right. But unless you place a calling 

22 II card call, you're not going to utilize that database. 

23 II When you do place a calling card call, however, you're 

24 II going to be charged for that calling card call. 

II COKMISSIORER CLARK: Well, let me ask you 
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111 this: If you purchase a loop and a port from 

2 II BellSouth, do you automatically get access to your 

3 II operator system, signal link transport, signal 

4 II transfer point, and service control point? 

511 WITBBSS VARNER: Yes, you do. That's set up 

611 when you buy the point. And, you know, and they have 

7 II to specify to us, you know, which -- how they want 

8 II that set up. 

9 II We put that in the routing tables in the 

1011 switch when they buy the port. And, for example, if 

1111 it's operator, they tell us, okay, I want it to be 

12 " yours or ours. We tell the port, okay, send it to 

13 II theirs or ours. But they get access to an operator 

14 II system. You get access to all of those things when 

15 II they buy the loop and the port. 

16 II COHKISSIONER CLARK: And it's your view that 

17 II the unbundled network element is the service itself, 

18 II not the access. 

19 WITNESS VARRER: When you say -- are you 

2011 talking about like operator services? 

21 COHKISSIONER CLARK: Right. 

22 WITBBSS VARNER: Right. That is a separate 

23 II unbundled network element. 'rhat's not part of basic 

24 II service. 

25 COHKISSIONER CLARK: But the access is part 
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1 /I of basic 


2 
 WITNBSS VARNER: The access to it is part of 

3 II basic service. 

4 COKKISSIONBR CLARK: Okay. Thanks. 

5 COKNISSIONER JACOBS: So if someone orders a 

6 loop and they get access, but they choose not to use 

7 II your operator services, they choose -- in lieu of 

8 II their own, and they choose not to use your directory 

9 II assistance in lieu of their own, if they then 

10 II formulate a product that uses your access but with 

11 II their version of those services, is that replicating a 

12 II product that you offer? 

13 II WITNBSS VARNER: Yes, it is, because what we 

14 II offer as basic local exchange service is access to an 

1511 operator system, or access to DA. If they decide to 

16 II offer, let's say, their own IDA platform and offer 

17 II their own DA service, then they're not replicating our 

18 II DA service, they're doing their own DA service. 

19 COKKISSIONER JACOBS: Right. 

20 WITNBSS VARNBR: But for basic local 

21 II exchange service, they're not getting DA service 

22 II anyway. That's not part of basic local exchange 

23 II service. So what they do in DA service, operator 

24 II services or signaling doesn't affect whether or not 

2511 that basic loop and port replicates basic local 
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1 II exchange service, because all that is is access to 

2 II these things. 

3 II It's not -- you know, the functions 

4 II themselves is not the operator services. It's not the 

5 II DA. It's not the signaling, you know, signaling 

6 II control point. All it is is access to them. That's 

7 1/ all you get with basic local exchange service, for 

8 II example, the $10.65 in Miami. 

9 II COHHISSIOHBR CLARK: Don't you get some 

1011 directory assistance; don't you get some amount free 

1111 each month? 

12. WITNESS VARNER: Yes, and we include that as 

13 II part of directory assistance. That's part of your 

14 II directory assistance. 

15 COHHISSIOHER CLARK: Is that part of access 

16 II to directory assistance, or is it part of directory 

17 /I assistance? 

18 WITHESS VARNER: Part of directory 

19 1\ assistance. 

20 COHHISSIOHER CLARK: So when a reseller 

2111 purchases your service and just resells your local 

22 II exchange service, do they likewise get the three free 

23 II calls, or whatever it is? 

24 WITHESS VARNER: Yes, they get three free 

25 II calls to our DA. If they decide to also resell our 
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1 II DA, they would get the three free calls. But let's 

2 II say they purchased our basic: local exchange service 

3 II and they provided their own DA. Then it's up to them 

4 II how many they give free, if any_ 

5 II COMKISSIONER CLARK: Well, it sounds like 

611 that's a different service. 

7 WITNBSS VARNER: Which one? 


8 
 COMKISSIONBR CLARK: That they purchased. 

9 WITNBSS VARNER: Which one is? 

10 COMKISSIONER CLARK: The two are 

11 WITNBSS VARNER: Because you talked about 

12 II two. That's what I'm confused about. 

13 COMKISSIONBR CLARK.: The two are different 

14 II from each other. In one instance when you resell the 

15 II service, it means you get not only access, but you get 

16 II the service from BellSouth and you get the three free. 

17 WITNBSS VARNER: Okay. Let me see if I can 

18 II explain it. If a reseller comes to us and says, okay, 

19 II I want to resell your basic local exchange service, 

20 II all right. We'll say okay that's $10.65 a month less 

21 II the wholesale discount, all right. Assuming it's 

22 II residence, that's the wholesale discount. 

23 All right. NOw, when they purchase that and 

24 II resell that, if he they also want to resell the 

25/1 directory assistance, they can do that too, and we 
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111 will charge them whatever the directory assistance 

2 II charge is when their end user calls DA; and their end 

3 " user will get three free calls to DA, just like any 

4 II another end user that we provide DA service to. But 

5 II once they pass the three, they'll get charged whatever 

611 the DA charges less the wholesale discount, because 

7 " they're reselling the DA service, okay. 

8 II So the three free calls as well as the 

9 " charge for, you know, when you get beyond the three 

1011 less the wholesale discount, is sale of DA service, 

1111 which they can do if that's what they want to do. 

12 COMKISSIONER CLARK: Okay. 

13 WITNESS VARNER: That took care of most of 

14 II my summary, actually. I think there really is only 

15 II one last point that I wanted to make. 

COMKISSIONER CLARK: Let me ask you one 

17 II other thing. If you resell a BellSouth service, who 

18 II gets the access charges? 

WITNESS VARNER: If' they resell it? 

16 

19 " 

20 COMKISSIONER CLARK: Yes. 

21 WITNESS VARNER: We do. 

22 COMKISSIONER CLARK: Now, if they use UNEs, 

23 II who gets the access charges? 

WITNESS VARNER: If they utilize unbundled 

25 II network elements, then the CLEC gets the interstate 
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5 

1 II access charges, and we get t:he intrastate access 


2 II charges. 


3 II COMMISSIONER CLARK: And why do you get the 


4 II intrastate access charges? 


WXTNESS VARHBR: The access charge, I guess, 

6 II rules the regime, if you will, authorizes us to charge 

7 II access charges on the use of our services. The FCC, 

8 II in their access reform order, revised their rules for 

9 II interstate and said that on unbundled network elements 

1011 access charges do not apply. 

11 II I think Florida is either about to or 

12 II shortly will deal with access reform in its own right 

13 II with respect to intrastate, and when they do, they'll 

14 II make a decision about how that's supposed to happen. 

15 But until the Florida Commission deals with that and 

16 makes that decision, the access charge regime stays 

17 like it is, which would be us charging intrastate 

18 access. 

19 The FCC dealt with that, made a decision 

20/1 that interstate doesn't apply. That's why interstate 

2111 doesn't apply. Had they not done that in their access 

22 II reform order, interstate would still apply. 

23 COMMISSIONER DEASON: You indicated that we 

24 would have to take a look at access and make that 

25 change if we thought that was the appropriate thing to 
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1 II do. 


2 
 W:ITNESS VARNER: Yes. 

3 II COKK:ISS:IOBBR DEASON: Do you think it's 

4 II appropriate to make that change? 

5 II W:ITNESS VARRER: No, I don't. 

6 II COMM:ISS:IOBBR DEASON: Why not? 

7 II W:ITNESS VARRER: I don't agree with the FCC 

8 II making that change. 

9 COMM:ISS:IONER DEASON: Why not? 

10 " W:ITNESS VARNER: Well, for a couple of 

1111 reasons. In fact, that brings me to the point I was 

12 II going to make on my summary, the last point on my 

13 II summary, as a matter of fact. 

14 II If you look at this chart -- you saw a 

1511 similar sort of chart like this for residence 

16 "customers. This one is business customers, and this 

17 II was Chart A in my testimony, and this is a single-line 

18 II business customer. And if you run down the left - 

19 " the first column, you see on the exchange line he's 

20 II got "hunting," he's got "feature," and he's using some 

21 II tolls, so there's some access charges, and he's got 

22 II also got "subscriber line charge". 

23 II Total charge for service in that case is 

24 "$70. If you apply the resale discount to that, it's 

25/1 $62.36, and if you'll notice on that, the resale 
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111 discount does not apply to any of it -- to any of the 

2 II access charges. It only applies to the toll and the 

3 II local services. 

4 Okay. Now, if they order a combination of 

5 II unbundled network elements, the way that they want to 

6 II order a combination of unbundled network elements, the 

7 II charges in the right side are what apply. They get 

8 II the loop for 17, the port for $2. They would have to 

9 II pay some local usage charges, including transport and 

1011 use of the switch. 

1111 The interstate access charge you see there 

12 II goes from $7.87 to a dollar and a quarter, okay. 

13 II Intrastate doesn't change. It stays at the $5.15. 

14 II But their proposal is, is that you would drop that 

15 II one, too, to about 35 cents. 

1611 NOW, the reason I don't agree with that is 

17 II that when they purchase this combination, if you will, 

18 II of unbundled network elements, they haven't purchased 

19 II anything different than basic local exchange service. 

2011 It's the same thing. All it is is it's just been 

21 II relabeled and renamed to get out of paying access 

22 II charges. So I don't think that that kind of a rule 

23 II should be allowed to affect the level of access 

24 II charges and how they should apply. 

25 II They're purchasing the identical same thing 
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111 when they purchase those combinations of unbundled 

2 II elements as they are when they're purchasing resold 

3 II service. BellSouth is still providing all of the same 

4 II facilities. It's still the same service. The only 

5 II thing that's different about it is the price that they 

6 II pay for it. That's the only difference. 

7 II They can do the same things with it, offer 

8 II it to their customers the same way, do whatever -- the 

9 II same amount of marketing they want to do, add the same 

10 II capabilities, subtract the same capabilities; all of 

1111 the same stuff either way. The only thing that's 

12 /I different is the price, and I don't believe that when 

13 II they do that, that they ought to be allowed to just 

14 II evade the access charges. 

15 II COHKISSIOHBR CLARK:: Let me ask a question: 

1611 Do you agree with the FCC concluding that for purposes 

17 II of determining when BellSouth can enter the long 

18 II distance market, that in the definition of 

19 II facilities-based provider, that it can be a provider 

20 II that totally uses UNEs? 

21 II WITNESS VARNBR: I agree with that. 

22 II COHKISSIOHBR CLARK: So it seems to say 

23 II you're a virtual facilities-based provider. 

WITNESS VARNBR: That's a good way to put24 

2511 it. 
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16 

1 COKHISSIOHBR CLARK: If you were a real 

2 " facilities-based provider, wouldn't you get the access 

3 " charges? 

4 WITNESS vaRNER: Yes, and you would be 

5" providing all of the equipment, too. 

6 COMMISSIONER DEASON: That leads me to my 

7 "question, then. Are you saying, then, that the cost 

8 " of the unbundled network elements does not include the 

9 " cost of providing access? There is a cost to 

1011 providing access - 

11 " WITNESS VARNER: Yes, it - 

12 II COMMISSIONBR DBASON: The rate is way above 

13 II cost, but there is a cost. Is the unbundled 

14 II elements -- does that price reflect the cost of 

1511 providing access? 

WITNESS VARNER: Yes, it does. And on the 

17 II interstate access line that I have up there, 

18 II interLATA, interstate access, you notice I have a 

1911 charge there of a dollar and a quarter even if they 

2011 buy the unbundled network elements. 

21 II What that is, is that would be -- you would 

22 II price their access usage the same as local usage, same 

23 II cost-based price that you would price local usage. So 

24 II yes, there is a cost, and what you would do is, the 

2511 contribution that's in access above cost is what would 
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1 II go away. It would just i11lD1ediately go to whatever the 

2 II cost-based price is. 

3 II The important point to remember in that, 

4 II though, is this: Is that those contributions in 

511 access didn't get there by accident. I mean, those 

611 were conscious decisions to put contributions in 

7 II access and vertical services and so forth in order to 

8 II be able to offer basic service in Miami, if you will, 

9 II for $10.65. 

10 II So if you come alon,g now and say all of a 

1111 sudden, I'm just going to let those contributions 

12 II evaporate, I'm just going -- you know, just going to 

13 II remove those in their entiret.y, then what are you 

14 II going to do about dealing with the services that those 

15 contributions are subsidizing? And that's our 

16 concern. 

17 COKKISSIONBR DEASON: Create a universal 

18 service 

19 WITNESS VARNER: Exactly. 

2011 COKKISSIONER CLARK: So you would agree that 

2111 they really should get access. They are, in fact, 

22 II providing the access, they should get the charges; but 

23 II the rub is here is because you don't get the 

24 II contribution that you previously got. 

25 WITNESS VARNER: The rub is the price; 
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111 that's right. It's the -- whether the access should 

2 II be priced at access prices or local usage prices. 

3 II COMKISSIONER CLARK: Well, the Act tells us 

4 II we have to price at cost, right? 

WITNESS VARNER: On unbundled network 


6 II elements. 


5 

7 COMKISSIONER CLARK: Right. And you just 


811 said that we are covering the cost; what we're not 


9 II covering is the contribution. 


1011 WITNESS VARNER: No, I misspoke. The access 

1111 you have to price based on cost. It doesn't say you 

12 II have to price at cost. It says you have to price it 

13 II based on cost, but the Act does not say that you have 

14 II to go in and reduce your access prices to cost. 

15 COMKISSIONER CLARK: Okay. 

16 WITNESS VARNER: That was the last point on 

17 II my summary. 

1811 MS. WHITE: Madam Chairman, I'd like to have 

1911 the two pages that were handed out as exhibits for 

2011 Mr. Varner's summary marked for identification as the 

2111 next exhibit. 

22 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: They will be marked as 

23 II composite Exhibit 23. And a short title? 

24 II HS. WHITE: "Comparison of pricing and 

25 II positions." 
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1 CHAIRHU JOHllSOR: Pricings and what? 

2 II MS. WHITB: pricings and positions. 

3 II (Exhibit 23 marked for identification.) 

4 II MS. WHITB: And Mr. Varner is available for 

511 cross-examination. 

6 HR. PELLEQRIRI: Chairman Johnson, before 

7 II Mr. Varner's cross-examination proceeds, Staff would 

8 II offer Exhibit AJV-3, which consists of Mr. Varner's 

9 II February 26th, 1998, deposition transcript, as well as 

1011 Deposition and Late-filed Deposition Exhibit 

1111 Numbers 1 through 5, and we ask that it be marked for 

12 II identification. 

13 CBAIRHU JOHllSOR: It will be marked for 

14 II identification as 24, and that's AJV-3. 

1511 (Exhibit 24 marked for identification.) 

16 CHAIRMAN JOBBSON: Mr. Varner, let me ask 

1711 you a question before they start the examination. I 

18 II still may be a little confused. And I don't have my 

19 II notes from Monday with me, but I'm going refer you 

20 back to I think it was one of Mr. Gillan's exhibits, 

21 16. Counsel, do you have th.at exhibit? I think 

22 II Gillan did the gross margin analysis. He did the 

23 " network element combinations and the service resale. 

24 WITNBSS VARNER: Yes. 

25 CHAIRMAN JOHllSON: Do you have that? 
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1 WITNESS VARNER: I don't have that. I 


2 " remember seeing it, but I don't have it. 


3 
 CHAIRllAN JOHNSON: Okay. And I remember 

4 " when he testified that he said these were your 

511 numbers, that he had taken these numbers from you 

611 all's submittal. 

7 II Do you agree with -- on the first one where 

811 he does the gross margin analysis of network element 

9 II combination, do you agree with the total revenues in 

1011 that column? Based on what you said, you don't agree 

1111 with the access, that they would receive the access 

12 II revenues from inter and intrastate access? 

13 WITNESS VARNER: Okay. Which part? 

14 CHAIRllAN JOHNSON: Oh, I'm sorry; the top. 

15 WITNESS VARNER: The revenue analysis? 

16 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: The revenue analysis. 

17 II And I thought that he was saying if they bought the 

1811 unbundled network elements and recombined them, he has 

1911 the cost on the right-hand side and the revenues on 

2011 the left-hand side. 

WITNESS VARNER: Right. Yeah, the revenue21 

22 II analysis is 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Do you agree that - 23 

WITNESS VARNER: -- the retail prices. 

2511 That's just the retail prices. In fact, what he got 

24 
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111 this from was Chart C on my direct testimony, and the 

2 II $35.30 is for a residence customer, rate group 12, who 

3 II purchases these services, okay. That's the retail 

4 II price for that customer. 

5 CBAIRKAN JOHNSON: But I thought he was 

611 saying that these are the revenues that would be 

7 II generated for whoever had these -- whoever rebundled 

8 II these services. 

9 II WITNBSS VARNER: No. That's what we charge 

10 II the customer at retail. All right. Now, the right 

11 II of -- column that he has cost~ analysis is what he 

12 II would propose -- what he's saying is that what they 

13 II would pay BellSouth for the unbundled network elements 

14 II that replicated this group of services on the left. 

15 II COHHISSIONER CLARK: Well, I think it's 

1611 assuming he would get the same revenues from the end 

17 II user that you would. 

18 II CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: That's what I would -

19 WITNBSS VARNER: I'm assuming he's going 

2011 to -- I think that's what he's saying is, okay, if I 

21 charge the same thing as BellSouth, this would be my 

22 revenue. 

23 CBAIRKAN JOHNSON: I thought that's what he 

24 II was saying, too, but you're saying he wouldn't get 

2511 those revenues, aren't -
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111 W:ITNBSS VARNER: It's up to him whether he 

2 II charges that or charges something different. This is 

3 II what BellSouth charges. He can charge whatever he 

4 II wants to charge. 

5 CHAXRMAN JOHNSON. Then I guess I'm still a 

611 little confused. When you were having the discussion 

7 II about who receives the access revenues 

8 II W:ITNBSS VARNBR: 01<:ay. That's really the 

9 II cost analysis part of it. That's where that comes in. 

1011 And what he's assumed on his cost analysis is that 

1111 they don't continue to pay intrastate access as well 

1211 as interstate. See, on my Chart C, I show that -- the 

13 II cost analysis, he's got $26.33 - 

14 CHA:IRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. Which one of your 

15 charts? 

16 WITNESS VARNBR: Chart C of my direct 

17 II testimony. It's Exhibit AJV-1. 

18 CHA:IRHAlf JOHNSON: Okay. NOw, how are you 


1911 explaining that? 


20 W:ITNBSS VARNER: Let's go through -- the 


21 first document you see the $35.30 that's just the 


22 II retail price, all right. 


23 CHA:IRHAlf JOHNSON: Okay. 


WITNBSS VARlIBR: The next column is the FCC24 

2511 ordered resale discount. He doesn't show that one on 
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111 his chart, so just forget about that one. 

2 CBA:IRJIAIJ JOBllSOJl: Okay. 

3 W:ITJlBSS VARlfBR: The third column is PSC 

4 II ordered unbundled rates, and I show $29.59, okay. 

5 II CBA:IRJIAIJ JOBllSOH: You show $28.47? AmI 

6 looking at the wrong chart? Which chart did you say? 

7 W:ITJlBSS VARlfER: Ok.ay. Do you have the 

8 II revised one? 

9 CBA:IRJIAIJ JOBllSON: Oh, I probably don't have 

1011 the revised ones here, but let's go with that number. 

11 W:ITJlBSS VARlfBR: All right. The revised one 

12 II has $29.59 in that column. 1~here's another $1.12 in 

13 II there for interstate access is what the difference is. 

14 COKK:ISS:IOKBR DBASOH: And why is the $1.12 

15 II included? 

16 W:ITKBSS VARlfER: Because what happens is, is 

17 II that if they buy the unbundled switching element from 

18 II us, when they utilize it for access it's going to look 

19 II like a local call to us, or any other call. There's 

20 no distinction between whether it's an access call or 

21 a local call, so they will get billed the local usage 

22 II price for that access call. 

23 And that's what happened. That should have 

24 II been included in the local usage line on this exhibit. 

2511 It wasn't. We noticed that it hadn't, so I had to 
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111 revise it, and I just showed it on the interstate 

2 II access line; but it's priced the same as local usage. 

3 II COMMISSIONER DEASON: So you just as easily 

4 II as -- you could have just included the $1.12 with the 

511 $4.78. 

6 WITNESS VARNER: Exactly. I could have just 

711 as easily done it that way, but since I was revising 

8 II the exhibit, I wanted the revision to stand out. 

9 II COMMISSIONBR DEASON: And this is the usage 

1011 that shows -- even though it's going for an interstate 

1111 call, it shows up as usage and 

12 WITNBSS VARNER: LOlok at 

13 COMMISSIONER DEASON: it has to be a 

14 II recovery of that usage cost. 

1511 WITNESS VARNER: Right, and that's what the 

1611 $1.12 is. So in that column I have $29.59. He shows 

17 II $26.33. The difference between the two is he's saying 

18 II he's not paying the intrastate access. 

19 II CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: And you have him paying 

20 that. 

21 WITNESS VARNER: I have him paying the 

22 II intrastate. He has him not paying it. 

23 II CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. So, therefore, 

24 II that's how his gross margin is -

25 II WITNBSS VARNER: Is a little higher. 
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1 CBAXRKAN JOBHSON: Okay. 


2 
 WXTNBSS VARNER: Because he shows -- as he 

3 said, he says he shouldn't have to pay the intrastate 

4 access. 

5 CBAXRKAN JOBHSOH: Right. 

6 WZTNBSS VARNER: I'm saying, well, no, until 

7 II the Commission says you don't have to pay the 

8 II intrastate access, you do. 

9 CBAXRKAN JOBHSON: Okay. I've got you. And 

1011 I was having a problem reconciling those, but that did 

1111 it. Okay. Thanks. Mr. Mels·on? 

12 MR. MBLSON: The commissioners' questions 

13 II probably shortened his summary, but I think they 

14 II lengthened my cross-examination. 

15 CROSS BXAKXNATXON 

16 BY MR. MBLSON: 

17 II Q Mr. Varner, could you start by putting back 

18 II up what was marked as Exhibit 23, which is the handout 

19 you had this morning? 

20 A Yes. 

21 CBAXRMAR JOHNSON: Let me go back and follow 

22 II up on that. Going back to that 16, Exhibit 16, if you 

23 II add it back in, you said intrastate access, how much 

24 II would you add back in? 

25 WXTNBSS VARNER: Probably about three 
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111 dollars and a quarter maybe. I'm just guessing, 

2 II because I haven't repriced it. It would be about six, 

3 II seven, so $3.56 is what it would amount to. 

4 II CBAIRKAH JOHNSON: So under his analysis 

511 where he was he had assumed -- he was going through 

6 his analysis as to why a provider would want to go the 

7 resale versus the unbundled network element route 

8 II because there were higher grolss margins, but once you 

911 put back in your access it's almost a wash. 

10 II WITNESS VARNER: Yes. Now -- it really is, 

11 II but there is one other difference that occurs here. 

12 II They also don't have the joint marketing restriction 

13 II applicable. So even if you look at the money and say, 

14 II well, the money is not that much different, you get 

1511 away from the -- you avoid the joint marketing 

1611 restriction because that only applies if you resale. 

17 II If you use unbundled network elements, the 

18 II joint marketing restriction doesn't apply, which says 

1911 that they can't joint market local and toll until 

2011 sometime next year. 

2111 The other thing is remember in this, too, is 

22 II this: He used an example of residence, okay. 

23 Residence customers are not the customers that this is 

24 designed for; it's business customers. 

2511 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: You mean unbundling and 
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111 rebundling is more -

2 WZTRESS VARNER: Yes. 

3 CHAZRHAH JOHNSON: designed for business 

4 customers? 

5 WZTNBSS VARNER: Yes. And if you go to 

6 II Chart B, if you will, just the preceding chart here, 

7 II when you look at the numbers, for example, price of 

8 II the loop is the same, business or residence. Remember 

9 II there is no difference when }rou buy the loop. 

1011 Price of the port is the same, business or 

1111 residence. The prices for the usage are the same, 

12 II business or residence. The only thing that's 

13 II different is the volume. When you get down to the 

14 II totals on business customers, is not a wash. There's 

1511 a substantial difference when you get down to the 

16 totals on business customers. 

17 See, this same arrangement is used for 

18 II business customers. So when you look at it for 

19 II residence you say, well, it's not that big a deal; but 

2011 when you look at it for busiIless, it is a big deal. 

2111 And it's business customers are the ones that's being 

22 II targeted. 

23 II CBAZRHAH JOHNSON: But I guess if we used 

24 II his analysis, there would be a big difference, and 

25 II maybe they would target residence customers. 
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111 WITNBSS VlUUfBR: No. 

2 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: No? 

3 WITNBSS VlUUfBR: Not really. 

4 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: It's not that simple? 

5 WITNESS VAlUIER: No. 

6 CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Explain why. 

7 II WITNESS VlUUfBR: Because again, residence 

8 II customers for this type of an arrangement are -

9 II they l re marginal, you know, in terms of what you go 

1011 after. But when you think about, you know, sort of 

11 II entering the market, if you will, the margins are in 

12 II business customers. 

13 II People are going to go after business 

14 " customers because that's where the biggest margin is. 

1511 They 1 II start after residence customers once the 

16 business customers are exhausted. You know, why go 

17 and spend the effort to go after a customer you could 

18 II make $4 on when you can go after a customer and make 

19 II $40 on. You're going to go after the ones you can get 

20 II $40 on first. 

21 COMKISSIONBR GARCIA: But there's not enough 

22 II margin here to make any money. 

23 WITNBSS VARNER: Oll the 

24 COMKISSIONER GARCIA: Residential. 

25 WITNESS VARNER: Right. In some cases, 
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111 actually, it might even be negative for residence -

2 COMK:ISS:IOBBR GARC:IA: Yes. 

3 II W:ITBBSS VARBBR: And in that case, what 

4 COMK:ISS:IOBBR GARC:IA: I would assume in most 

5 cases. 

6 W:ITNBSS VARBBR: Yes. What they would do in 

7 II that case is just resale. When you get out in the 

8 II rural areas, this rebundling thing is not a issue. 

9 II See, they always have the option to use either resale 

10 II or rebundling. So just go -- whichever one is the 

1111 cheapest one, that's the one that you use. If resale 

12 II is the cheaper one, you use that one. If rebundling 

13 II is the cheaper one, you use that one. 

14 II For business customers, rebundling is always 

1511 going to be cheaper. For residence customers, if you 

1611 get out in the rural areas, resale is probably going 

17 II to be cheaper. 

18 cn:IBJIAB JOHlfSOB: Okay. Thank you. 

19 Q (By Hr. Kelson) Mr. Varner, looking at 

20 II your Exhibit 23, which is up on the screen, if I 

2111 understand correctly, we're not here today to make 

22 II decisions based on that 8th Circuit opinion; is that 

23 correct? 

24 A No, I don't think it's based on the 

25 II 8th Circuit opinion. The thing that I was hesitating 
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111 about was the issue that deals with multiple - 

2 II duplicate cost recovery when you recover multiple 

3 II elements on the same order is really a decision that 

4 II only has effect after the 8th Circuit opinion becomes 

5 final. 

6 Q That's under your position that until that 

7 II decision becomes final, the price is resale? 


8 A Yes. 


9 Q So - 

10 A Well, back up. partially, yes. I'm trying 

1111 to say yes or no here. But remember there are two 

12 II separate issues. One is what are the charges when you 

13 II order combinations, or you recombine the elements 

14 II yourself, all right. What we're saying into that 

1511 situation is that it's resale, all right, and that 

16 II position would stay until the 8th Circuit order 

17 II becomes final. 

18 II The other part is -- okay, what if I just 

19 II order multiple elements on the same order, order 

20 II you know, order a loop and port, but they're for two 

2111 different customers, let's say, but I happen to order 

22 II them on the same order, and what should be the 

23 II nonrecurring charges for that so that I do not have 

24 II any duplicate cost recovery in those; okay. 

25 II Once the 8th circuit decision becomes final 
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111 and you're allowed to rebundle the elements at 

2 II unbundled network element prices, then that decision 

3 II comes in. 

4 Q But that decision -.- the question of the 

5 II rate to be charged for a stand-alone loop and a 

6 II stand-alone port on the same order, that decision does 

7 II not depend on anything the 8th Circuit has done? 

811 A In part it does, because if you just order a 

911 stand-alone loop and a stand-alone port on the same 

1011 order but you're not recombining them, I think this 

1111 decision still has effect because of the fact that 

12 II there may be some duplicate cost recovery when you do 

13 II that. 

14 Q Duplicate cost recovery in duplicate 

15 II ordering charges, essentially? 

16 A Yes. 

17 Q I guess the question is, if you left the 

18 II 8th Circuit off of this Exhibit 23, it would then 

19 II outline the positions of the parties; is that right? 

20 II A with respect to thE~ agreements, but it 

2111 wouldn't be clear, because one part of our position is 

22 II an interim proposal, and the 8th Circuit -- you have 

23 II to have the 8th Circuit on there to show why we're 

24 II talking about an interim proposal. 

25 II Q All right. Let me ask this: Would you 
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111 agree with me that this proceeding is about what 

2 II happens in the interim between today and some Supreme 

3 II Court action on the 8th Circuit? 

4 A Yes. 


5 
 Q You're familiar with the issue in this case 

611 that relates to setting prices that eliminate 

7 II duplicate charges; is that correct? 

8 A Yes. Yes, I am. 


9 
 Q And it's BellSouth's position, if I 

1011 understand it, that the question being asked is what 

1111 duplication is there when two unrelated stand-alone 

12 " elements are ordered on a sin.gle order; is that 

13 " correct. 

14 A Two stand-alone elements. 

15 Q Two stand-alone elements. And do you 

16" understand MCI's position that that issue includes the 

17 " question of what duplication should be eliminated when 

18 " a loop/port combination is oI'dered on a single order? 

19 A If you say that's your position. But my 

20" understanding is that that is;sue is covered in the 

2111 other issues in this case which are, what should be 

22 " the price for combinations. And the price for 

23 " combinations would be both recurring and nonrecurring. 

24 So that issue is already covered. The issue 

2511 of nonrecurring charges for combinations is already 
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111 covered in the other issues in the case. So that 

2 II leaves for this issue -- as I see it, the issue is 

3 II when you order the stand-alone elements on the same 

4 II order. 

5 II There are two issues regarding nonrecurring 

6 II charges, as I see it in this case; one is for 

7 II combinations, and one is for stand-alone elements 

8 II ordered on the same order. 

9 Q Mr. Varner, would you agree that your 

10 II interpretation of the contract language and the 

11 II Commission order language about eliminating 

12 II duplication relates only to duplication in the 

13 II ordering process and not any duplication of work times 

14 II or physical elements? 

1511 A To the extent it exists, I think it does 

1611 include that; to the extent there is any duplication 

17 II in provisioning, but I don't see how there could be. 

18 II Q So you would agree, then, that if the rates 

19 II set for UNEs included charges for duplicate charges or 

20 II charges for services that were not needed beyond the 

21 II ordering process, that eliminating those duplicate 

22 II charges is fair game in this proceeding? 

23 A When you say "not needed," I have to be 

24 II clear about that. You need to clarify that. When you 

25 II say "not needed," my understanding of duplicate 
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111 charges is that we have to perform a work function 

2 II when you order a loop; we have to perform a work 

3 II function when we order a port:. 

4 II I f when you order t:hose two together where 

5 II we would normally have to pe:rform the function twice 

6 II we only have to do it once, t:hen that's a duplicate 

711 charge and it should only be charged once for that 

8 II amount of work. 

9 II When you say things that are not needed, 

1011 it's -- you need to be sure that when you pullout 

1111 something that you say is a charge that's not needed, 

12 II that you're not changing the service, if you will. 

13 II For example, if you were to decide to buy a certain 

14 II you know, and I'm not sure that we have these in 

1511 Florida, but I have to use that if we do have them 

1611 in Florida, that's fine; if we don't, I have to use an 

17 II example from another state. 

18 II When you buy our analog loops -- we have two 

19 II varieties; one has a design layout record, one 

20 II doesn't. Those are two separate services. So if you 

2111 say, okay, I want an unbundlE~d loop without a design 

22 II layout record, well, okay, there is an offering for 

23 II that. If I want one with, that's a different 

24 II offering. So when you say 11m just pulling out things 

25 II I don't want, we need to be sure you're not changing 
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1 II the service, if you will. 

2 II Q I think I'm going to come back to that a 

3 II little bit later in a slightly different context. 

4 II Mr. Varner, you had a discussion with 

5 II Commissioner Clark about what: I believe is Exhibit 13, 

611 which is the various unbundlE!d network elements. Do 

7 II you know whether BellSouth has a separate price in 

8 II Florida for loop feeder? 

9 A I don't remember whether there is a -- I 

1011 just don't remember what the subloop elements are in 

11 II Florida. 

12 Q Would you accept, subject to check, the 

13 II Commission set subloop rates only for the network 

14 II interface device and loop distribution? 

15 A Yes, I would accept that. Several 

16 II commissions did that. 

17 Q So when you told Commissioner Clark that the 

18 II rate for adding up the four u.nbundled subloop elements 

19 II 1 through 4 would probably be greater than that 

20 II overall loop price, you were assuming that some price 

2111 had been set for 3 and 4? 

22 A Yes. 

23 Q You indicated that BellSouth's basic local 

24 II service provides access to operator services, but it 

2511 doesn't provide the operator services themselves 
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II because that's a separate cha.rge to the customer; is 


II that right? 


II A It's a separate service, and the service is 


II billed at a separate charge. 


Q If you have only elements 1 through 5 on 

II that chart, the loop through the local switch, do you 

II have everything you need to provide access to operator 

II services? 

A Yes. 

Q How does the operat:or service call get from 

the local switch to the operator service center? 

A Through a trunk, an operator services trunk. 

Q So is it fair to say that in addition to 

1 through 5, you also need an operator services trunk 

in order to provide access to directory assistance? 

A No. All you've done when you provided 

access is you have put a translation in the switch 

that says when that customer dials zero, you send that 

call to this trunk group. 

If the CLEC has decdded to use our operator 

services, then they would purchase from BellSouth an 

operator services trunk and t:hey would pay BellSouth 

for the use of our operators. 

If the CLEC decided to provide its own 

operator services platform, t:he switch would direct 
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111 that to a trunk group that is a trunk provided by the 

2 II CLEC to its own operator services platform. 

3 II Q All right. Assume 'the CLEC did not buy a 

411 trunk to your operator services platform and didn't 

511 provide or buy a trunk to its own operator services 

611 platform. Would it then be providing access to 

7 II operator services? 

8 II A Yes. It would have the access set up to 

9 II provide access to operator services. If it could 

10 II decide it didn't want to provide operator services, 

1111 which means that when the customer hit zero there 

12 II would be nowhere for the call to go, they could decide 

13 II that, and they could have us set up the port that way, 

14 II if that's what they wanted to do. We would be giving 

1511 you access to operator services, but you could decide 

1611 you don't want to provide it. 

17 Q So in your mind, the trunk group that runs 

18 from the trunk side of the local switch to either the 

19 BellSouth operator platform clr an MCI operator 

2011 platform is not an essential part of providing access 

2111 to operator services? 

22 A No, it doesn't provide access at all. That 

23 II is an essential provider -- E~ssential part of 

24 II providing operators services. 

25 Q Does BellSouth's local service include local 
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111 calling only to customers who are connected to the 

2 II same local switch, or does it frequently include local 

3 II calling to customers connected to another local 

4 II switch? 

5 A It includes both. About 35% of the calls on 

611 average are within the same switch. The other 65% go 

7 II to another switch. 

8 Q All right. If Mel purchased an unbundled 

9 II loop and an unbundled port and did not either provide 

10 II or purchase transport between BellSouth' s various 

1111 local switches in the local calling area, would it be 

12 II able to complete customers' calls -- would it be able 

13 II to complete a call from that customer to customers 

14 II served by other switches? 

15 II A No, you wouldn't. But when you called 

1611 the when you ordered the port, you would specify 

17 " what type of transport that you want. Now, if you 

18 "said, I want port with no transport, then what you're 

19 II doing is you're providing something that -- you're 

2011 essentially replicating BSSX service. 

2111 Q But if I want to replicate -- and I'll use 

22 II your word "replicate," although let me say I don't 

23 II agree with it -- if I wanted to offer the same local 

24 II calling area as BellSouth, t~hen in addition to the 

25 II loop and the port, I would Edther have to purchase or 
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111 provide some interoffice transport; is that correct? 

2 II A You would purchase some form of 

3 " interoffice -- you would either purchase common 

4 II transport or dedicated transport and you would tell us 

511 at the time you bought the port which one you would 

6 II set up. And when I say purchase that, what it is is a 

7 II per-minute charge for the use of the transport. 

811 Whenever your customers utilize and place a call 

9 II outside that wire center, you would get a per-minute 

1011 charge for the use of the transport if you 

11\1 purchased 

12 COHHISSIORER GARCIA: That would be to 

13 II replicate, to be able to replicate the same calling 

14 \I area that a BellSouth customer would normally -

1511 WITHESS VARNER: Yes. Or they could set it 

1611 up to such that it's a different calling area. They 

17 /I could do either one. But the reason when I say loop 

1811 and port, what you get when you get the loop and port 

19 II is you get the ability to call every other customer 

201/ that's served by that wire center. 

21 II If you think about: the simplest case, a 

22 \I I-wire center exchange, it' E~ a direct corollary to the 

23 " basic exchange service. This is the exact, identical, 

24 II same thing. All transport is is the capability to 

25/1 allow customers when you have a multiwire center 
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111 exchange to be able to call the other customers in 

2 II that exchange. When they buy the port, they'll 

3 II they buy a transport to the other offices. 

4 II So the transport, to me, is really just 

511 redundant. When you say the loop and the port, all 

611 you're doing when you buy the port is you tell the 

7 II switch, "calls going to some other numbers beyond this 

8 II switch go here." You put that instruction in the 

9 II switch. That comes as part of the port. The 

10 facilities that take that call from there are either 

11 common transport or dedicated transport provided by 

12 .11 BellSouth. 

13 COKKXSSXOHER DBASOB: Yes. But when you 

14 II provide that service to your local customer, there's 

1511 no additional charge when they call a local number 

1611 that just happens to be in another central office. 

17 II WXTBESS VARNER: That's correct. 

18 II COMKXSSXOBER DBASOB: NOW, for Me! to do 

19 II that, they have to have additional facilities to 

20 II complete that call, facilities either from you or 

2111 their own facilities to go from one central office to 

22 II another; is - 

23 WXTHESS VARNER: No. The facilities are 

24 II from BellSouth. They're either common transport 

25 II provided by BellSouth or dedicated transport provided 
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1 II by Bellsouth. 

2 II COKKISSIONBR DBASOH: But there is a charge 

3 II for that in addition to the port. 

4 II WITNESS VAIUlBR: There I s an additional usage 

511 charge for that in addition to the charge for the 

611 local switch usage; that's correct. 

7 II And in my exhibit, the little exhibit we 

8 II were looking at where I had like $4.78, that included 

911 both the transport -- the usage for the transport and 

10 II the usage for the local swit·ch. 

1111 COKKISSIONER DBASOH: And the transport is 

12 II another -- is that an element, an unbundled 

13 WITHSS VARNER: Yes. It 

14 COKKISSIONER GARCIA: Are you talking about 

1511 the third page of your attachment? 

16 II WITNESS VARNER: Yes. That $4.78 includes 

17 II the price of the local switching usage and the 

18 II transport usage. 

19 COKKISSIONER GARCIA: And what kind of 

20 II usage 

21 WITHSS VARI1ER: It's minutes. 

22 COKKISSIONBR GARCIA: I understand, but on 

23 II what did you base it? 

24 WITNESS VARNER: Oh. We based it on our 

25 II customers' calling patterns.. We used an it's an 
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111 average of what our customers generate. 


2 
 COHHISSIONBR DEASOH: And the charge for 


3 II that unbundled element is a usage based charge? 


WITHBSS VARHBR: I't' s a usage charge. It's 

511 a per-minute charge whenever it's utilized. 

4 

6 COHHISSIOHBR DSASOB: SO when HeI purchases 

7 II from you the unbundled network elements consisting of 

8 II the loop and the port, they really cannot replicate 

9 II your local service until they pay the unbundled 

1011 network element charge for the transport. 

1111 WITHBSS VARNER: Well, when they -- they're 

12 II replicating it when they purchase the loop and the 

13 II port, because when we establish the port for them, 

14 II we're going to establish tra.nsport; and as their 

1511 customers use transport, then they're going to be 

1611 billed for it. 

17 II COHHISSIOHBR GARCIA: They won't even have 

18 II an idea of what their price is going to be 

19 WITHBSS VARHBR: Oh, yeah, they -- well, 

2011 they know what the usage charge for transport is. 

2111 It's a per-minute charge, so they know what the price 

22 II is, but they don't know, for example, how many calls 

23 II their customer is going to make that utilized that. 

24 COHHISSIONBR GARCIA: The rest of these are 

2511 pretty much fixed, correct? 
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WITNESS VARNER: Yeah. I can go through 

2 II them and tell you which ones are usage and which ones 

3 II are fixed, if I can just find the exhibits. 

4 II Youlre looking at the residence one, chart 

511 C? The $17 is fixed. That's a per-minute charge. 

611 The $2 is fixed. Thatls a per-minute charge. All the 

7 II rest of them are usage charges. 

8 

1 

COMXISSIORBR DBASON: Is there a way that 

9 II MCI can avoid that usage charge? 

10 II WITNESS VARNER: No, not really. 

1111 COMXISSIONER DBASON: They cannot have their 

12 II own facilities in place, so -

13 WITNESS VARlfBR: Not to do common or 

14 II dedicated transport for loca.l, because in order to do 

15 II that, it's got to go between the BellSouth switches. 

1611 They might be -- every arrangement I can think of that 

17 they might utilize that wouldn't do that doesn't make 

18 any sense. 

19 II For example, they could come in and say, all 

20 II right, now; I want to buy yc)ur loop and I want to buy 

2111 your port, but I donlt want any of your transport; I 

22 II want a direct transport facility to my switch. 

23 II Well, if they're going to do that and take 

24 II it to their own switch, they don't need our port in 

25 1\ the first place. They can :just buy the loop and take 
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111 it to their switch. Why buy our port if you're going 

2 II to provide your own? 

3 /I Q (By Kr. Kelson) .Mr. Varner, let me go back 

4 1/ again to the access to operator systems piece of the 

511 chart just to be clear. If Mel wants to use -- wants 

6 II to provide access to BellSouth' s operator service 

711 platform and it's purchased a loop and a port, it also 

8 II has to purchase, from BellSouth, operator trunks; is 

9 that correct? 

10 A If it wants to use BellSouth's operator 

1111 platform, yes. As part of the operator services 

12 II unbundled network element we offer the operator 

13 II services trunk as well as, ~,ou know, the work time of 

14 /I the operators. That's all part of the operator 

15 /I services unbundled element. 

16 Q And that's a separate unbundled network 

17 /I element? 

18 A Yes, for operator services; and there's also 

19 /I one for DA. 

20 Q And if Mel wanted to provide its own 

21 /I operator services, it would have to purchase some sort 

22 /I of trunks, dedicated trunks, from BellSouth from the 

23 /I local switch to Mel's operator platform? 

24 A No. It could provide its own trunks. 

25 Q All right. It would either have to purchase 
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111 or provide trunks in order to provide access to 


2 II operator services? 


3 
 A No. In order to provide the operator 

4 II services -- the access is set up when you purchase the 

5 II port. All the access is is an instruction in the 

611 switch that says when the customer dials zero, send 

7 II the call to this trunk group. 

8 II COHKISSIOHER CLARK: And if you don't have 

9 II the trunk group, you can't get access to the service. 

10 WITRBSS VARNBR: You have access to it, but 

11 II you can't get the service. 

12 COHKISSIORBR CLARK: No. You have -- you 

13 II don't have access if you do:n't have the trunk. 

14 WITHBSS VARNER: '~ou have access to it, 

15 II because when you dial zero, the switch is going to 

16 II send it to whatever trunk group they have instructed 

17 II us to send it to, okay, beCI!USe they tell us that when 

18 II they buy the port. That's what the switch is going to 

19 do. 

20 Now let's assume that they're putting in the 

21 II trunks themselves and they're using their own 

22 II platform, all right. It's up to them when they put 

23 II the trunks in and when they put the platform in. 

24 II We've provided the access to it the same way that we 

25 II provide the access to our own customers. If we don't 
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1 II put the trunks in for our ow'n customers, they're not 


2 II going to get operator services either. 


3 
 COMMISSIONER DBASON: There is an unbundled 

4 II network element for directory assistance? 

5 WITNESS VARNERI Yes. 


6 
 COMMISSIONER DeASONI The cost of that 

7 II element, does it include the cost of the trunks? 

8 II WITNESS VARNER: Yes, there is a -- there's 

9 II separate parts to the element. There's cost for the 

1011 use of the operator. There's also the cost -- a 

1111 charge for the trunks as part of the directory 

12 assistance unbundled element. 

13 Likewise, the same thing is part of the 

14 II operator services unbundled element. The trunks are a 

15 II part of the unbundled network element for the operator 

1611 services of the DA, not the port. 

17 II COMMISSIONER DeASON: And so Mel could have 

18 II the option of using your trunks and paying an element 

19 II for that, or using their own trunks and avoiding that 

20 II charge? 

21 WIDESS VAlUfER: Yes. 

22 COMMISSIONER DEASON: For both DA and for 

23 II operator services? 

24 WITNESS VAlUfER: Yes. 

25 Q (By Mr. Melson) Mr. Varner, I don't want 
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111 to beat a dead horse, but let me ask one more question 

2 about access to 911 service. 

3 Are you aware that ALECs in Florida are 

4 II required by the Commission to provide access to 911 

II service? 

6 A Yes. 

7 Q If MCI purchased a loop and a port from 

8 II BellSouth and did not buy any 911 trunks, would it be 

9 II providing access to 911 seryice? 

A Well, you would have to buy the 911 trunks, 

1111 and that's required as a result of what the Commission 

12 II has ordered you to do, so you're going to have to buy 

13 II them. 

14 Q So in order to replicate BellSouth's local 

II service which includes access to 911, in addition to 

16 II Items 1 through 4 on this diagram I would also have to 

17 II purchase 911 trunks? 

18 A No. Again, it's the same kind of picture 

19 II that you drew with operator services and DA service 

II control 

21 Q I would either have to - 

22 A It's the same thing, same arrangement. 

23 Q In order to provide access to 911 service, 

24 	II would I need to either purchase 911 trunks from 

II BellSouth or provide them myself? 
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1 II A Yes, just like with operator services or DA 

2 /I or anything else. But the access to the 911 service 

3 II is provided by the switch translation in the port, 

4 II which you're given when you buy the port. 

5 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: You realize you're 

6 II saying that the plug in the wall gives you 

7 II electricity, it's just that it must be connected to a 

8 II generation unit for it to produce any energy? 

9 HR. MELSON: Yes. 

10 WITNESS VARNER: No. No, that's not what 

1111 I'm saying. That's not what I'm saying. I'm 

12 II saying - 

13 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: Well, that's 

14 WITNESS VARNER: -- I've given you the plug 

1511 in the wall, and it's up to you whether you want to 

1611 put a light or a blender or whatever it is you want to 

17 II put in the wall. But I've given you the plug in the 

18 II wall, and 

19 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: Yeah, you've given me 

20 the plug 

21 WITNESS VARNER: -  and a working plug in 

22 II the wall. 

23 COMMISSIONER GARCIA: No. You've given me a 

24 II plug in the wall. You just haven't given me 

25 II electricity. And you're saying you're giving me 
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111 electricity as long as I purchase electricity. In 

2 II other words, you're saying to me you're giving me the 

3 II plug-in, but you're not giving me everything -- it's 

4 II useless to me without the trunk that I have to 

II purchase 


6 
 WITRBSS VARRER: Okay. Let me see if I can 

7 II turn this around. Not turn it around, but see if I 

8 II can explain clearly. (Laughter) 

9 II What I've given you is this. Remember, when 

II you've bought the loop and the port from me, I have 

11 II given you the connection from the end user all the way 

12 II up through the switch and the translation in the 

13 II switch that enables you to plug that into that switch, 

14 II the things that you need to plug into that switch, 

II okay, so that when that customer dials that, all 

16 II right, it will get to those things. All right. 

17 II The equivalent in your analogy that I see is 

18 II that I've given you a plug in the wall, a working plug 

19 II in the wall. Now it's up to you to plug in the lamp 

II or the blender or whatever it is you want to plug into 

21 II that. That's the operator services trunks, the 911 

22 II trunks, the DA trunks and so forth. You can plug 

23 II whatever you want into that, but that's up to you. 

24 II I've given you a hot plug that when you plug it in 

II there, it's going to work. 
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1 COMXXSSXORBR GARCXA: Let me ask you about 

2 II where that qoes into the costs that you fiqure for the 

3 II unbundled service or -- those trunks are provided as 

4 II part of the resold service? 

5 WXTRESS VARNER: Which trunks? 

6 COMXXSSXORER GARCXA: For the 911, for any 

7 II of those -- yeah, DA services are provided as part of 

8 II resale. 

9 WXTRESS VARNER: If they resell our DA, yes. 

10 COMXXSSXORER GARCXA: Now qoinq to your 

1111 Chart C, where would I find that cost here? 

12 WXTRESS VARNER: For resold DA it's not on 

13 II here. I've just taken a typical -

14 COMXXSSXORER GARCXA: And for 911? 

15 II WXTRESS VARNER: 911, it wouldn't be on 

1611 here, because the municipality pays that. That's 

17 II the municipality pays for the 911 service. All I've 

18 II shown is -- the only charqes I've shown are the ones 

19 for the services that are listed on the left-hand 

20 side. 

21 I could qo in and add others and, you know, 

22 II show what the relevant pieces would be, but I just 

23 II didn't add in any of the others. Like I could add in 

24 II DA, I could add in operator calls, I could add in some 

2511 more vertical features, you know, some of the Touch 
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1 II star features, call return ;!nd so forth. You could 

2 II add all of those into it, ~lt I was trying to make it 

3 II a relatively simple diagram to illustrate the point. 

4 COMXXSSXOBBR DBASOB: You indicated the 

5 municipality would pay the 911 charge. That's revenue 

611 that BellSouth apparently gets directly from the 

7 II municipality? Is that what you're saying? 

8 WXTBESS vaRNER: Yes. Or the reseller can 

9 II resell that service, too, if they want, to the 

1011 municipality. 

11 COMXXSSXOBER DEASOB: Then the reseller gets 

12 that-

13 WXTBESS vaRNER: Yes. 

14 COMXXSSXOBBR DIASOB: -  revenue from the 

15 II municipality? 

16 WXUESS VARRElt: Yes. 

17 COMXXSSXOBER DEASOB: What about 911 

18 II charges, surcharges on individual customer bills? 

19 If- 

20 WXTBESS VARBER: That's what -- what happens 

2111 in that situation is this: That's a charge not for 

22 II telephone service per se; that's more akin to a levy, 

23 II almost a tax, if you will, that appears on the 

24 II phone -- that we bill for the municipality. So we 

2511 bill it, we remit it. We would continue to bill those 
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1 /I charges for all of our custc)mers even if it was a 

2 /I reseller providing it. 

3 /I NOw, when you have a CLEC that has some 

4 "customers, the CLEC -- it's the responsibility of the 

5 II CLEC to bill its customers those charges and remit it 

6 II back to the municipality. 

7 /I COMHZSSZONBR DEASON: So if a CLEC is using 

8 /I unbundled elements, then they're responsible for 

9 II collecting that and remitting that to the city? 

10 II WZTRBSS VlUUlBR: Yes. And resale, same 

1111 thing. 

12 COMHZSSZONBR DBASON: And resale. 

13 WZTNESS VARNBR: Yes. 

14 COMHZSSZONER DEASON: But if they do a 

1511 resale, you're basically -- it's part of your package. 

16 WZTRBSS VARNER: No, because we won't charge 

17 II them that tax. 

18 COMHZSSZONBR DEASON: Okay. So even for 

19 II under resale, it's up to, in that case, the reseller, 

20 II then to levy that, collect it and then remit it to - 

21 WZTRBSS VARNBR: TIO the municipality. 

22 Q (By Hr. KelsoD.) Mr. Varner, I've got a 

23 II couple of questions about revised Exhibit AJV-1, which 

24 II is the residential comparison we've been talking 

2511 about. 
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1 II If I understand correctly, in the right-hand 

2 II column, which is unbundled rates, which of those items 

3 II are items that are billed by BellSouth to the ALEC? 

4 A That are billed by BellSouth to the ALEC? 

5 Q Yes. 

6 A In which scenario? 

7 Q In the unbundled rates column. Let me ask 

8 II you this: BellSouth's position is that when an ALEC 

9 II purchases unbundled local switching, that BellSouth is 

10 II entitled to the intrastate access charges? 

1111 A We would bill that to the IXC. 

12 Q You bill that to the IXC? 

13 A Yes. 

14 Q So to the extent the Commission were to 

1511 accept that position that BellSouth owns the 

16 II intrastate access charges, the line here shown 

17 II "interLATA intrastate access" is something you would 

18 II be billing not to the ALEC, but to an interexchange 

19 carrier? 

20 A Well -- and it would be to the interexchange 

21 carrier. And to the extent 'the ALEC and the 

22 interexchange carrier were the same, then it's 

23 II irrelevant. The only people who have ever raised this 

24 II rebundling issue, to my knowledge, have been IXCs. 

2511 People who are not IXCs haven't raised this issue, or 
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111 haven't raised this concern. So it appears that the 

2 II people that are interested in this are IXC ALECs, 

3 II people who are also ALECs and IXCs. 

4 II Q Let me ask you this, Mr. Varner: What is 

511 the basis on which you say that the interstate access 

611 charges are charges that essentially belong to the 

7 II ALEC? 

8 A I didn't -- charac:terizing who they belong 

9 II to, it's simply a rule of the FCC that when the ALEC 

1011 buys unbundled network elements that, you know, 

11 II interstate access is going to be billed as local 

12 II usage. That's simply an FCC rule. 

13 II Q Isn't it correot that the FCC's First Report 

14 and Order in the interconnection docket and the rules 

15 adopted there essentially established a framework that 

16 II when an ALEC purchases an unbundled network element - 

17 II in this case local switching -- that it is leasing the 

18 II exclusive use of that element, and any service that 

19 II element is used to provide is being provided by the 

2011 ALEC and not by BellSouth? 

21 A It did, and their attempt to extend that to 

22 II access charges was vacated by the 8th Circuit. 

23 II Q Isn't it true that the rule that was vacated 

24 II by the 8th Circuit was one which created a limited 

2511 exception to that rule and said that for an interim 
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1 II period of time, despite the fact that the ALEC leased 

2 II the unbundled local switohing and owned all of those 

3 II functions, that it neverthel,ess for an interim period 

4 II would have to continue to pay a portion of the access 

5 II charges to BellSouth? 

611 A No. My recollection is, is that the 

7 II 8th Circuit vacated the rule that the FCC -- wherein 

8 II the FCC stated that access charges would not apply on 

9 II unbundled network elements. And their rationale for 

10 II that was that that rule encompassed both interstate 

1111 and intrastate, and the PCC didn't have the authority 

12 II to instruct the states on how to treat intrastate 

13 II access charges. 

14 II Q Are you aware that in setting prices for 

1511 unbundled local switching, the Florida Commission in 

16 II its arbitration order said that the port charge and 

17 II the per-minute charge were the total charges to be 

18 II applied and that no other charges applied for uses of 

19 II that unbundled local switching? 

20 A I don't recall the language exactly, but I 

2111 do recall some language like that which was targeted 

22 II at features and whether or not the local switching 

23 II charge as it was stated included features. I don't 

24 II recall them making any representation with respect to 

2511 access at all. 
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1 Q staying with this exhibit for a moment, the 

2 II numbers in the middle column for resale, which of 

3 II those are prices paid by the ALEC and which are prices 

4 II paid by an interexchange carrier providing long 

511 distance service? 

6 A I'm sorry. I didn't hear which column. 


7 II Which column did you say? 


8 
 Q The middle column, resale. 


9 
 A Under the middle column the charges paid by 

10 II the ALEC would be the $8.33 -1:.0 $3.13, the $2.35. 

11 Q And none of the - 

12 A And the $3.50 and the three -- the $2.77, 

13 II $3.56 -- no, $2.77 would be paid by the ALEC as well. 

14 II The $3.56 and $7.05 would be paid by the IXC. 

15 Q NOw, the components of that that relate to 

16 II local service do not vary with usage; is that correct? 

17 II A The components of what? 

18 II Q The components of the resale charge that 

19 1/ relate to local service do m)t vary with usage. It 

20 /I doesn't matter how many local calls the resale 

2111 customer makes, the reseller pays the same price. 

22 A If the resold service is a flat rate 

23 II service, that's correct. If they're reselling a 

24 II measured service, then it would vary based on the 

2511 number of calls being made. 
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1 Q Let's use your example. Your example is 


2 II flat rate service, isn't it? 


3 
 A Yes, it is. 


4 
 Q In the unbundled elements situation, the 

5 II amount the ALEC pays does vary with usage; is that 

6 II correct? 

7 II A For some things it does, for some it 

8 II doesn't. For example, the p:rice they pay for the loop 

9 II doesn't vary with usage or the price they pay for the 

1011 port itself doesn't vary with usage. 

11 Q The price they pay for local usage varies 

12 II with usage. 

13 A Yes, it does. 

14 II Q How many minutes of local use were assumed 

15 II in this illustration for a typical residential 

16 II customer? 

17 II A I'm going to have to go back into another 

18 II document to find that out. 

19 Q And that would be t:he notes to your Exhibit 

20 II AJV-1, which indicated 583 minutes for residence? 

21 A Yes. 

22 Q And that's what? About 20 minutes a day 

23 II during the month? 

24 A That's about right. 

25 Q If the customer had a teenage son who talked 
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1" on the phone for two hours a day, and the ALEC was 

2 " providing that service using unbundled network 

3 "elements, it would pay more t:han the figures you've 

4 II shown on this typical illustration; is that correct? 

5 " A Maybe, maybe not. The point -- I think your 

6 " point is, is that if they use more than 583 minutes, 

7 II the charge would be more, and if they use less, the 

8 II charge would be less; that's correct. 

9 II What they're being charged is something 

10 II well, you can see what the rate is. It's one and 

11 II three quarters cents for the first minute and half a 

12 II cent for each additional minulte. The 583 is an 

13 II average. That's the average that we experience with 

14 II our residence customers. So obviously some are more 

15 II than that, some are less than that. 

16 II Q And to the extent that the local customer 

17 II made a lot of Internet access calls, would that amount 

18 II paid for local usage vary? 

19 A Yes. As I said, if the customer made more 

20 II than 583, it would be -- the charge would be higher. 

2111 If he made less than 583, then the charge would be 

22 lower. 

23 Q NOW, I think there's some potential talking 

24 II past each other in this proceeding because of 

2511 different ways that the parties use the word 
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II "migration". What does the 1:erm "migration" mean to 

II you? 

A Well, my only definition of it is the one 

II that comes from the testimony of AT&T and MCl' s 

II witnesses. As I understand what they are describing 

II when they talk about migraticm is the ability to take 

II a customer who has existing retail service and 

II transfer, quote, "transfer" 1:hat customer, if you 

II will, to them utilizing unbundled network elements; 

II which says that what they"re attempting to do is to 

II take the existing service that the customer has, the 

II existing retail service that they have, and just have 

II it repriced as unbundled network elements. 

II There's no doubt that what they're trying to 

II provide here is the same service the customer is 

II already getting. That's wha1: they want transferred 

II over, and they want the unbundled elements to 

II replicate what the customer is already getting. 

Q And I believe you state in your testimony, 

II don't you, that migration by its very nature equals 

II resale? 

A Yes, because that's what you're saying. 

II You're saying take the retail service that the 

II customer currently has and make me -- make MCl or AT&T 

II the customer. That's what rE~sale is, taking retail 
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111 service and simply changing the name of the customer 

2 1/ from the end user to another -- to the reseller, AT&T 

3 II or MCI. 

Q What I've put up on the board, Mr. Varner, 

5 II is a one-page excerpt from Mr. Parker's exhibits, 

6 II which in tUrn was excerpts fl~om the MCI/BellSouth 

7 II interconnection contract. And, frankly, the way I've 

8 II put it up I can't see the page number. Can you tell 

9 II me which page number that is? It's down in the 

10 II lower -

11 A It's Attachment 8, Page 12. There's a 

12 handwritten "19" on it. 

13 Q So that would be Page 19 of Mr. Parker's 

14 II Exhibit 2. Would you read. the heading to 

15 II section 2.2.2? 

16 II A It says "Service Migrations and New 

17 II Subscriber Additions." 

18 Q And would you agree that in the sUbsections 

19 II of 2.2.2 the contract talks about two different types 

2011 of migration; one type of migration for resale 

2111 services and another type of migration for use of 

22 II unbundled network elements? 

23 A I don't know. I haven't read it. So I'm 

24 II going to have to read it. (Pause) 

25 II I really don It kno\tl'. The first two 
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111 paragraphs, 2.2.2.1 and the next paragraph, clearly 

2 II deal with the resale, and they talk about migrations. 

3 II The next paragraph deals with unbundled 

4 II network elements, and I'm not sure in that -- you 

5 II know, this section is labeled "Migrations and New 

6 II Subscriber Additions." So when you talk about 

7 II migration, I'm not sure what you're talking about when 

8 II you say "using unbundled network elements." 

9 II I think it I S getting at both use of 

1011 unbundled network elements, either as combinations or 

11 II stand-alone for either migra1:ions or new subscriber 

12 II additions. 

13 Q Let me ask, Mr. Varner, would you agree that 

14 II as the term "migration" appears to be used in the 

1511 contract, it would include a situation where a 

16 II BellSouth customer was migrated to MCI through the use 

17 II of unbundled network elements such as a loop and a 

18 II port? 

19 II A I don't know whethE~r it's that way in the 

2011 contract, but I would agree that that is the way that 

2111 MCI and AT&T have attempted to define migration. I 

22 II mean, that's the definition t:hey put forward in their 

23 II testimony, even though there really is no such thing. 

24 Q Well, Mr. Varner, you've got the page of the 

25 II contract in front of you and I'm asking you if 
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111 section 2.2.2.3 of this attachment doesn't say to you 

2 II that migration through ONEs :is contemplated by the 

3 II contract? 

4 A (Pause) Oh, yes. I'll say yes, then. I- 

II that sentence does -- yeah, .it does; which, as I 

6 II understand it, would be the provision of combinations 

7 II of unbundled network elements is what you're talking 

8 II about there, which we've already agreed that the 

9 II agreement obligates BellSouth to provide. 

Q Let's talk about that obligation in the 

11 II agreement as well. Mr. Varner, what I'm showing you 

12 II now is Page 9 of Mr. Parker'l; Exhibit CP-2, which 

13 II again is excerpts from the BellSouth/MCI 

14 II interconnection agreement. 

II Is the provision that we agree obligates 

16 II BellSouth to provide MCI with combined elements 

17 II section 2.4? 

18 A I'm not sure that it is. The expert on what 

19 II is actually in the contract language is Mr. Hendrix. 

II That provision could be read that way. It 

2111 also could be read to mean that we will provide you 

22 II combinations like the ones that I've already described 

23 II in my testimony. I do know that we're obligated to 

24 II provide you the combinations. I can't point to the 

II specific contract provisions that make that 
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111 obligation. Mr. Hendrix probably can. 

2 II Q Okay. Do you also agree that the contract 

3 II obligates BellSouth not to pull apart -- when Mel 

4 II orders a combination of elements that are already 

511 combined in BellSouth's network, that the contract 

611 obligates BellSouth not to pull those apart before 

7 II furnishing them to Mel? 

8 A Yes, that's correct. I mean, if we pulled 

9 II them apart, it would no longer be a combination. 

10 Q And you would agree with me that the 

1111 contractual obligation for BellSouth to combine 

12 II elements applies to loop/port combinations as well as 

13 II to other types of combinations; is that right? 

14 A Yes. 

15 Q And Mel would also have the right under the 

16 II contract, if it wanted to, to purchase loops and ports 

17 II separately and to do the combining itself? 

18 A Yes. 

19 II Q Now, I believe it's your testimony that even 

2011 though the contract gives Mel the right to purchase 

2111 combinations, that it is totally silent on the price 

22 II for those combinations; is that right? 

23 A Yes. 

24 Q And you believe the contract is silent about 

2511 what price Mel would pay when BellSouth does the 
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1 1/ combining? 


2 
 A Yes. 

3 II Q And you believe the contract is silent about 

4 1/ what price MCI would pay when MCI does the combining? 

51/ A Yes. 

6 Q And it's silent whether the elements that 

7 II are combined do or do not, in your view, replicate an 

8 II existing BellSouth service? 

9 A That's correct. 

1011 Q I believe, in fact, you said in your 

1111 summary, if I remember it correctly, that BellSouth 

12 II has never voluntarily agreed with anybody that when 

13 II elements are combined, that 'the price for that 

14 II combination is the sum of the individual parts. 

1511 A When they replicate a retail service; that's 

1611 correct. If they don't replicate a retail service, as 

17 II I said in my testimony, I've given -- I've identified 

18 certain combinations that we do offer at the sum of 

19 unbundled network element prices because of the fact 

2011 that's the only practical way to offer the unbundled 

21 network element. 

22 So when they replicate a retail service, 

23 II we we've been as consistently and steadfastly and 

24 II vehemently opposed to that i.n every possible way you 

25 II can imagine, but when they don't -- we do have cases 
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1 II wherein we offer those that don't replicate a retail 

2 II service. I gave examples of some of those. 

3 II 0 Well, let's turn to Page 17 and look at 

4 II those examples just quickly. And that's in your 

511 direct testimony? 

6 A Yes. 


7 
 o Now, what I'm trying to understand is you 


8 II list on Page 17 a number of combinations that 


9 II BellSouth will provide, does provide. 


10 A Yes, combinations of elements. 

11 o And for each of thelse, the price BellSouth 

12 II charges is the sum of the price for the individual 

13 II elements that are being combined? 

14 A That's correct. 

15 o Is that pricing formula for those 

16 II combinations included in your contracts? 

17 1/ A I don't believe that it is. 

18 o So it's your position that every time 

19 BellSouth has offered elements in combination at the 

20 sum of the individual element prices, it's sort of 

21 II done that gratuitously without any contract that says 

22 II that's the price to be paid? 

23 II A When you say any contract, I don't -- I know 

24 II it's not in the AT&T and Mel contract. I don't know 

2511 about contracts with other companies. And as I said, 
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111 the reason for offering all of these is that this is 

2 II the only practical way to offer -- this has to be done 

3 II in order to be able to offer the element. 

4 II Like a loop and crc)ss-connect; we couldn't 

511 offer an unbundled loop unless we were willing to 

611 connect it to the cross-connect; otherwise you could 

7 II never get to it. And that's the same thing with the 

811 port and the cross-connect, the port and common 

911 transport and a cross-connect. The only way you could 

10 II get to the common transport is you have to have the 

1111 port. If you don't have the port, you can't get to 

12 II common transport. 

COHKISSIONER JACOBS: Was it my 

14 II understanding from one of the other witnesses that 

15 II your proposal would not do the cross-connect? You 

1611 were going to go -- I'm sorry. I can't remember the 

1711 witness, but we had a diagram up here. Do you recall? 

18 WITNESS VARNER: I think it was Mr. Falcone. 

19 COHKISSIONER JACOBS: Right. 

20 WITNESS VARNER,: If I remember correctly. 

21 COHKISSIONER JACOBS: And you were not going 

22 II to do the cross-connect, you were going to go through 

23 II an alternative way of providing this loop to an ALEC. 

24 II WITNESS VARNER: That's not exactly right. 

2511 I think you heard it exactly right, but what he 
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1 described wasn't exactly right. 

2 What happens the day they come in and they 

3 purchase the customer has -  assume a customer 

4 already has service from us, all right. He's already 

5 getting basic exchange service. We've obviously got 

6 the loop into the office. We've got a cross-connect 

7 to the port, and that takes them -  you know, gives 

8 them the switching and the access to all these other 

9 things that he might want. 

10 Now, when someone comes to us and says, I 

11 want an unbundled loop from you, BellSouth, all right, 

12 II the word "unbundled" is there for a reason. It means 

13 II that it's something that you typically provide 

14 II combined with something else that we want to buy 

1511 separately from the other things that you normally 

16 II combine it with. I mean, that's what unbundled means. 

17 II Well, since -- when we provide local 

18 II exchange service, you're getting a loop and a port 

19 II together. If they just want a loop, we have to go 

2011 into the frame, remove the cross-connect, and then put 

2111 a new cross-connect on there that takes that loop to 

2211 wherever they need that loop to go, typically 

23 II collocation space in the office. 

24 II They've rented space. They have something 

2511 in that space. We take the loop. We terminate it in 
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111 that space for them. Then now they can put whatever 


2 II they want to put on that loop. 


3 II COMMISSIONER JACOBS: Okay. 


4 
 WITHBSS VARNER: Okay. Likewise, if they 

511 buy a port from us, we do the same thing. We take a 

611 cross-connect the port has a -- may have a 

7 II cross-connect to another loop, it may not. If it's 

8 II existing service, it does. We take the cross-connect 

9 II that previously existed. It's removed. You put a 

1011 cross-connect now that routes that port to their 

11 II location so that they can do whatever they want to do 

12 II with it. The only way that 1:hey can do that is we 

13 II have to take it and put it in their location. 

14 COMMISSIOHBR JACOBS: So this scenario would 

1511 apply when there is not a common order of the loop and 

16 II the port. 

17 WITHESS VARHBR: If there's -- not ordered 

18 II as a combination. If they order it as a combination, 

19 II a loop/port combination, which they're describing that 

20 II we're obligated to order, we're not going to take it 

2111 apart. We're going to leave it exactly like it is and 

22 II we re going to provision it just like a resale order. 

23 II It's going to be treated the same way as resale in 

24 II every respect. 

25 COMMISSIONER JACOBS: I remember the context 
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111 now 

2 WZTNBSS VARNBR: We're not going to take -

3 II we're not going to go through that process when they 

4 II order a loop/port combination under their agreement. 

511 That's another reason why we say it ought to be priced 

611 at resale. What we're going to do with it is we're 

7 II going to do the same thing we would do as if they had 

811 sent through a resale order. 

9 COKMZSSZONER JACOBS: I'm done. Thank you. 

10 Q (By Mr. Kelson) Mr. Varner, I've got a 

1111 couple of more questions for you. Let me say a few, 

12 not a couple. I don't want to get everybody's hopes 

13 up. 

14 II I'd like you to refer for a moment to the 

1511 language in Section 2.6 of Attachment 3 of the 

1611 AT&T/MCI interconnection agreement, and that's 

17 A I don't have it. 

18 Q Let me get you a copy of it. It's on the 

19 II board behind you, but let me get you your own personal 

2011 copy. (Pause) I'd have you have read from the 

2111 poster, but that pulls you away from the microphone. 

22 II Does this language say to you that when MCI 

23 II purchases two UNEs in a combination that the prices 

24 II for the stand-alone UNEs in Attachment 1 apply and 

25/1 that BellSouth cannot make any additional charge for 
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1 II connecting the two elements together? 

2 II A No, it doesn't. Hr. Hendrix addresses this 

3 II in detail in his testimony. This is standard language 

4 II that MCI has in all of its -- all of the contracts 

511 that I know of with Bellsouth. And all this does is 

611 say that MCI -- that the charges in Attachment 1 for 

711 unbundled network elements are -- that all of the 

811 charges for unbundled ele.ents are charges in 

911 Attachment 1. There aren't charges in a tariff 

10 II somewhere or something else. 

1111 MCI wanted all of their charges for 

12 II unbundled network elements tiD appear in their 

13 II agreement, and that's all this is saying. You have 

14 II this same identical language in all of the other 

1511 states in BellSouth, and in seven of those eight 

1611 states you pay resale for it. So this language in and 

17 II of itself can't mean what MeI says that it means. 

18 II In addition, this is the language that the 

19 II Commission approved when the Commission specifically 

2011 said that they were not addressing the unbundled 

2111 network element combination pricing issue. 

22 Now. If you think that this language 

23 II addresses that issue, you'd have to simultaneously 

24 II believe that the Commission in the same order said, 

2511 I'm not going to address this issue and simultaneously 
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111 said, I am, in its unbundled network elements prices. 


2 II And I don't think the Commission would have taken 


3 II those two opposing positions in the same order. 


4 
 Q Let me ask, Mr. Varner, you said this 


511 identical language appears in other states in which 


611 UNE combinations are priced at resale; is that 


7 II correct? 


8 
 A Yes. 


9 
 Q In those other states there is also 

1011 additional language which specifically says that when 

1111 combinations replicate a service, they are priced at 

12 II resale. 

13 A That's correct, and that's my point. In 

14 1\ order to have language to address what the price 

1511 should be, there's additional language required. This 

1611 language doesn't address the price. To put the price 

17 \I in, you need additional language. Whatever that 

1811 language is -- whatever that price is going to be, 

1911 it's required to be in, in addition to this language 

2011 in order to establish what the price is. 

21 Q It's at least required to be in when the 

22 II other price is going to be a resale price? 

23 II A It's required to be in regardless of what 

24 II the other price is going to be. 

25 Q NOw, this lanquage in section 2.6 is not 
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1 language that was ordered or imposed by the 

2 Commission, is it? 

3 A It's kind of hard to answer because of the 

4 II way that it came about. As I said, welve agreed to 

5 II this language with MCI in other states, so to that 

611 respect, I think you could say that, yes, it 

7 " technically may not have been ordered. 

8 II However, this is the language that MCI put 

9 II before the Commission in the last round of discussions 

10 II that the Commission had. ThE~ commission instructed 

1111 BellSouth to sign an agreement with this language in 

12 II it, and it looked at this language specifically. So 

13 II in that respect I would say the Commission did, in 

14 II fact, order us -- order this language. 

15 II Q Mr. Varner, I thin1<: the question of whether 

16 II the Commission ordered this language or whether 

17 II BellSouth agreed to it may be an important one for 

18 II this proceeding. 

19 II What I I ve handed you is a copy of 

20 II Mr. Martinez's Exhibit RM-1, which consists of 

2111 excerpts not from the final interconnection agreement, 

22 II but from the BellSouth version of the proposed 

23 II interconnection agreement that was submitted to the 

24 II Commission on January 30 of 1997. 

2511 Read for me, if you would, Mr. Varner, the 
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111 sentence that begins liThe language. II 

2 II A "The language that appears in normal pr!nt 

3 /I in the proposed interconnection agreement is the 

411 language to which the parties have agreed through the 

5 II course of negotiations over the past several months." 

611 Q And then if you'd read the next sentence as 

7 well. 

8 A "The agreement also contains language marked 

911 in bold print that is either disputed or has been 

1011 successful and negotiated as a result of the 

11 II arbitration decision." 

12 Q Now let me show you Page 7 of that exhibit 

13 II and ask you whether the language in Section 2.6 of 

14 II Attachment 3 that we have been talking about is 

15 II indicated in boldface or not? 

16 A It is not. 

17 II Q And does that indicate, based on the cover 

18 II letter, that this is language that was agreed to by 

1911 the parties and not language that was a result of the 

2011 Commission arbitrations? 

21 A I don't think so, because when you go to the 

22 II Commission's order, you find that same language with 

23 II language that BellSouth had inserted into it to 

24 II address the pricing of unbundled network elements, 

2511 which the Commission told us to remove the part that 
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111 addressed the pricing and instructed us to agree to 

2 II this language. 

3 II So I don't know whether having it not in 

4 II bold print is a correct representation of what's in 

5 II the letter or whether it's just a mistake on the 

6 II attachment. 

7 Q Are you aware that the cover letter of this 

8 draft contract also contained a matrix which indicated 

9 the sections which either had been arbitrated by the 

1011 Commission or which were still in dispute? 

1111 A No, I'm not. I haven't seen this letter 

12 II before now. 

13 Q If the Commission examines this exhibit, to 

14 the extent that there's no indication in the exhibit 

15 that this was anything other than agreed language, 

1611 your testimony is it either was agreed or it was a 

17 II mistake in the way the language was presented when it 

18 II was submitted in January? 

19 A No. As I've said, I've never seen this 

20 II document, and so I can't make any representations 

2111 about what's in there. I have seen the Commission's 

22 II order, however. And to determine how this language 

23 II came about and what role it plays and so forth, you 

24 II can just go to the Commission's order. 

2511 Q And by that, are you referring to the order 
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111 of the Commission that reject:ed some additional 

2 II language that BellSouth had ~.roposed for inclusion in 

3 II Attachment 1 to the agreement? 

4 II A It did that and some other things. The one 

5 II I'm referring to I think was in May; 27th, I believe, 

6 II was the date. It was the final order approving the 

7 II agreement and did several things. 

8 II with respect to this particular part, it 

9 II rejected some language that BellSouth had wanted to 

1011 put in and was very, very clear that the reason for 

1111 rejecting the language BellSouth wanted to put in was 

12 II that the Commission had not arbitrated the issue of 

13 II prices for combinations. That's why it rejected 

14 II language that we wanted to put in. 

1511 COMHISSIOBER CLARK: But, Mr. Varner, it was 

1611 combinations that duplicated services that could be 

17 II resold, right? 

18 WITNESS VARNER: I don't remember that 

19 II specifically. I think he has it up here, so I can 

20 II see, be able to see. (Pause) 

21 Yes, that is what it was. 

22 COMHISSIOBER CLARK: So it wasn't all 

23 II combinations. 

24 WITNESS VARNER: That's correct. It was 

2511 combinations that -- I think you used the term 
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1 II "duplicate" or "replicate". I just saw it. Now I 

2 II can't find it again. (Pause) 

3 II Duplicate a resold service. It's actually 

4 II not up there. It's a little further down there. It's 

5 down there. 

6 Q (By Mr. KelsoD) Mr. Varner, would you 

7 II agree with me that the language that's shown that the 

8 II Commission rejected in its May order was not even a 

911 gleam in BellSouth's eye on January 30th when it 

loll submitted language to the Commission which was 

1111 represented to the Commissiorl to be language 

12 II negotiated by the parties over the past several 

13 II months? 

14 A No, I wouldn't agree with that at all. I 

1511 mean, that language is reflecting BellSouth's position 

161\ that it's taken on this issue ever since it first 

17 \I arose; that the prices for cc::>mbinations of UNEs that 

18 \I replicate a retail servic.e should be resale. 

19 II From the very first time that issue arose, 

20 II which was sometime back in 1996, that's been our 

2111 position, and all this language does is represent that 

22 II position. 

23 II Q Mr. Varner, would you read for me the 

24 II sentence, Commission language, sentence immediately 

2511 below that contractual language? 
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---------_ ......_--

1 II A Yes. It says "BellSouth proposes to include 

2 II the bold language above based. solely on our 

3 " deliberations at our agenda conference on BellSouth's 

4 II motion for reconsideration in this proceeding. We 

511 expressed some concern with the potential pricing of 

611 UNEs to duplicate a resold service and the Order 

7 " reflects that concern in dicta. We stated, however, 

8 " that the pricing issue associ.ated with the rebundling 

9 II of UNEs to duplicate a resold service was not 

10 II arbitrated. Accordingly, BellSouth' s proposed 

11 II language should not be included in the agreement." 

12 II Q Let me ask you the question again. Isn't it 

13 II true that this specific language in Attachment 1 that 

14 II was rejected by the Commissicm was not a gleam in 

1511 BellSouth's eye on January 30th because BellSouth's 

1611 proposal to include the language was based solely on 

17 II the Commission's deliberations at an agenda conference 

18 II which had not been held in January? 

19 II A No. As I said this language represents 

2011 BellSouth's position that was taken in the 

21 II arbitration. 

22 II When the Commission issued its arbitration 

23 II order, we went in to try to establish an agreement. 

24 II Well, we filed motions for reconsideration. BellSouth 

2511 in its motion for reconsideration asked the Commission 
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111 to reconsider what we thought the Commission's 

2 II decision was to establish these prices. The 

3 II Commission said, "No, we're not going to reconsider it 

4 II because we did not do it. We, did not establish prices 

II for this stuff." So we said, "Well, okay, fine." So 

6 II we went ahead and went ahead and negotiated an 

7 II agreement with MCl based on the Commission's order and 

8 II based on the reconsideration order. We went and tried 

9 II to negotiate this provision as well as many others. 

II We wanted it to be very, very clear in here 

11 II that this language did not deal with pricing. And we 

12 II wanted to establish the price in this agreement. So 

13 II we put it in and reflected our position, the same one 

14 II that we've had all along in this language. The 

II Commission came back and told us one more time that 

16 II "Look, we have not addressed this issue." 

1711 Now, in this same order the Commission went 

18 II in and approved the language that MCl keeps referring 

19 II to that sets prices, when in this order right here 

II they say, in no uncertain ter.ms, it's not been 

21 II arbitrated and we haven't set them. So how could they 

22 II possibly have approved language that sets prices in a 

23 II order when they said that they haven't approved 

24 II language that sets prices? 

Q Mr. Varner, do you recall the question you 
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111 were answering? 

2 A Not at this point. 

3 Q Neither do I. 

4 II If you would look em the sheet that's in 

511 front of you, which is not in bold, the contractual 

611 language that's not in bold. And I'm reading from the 

7 II very top of what is on the screen, "When two or more 

8 II UNEs are combined, these prices may lead to duplicate 

9 II charges. BellSouth shall provide recurring and 

10 II nonrecurring charges that do not duplicate charges for 

11 functions or activities that Helm does not need when 

12 two or more network elements are combined in a single 

13 order." 

14 Does that imply to you that all other things 

1511 being equal when two elements were combined in a 

16 II single order that the prioe would simply be the sum of 

17 II the prices for the individual elements? 

18 A No. 

19 Q If it were not the sum of the prices for the 

2011 individual elements, what duplication would there be 

21 II to eliminate? 

22 II A What you would have to assume, to assume 

23 II what you've said, is that there is somehow represented 

24 II in here a price to be charged when you order the 

25 II elements that replicate a retail service. So if there 
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is no price then how could this be dealing with 

anything concerning a price 1:or something that doesn't 

exist? 

Q So it's your testimony then that this 

language essentially has no meaning? 

A No, I don't agree with that. I think the 

meaning that it has is the meaning that it -- that 

came from the Commission's order. And that is that if 

you order multiple network elements on the same order, 

and MCI and AT&T raised this issue, that there may be 

some work functions that you perform one time, that if 

the networks were ordered separately on two different 

orders you might have performed them two times. So to 

the extent that happens, if you just add up the 

nonrecurring charges, then there may be some duplicate 

cost recovery, you need to go in and figure out to 

what extent that occurs and how the nonrecurring 

charges need to be modified to take that out when that 

kind of situation occurs. 

It was AT&T and MCI that raised that issue, 

and, in fact, it's covered in their contracts; it's 

specifically covered in their contracts. 

Q I believe you've answered my question. 

HR. MELSON: Thank you. I'm finished. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: We're going to take a 
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1 ten-minute break. 

2 Before the -- the clttorneys, how much time 

3 II do the attorneys need here? 

4 MR. HATCH: Well, at one point I was 

5 /I predicting we'd be done by noon. 

6 CBAXRKAN JOBNSOH: I had heard that 

7 prediction. It looks like we're a little off. 

8 /I MR. HATCH: I have a fair bit yet still to 

9 /I do. It depends to how hard we have to wrestle. My 

10/1 best guess, under normal behavior, would probably be 

11/1 the better part of 45 min~tes to an hour. 

12 CHAXRJIAlf JOHNSON: For Varner? 

13 MR. HATCH: Yes, ma'am. 

14 CHAXRJIAlf JOHNSOB: What about Hendrix? 

15 MR. HATCH: Probably 35, 45 minutes maybe, 

16 /I depending on, again, how hard we'd have to wrestle. 


17 CHAIRJIAlf JOHNSON: Mr. Melson. 


18 /I MR. MBLSON: We're guessing 20 minutes for 


19 /I Mr. Hendrix and 30 minutes for Mr. Landry. 


20/1 CHAXRJIAlf JOHNSOB: Staff? 


21 II MR. PBLLEGRINI: Commissioner Garcia has my 


22 /I license to practice law so I don't know if I can 


23 II respond. (Laughter) 


24 /I With Mr. Varner, I think, ten minutes will 


25 /I cover it, what we need to do, and it would be a matter 
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111 of just a few minutes for the remaining witnesses. 


2 
 CBAIRKAII JOHNSOB: The remaining witnesses. 

3 MR. PBLLBGRIIII: In each case. 

4 CBAIRKAII JOHNSOB: What are we doing with 

II Caldwell? 

6 II HR. PBLLBGRIIII: She's going to be 

7 II stipulated. 

8 II MS. WHITB: And AT&:T, if they need somebody, 

9 II we could maybe agree to do some kind of late 

II deposition and insert that into the record. 

11 II CBAIRKAII JOHNSON: Okay. And then we have 

12 II the rebuttal witness, Martinez. 

13 MS. WHITB: I just talked to my client. 

14 II We're willing to stipulate Mr. Martinez to move it 

II along. 

16 CBAIRKAII JOHNSON: We'll stipulate - 

17 MR. MBLSON: Staff willing, I assume. 

18 MR. PELLBGRIIII: Sorry? 

19 MR. MELSOII: Is Staff willing to stipulate 

II Mr. Martinez? 

21 MR. PBLLBGRIIII: Stipulate Mr. Martinez? 

22 MR. MELSOII: That's what BellSouth just 

23 II said, to move things along. The answer is yes, 

24 II Charlie. (Laughter) 

MR. PBLLBGRIIII: Sure. 
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. So we said an 

II hour, Tracy, for Varner, and 'then maybe about - 

HR. HATCH: 30 to 45 minutes 

II for. Mr. Hendrix. We probably have about 45 minutes 

II to an hour for Mr. Landry. 

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you. Thank 

II you all. 

(Brief recess taken.) 

(Transcript continues in sequence in 


Volume 5.) 
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comb"", 427117. 42!115. mill. 491117. 49811. 

4!1814 

Cemmeaeed 37211. 

COMMISSION 37211. 372123" 381114" 42111. 

421112. 421120. 4241'25. 42111$]'6, 446IJI. 45t17. 
< 
467111, 46fIl3. 411/ ... 411111. 114, 4I9IlI. 504ft9, 
504124. 50112. 50612. ~. O. 506IJ3. 506116. 
506I2ot. WI!». WlI25. 50811.. 3. SOWI. ""'2. 
11011. 11011•• 510111, 5101'U, 111114. 511122. Ittl25, 

11213. 112111. 112117 

C ....... hIha·. 507122,501121,508124.111117, 

11211, 51217. 51418 

COMMISSIONER 372111. 372116, 37t12O. 42.2125. 

42316, 4DI16, 429121, 430lIl. 43th1. 43OIJ.. 430123. 

43117. 431111. 431116. 433U, 433(17. 433120. 434122. 

434123. 43612. 43616. 436111, 437•• 437/19. 437125. 

43116.438111.438125.43915. ,,2. 439121......... 

44OIlS.....1116• ....1121• ....1125. 4421... 44215. 4421J9. 

44319. 443/11. 443120. 44415...... 444/10. 444113. 

445112. 445116. 445120. 445122. 4oHf3. 441123.....7~. 

....716• ....7~. 449111. 44tI22. 45011. 45t16. 45OIJ2. 

451117.451120.45213.45217. 452h1. ~I. 457114. 

45113. ~. 4581J3. 462121. 462tu. 46312. 46314. 

~.46fIl7. 473112. 474n3. 474n •• 47512. 475111. 


475114. "75119. 475122. 47612, "76/6, 476117. 476124. 

47711. """1. 4?W8. 47t112. 4IOtJ. 4ItI6, 4IOIJ7. 

4ItiD. 41215. 4121J3. 4121J9. 412123. 41411. 48416, 

4I4I10.4I4I14.~.4l5ltl.4I5It4.4I5I17.4I6f7. 

416112.416114, 41611•• 508113. 508119. ~1. 50~. 

50211... 502125...... SOWII. _122. 515/21 

Cam-...., ...• 4BI12 

eewunhrIeM 46fIl6 

~ 4341J.~. 4341S. 43416, 43JI1•• 43JI14. 

~1.~• ...ws...~. 474111.474124.477113. 

500II, .....0......2. 502IJ. 

Cenuaanlc:aUoa 37214 

compaaW 4ttI25 

COlD"", 422/7 

Compuiloa 373114. 452/24, 4HI24 

COIDpei 37~ 

~... 472112.472113.47~ 

complPftles 42111. 

compUc:aW 421117
-,If 37217comp,.". ...,.1. ""'7, ...,.. 
COIIIp4IIIte 37515. 37517. 452/23 
~'t'e 421~ 
COIICel'1l 451116.41111. 51115. 51117 
c:oadudlq 449116 
c:oaclacted 42111 
CoaIereDce 372119. 511~. 511117 
c:oafued 444112. 45311•• """ 
00IIDeCt 5OtI6 
conaeeted 375122.47211.4721).41217 
c:oaaeetIq 504ft 
c:oaaeedo.. 436111, 413111 
CINIIdoIII 45116 
couIIteDtIJ 4251J3. 498/23 
COIIIIUIleI'I 421113 
c:oa.... 424Ill 
coaa.laed 50118 
cora«aIaa 42411. WIll 
..tewplated 4NI2 
....... 42615, 4813. 502125 
08IldInIe 4II6f11. 415125, 41tU 
C8iaincIt 42415. 427113. 427118, 430119. 467110. 
4'JAI1. <INI19. 4H/11. 4t5I2O. 4HI25. 4t6I3. 4HlJ9. 
4NI.II. «12, 49715. «116. «120. 497124. ~. 
499121.499123, 4MI24.... 
CIOIdnctI 427125. 42812. 42813. 42811. 499Il6. 
4ttI25.~.514121. 114/22 
CIIIdnctuaI «Ill. lIons. 11315 
c:oatrIbudea 450125. 451124. ~ 
c:oa1:rIl...tIoDI 451/4. 45116. 451111. 451115 
COII1:roI 440110.....tl4. 44316. 411120 
c:oa.., 42314. 423t'J 
cop.. 381113 
cop,. 50311•• 503IJO. 506IJ9 
eonIIary 473/22 
c.rpendoa 37215 
correct 421121.4631:&3. 1IMI7. 466113. 47311...74n7. 
47516.476n1...,...411113• ...,.6.~.49116. 
~.492II.49711..... ~'.~... 505I7. 
505IJ3. 50814. _124 
COI"l'eIldoDI 3741l2. 378124. 381~ 
COI'I'eCiIf 463121. 41711. 498Ill. soono 
CIIIIt 43212. 43216. 43211. 4321J6. 432123. 433122. 
45017. 45OIt. 45OIJ3. 45OIJ4. ~. 450125. 45214. 
45211. 452111. 4521J2. 4521J3. 452114. 4541J9.~1. 
~. 4541110. 4541113. 458/14. 46412. 46.t124. 4651J2. 
461114, 41t16• .,.,........ 4IOIJ'. 414111. 114n6 
~ 45IItl3. 45112 
COItI 438116. 41412 
CouDMl 37"". 453fl1 
coupie ...,,110. 416123. 503111. 503112 
COUI'II 421112. 4281J9. 50715 
c.art 42111. 42816. 46fI3 
CMI"III 425/10 
CIMW ""7.50lIl7.115125 
coftnd "'.466124,46711.114121. 114112 
........ 4Ul8,45M 
COftI1I 436114 
Cp·, 4HlJ2 
Create 451117 
created 411124 
CrOll 37311, 45tI1.5 
c:n.-c:oaoeet 4MI8. 43411•• JOGI4, 5OtI6. 500II, 
5000'.9. 5OOIJ5, 500122. 50116. 501120. 501121. 50216. 
50217. 50211. 50211. 
CNII evmlaadoa 45315. 45317. 45t1J4 
CSR 372122. 372123 
earreatIJ 493124 
.......... 43611.....711•• 45512. 45514. ~O. 
4621J7. 4621J., 47011, 4701J•• 471111. 472113. 473114. 
473119.474n4.47~.~.4I3I11.4I5IJ" 4~1. 
491116. 491125. 4J2It6. 4J2It9. 4!1317. <8311. 493111, 
493111.~.,493124.~, <INI1,4H/16.501~ 

503125 
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•••••""" 

5OOIl', 500121, 50213, soan.. Ioop/pol1 """I, 497n2, 10m" 50314 

Idea .7f1l. 
IdtatIeal ...ru••73/23. 1041'1•• 10515 
IdeadIIeatioD Yl5I4. 37518. Yl5II•• Yl5II'• • In•• 
311m. .u2I2O, 45313. oI53IIZ. 0l53Il., 0l53Il. 
IdeDtIfted. G3IlZ, 434f1'. ""7 
IIIIIItnte e5I.J 
IIIIIItndon .,tn•••921. 

bDaaiDe etIl5 

im.nlortal .u.un 
Imply .1311. 

Impor1aDee .ZIIU 

IIIIpGIId 5NIl 

tadu10D ..",. 

iDeoBcelvable G5IlI 

tneorreet .J.CflO 

IndJeate Wlm 

IDdleated .w:tf••,1.13. ""'., etl2O. WIn•• 

50118 

IadleadoD !08It. 

IDIermadoD """'i
Iuert Yl4/1i. 37,u,u, 51f1l0 
IDIerted Yl3I.. Yl3f1. 380123. 38OIU. Wlm 
IllltaliatioB .t35I9 
luCruet .t8tIlZ 
IIIItructed .'79fli. 5OISIl0. !08It 
IDItncdoB .7411• •"15 
later oC54!U 
laten:lomuctlon .Zlno, .ZlflJ. 422n •• G2124, 
423/1" ......... .,..", efIt•• 503Ili. 506I.Z1, 5OiI.Z3. 
WlI3 
lace.reuh.u.e 417n•• 417120. "71U, .,.,. 

laterl'ace 437no, 437120, 431fT, .".. 

IaterIm .23125, G4II. 0413, 42416, .24114. 421111. 

4651U. 465124. 4II4St.I, 4l1li:25, "'13 

IaterLATA 4.5OI1.,417m 

IDtenlet .tam 

iIlterolllee 47311••7313 

iIlterpretadoD .TnO 

IatenCate 445fl5 • .....,. 44iI2O. 44iI22 • ....nl. 

4.50117, 4.5011', 4WlZ. 457n3. 45IIIl, 45IIIl0, ....... 

.......1 • .t8tIlO 

iIltrutate 44611.446/4.446113. 446117, ....n3. 

454/1Z. 4HIlI. 45IIIl1, 45111.:&.2, 45'13. 45t/1, 45tm, 

417nO.417ni,417n7• .t8tIlI...tnZ 

iIltrocluee .Z814 

latrocluced GIn. 

Irr.....Bt 417m 

.... 4U1i. G7nl. 42IIIZ. 43tn. 4311.13. 43lI7. 

463/lI, 4i4I1, 4f6I5. """i. 466120, 4UI.U. 0467f1. 

417/.:14, 417flJ. 504121. 504123. 504125, JOtnZ, 

51011i. '1011', 51111, 51ani, 51f1l0. 5141'10 

...... 5111U 

__ Glni. 4i4I12, 4II4St.I1 • • 7n••715 

Item. 437nl. 438/5 

I.... 437n., 437n7. "lni, 417f1• ..713 

rxc 43fIl5, "7nt. 417n2. 48812. eM.

rxCt 4171'14, 417flJ, ......, 

hl;7!'!'!'l~<!!'!'!'t!'!'!'.i~t!'!'!'i.!"":..."'ll"'l2"'l·0"'l••••••"'l~:"""·••~·~~_~ __"'l· ••••••"""·•••..""";"'ly"'l•••• "'l ••••••"""·••••••"'l••~~t"'l •••••~''''''' ••.•.•"'lH.......·"""i""" 


lam.p G3/l' 
........ 43OIl', .7no, ",,7nl, 4IItI'JO. 41941.4Nh,. 503IlS. 5131:12. 504(3. 1041'1., I04I'1f, 1041'1', 
SNID. fM/5, fMIlO, ..,... JMIl5. JMIlf. JMIl7, 
fMIlI, fMIl" JtIIfJ5, 5NIl, 506fS, IMII. 5NIlI, 
5NIl2, 5NIt., 5NIt" .dt~ Wlf1, Wl14. WIll. 
Wlm, Wlnt, WIn,. Wlbi, WlI.I3. 5OIf1. 5OIIl5, 
5OIIl7. SOlIn, ..",., .".,. JOtnl, 5Oi9Il., 51on, 
510110, 510111, 51011•• 51ft'll., 51ttU, " .... 511f1, 
5nnl. 5un3. 51tnf, 5Ili1,. 51anl. 51an., 
51ani, 5121J2, 512124. 5131i, 514/5 
)up ...,. 

Lafe.IIIecI Yl5113, 453/10 

later 4W3 

La.ter ..".., 5151'13, 5.iI'14 

law 515112 

layout <46111,. 4Af12 

Ieed 51311 

IeadII 45Ot'6 

Ie8Iecl .t8tIl 

IeuIat .......7 

lea.. 502121 

lea... 0467f1 

left "7nl, 45511•• .f(05I17

Ieft.IIaDd 4541'10,....,., 
IeqtbeDecI 45tn. 

LEON 37Jnf 

letter Wln8, 508/5, 508I7.!08It1 

Ie... ...n3 

levy 42713, G5Il2, Gif10 

u.:e- 515112
.,Ilt ..ani 
IImJted 4181'14 

LIae YItf1, 37M, YItf7. mtl•• YItn" 31013. 

..". 3IOIlZ. 3IOIl •• .....,.fl ..7n,. "71U, 4.50117. 

4571'14. 45If1, 417nf 

IIak """'1, ..113 

u.t .",.
IIRed ....,., 

.... 43fIl7 

IItde 453Il1. '""" 4511.U. f813••7"', 51ou, 51", 

IeeaI 435/10. 435/1., 43fIl3, .., ..an •• 4131». 

4421J2, 442125. 443f1. 443f11,444I2 • ...n" 4t11f.J. 

""', """. 45t122. 45t1:rJ•. 45212. 457n,. 457f11, 

4571'14, 45If1, ...." 48f13•••7116, .7OIll, .71nl, 

•11f15••7212, .72/3, .Ml, 4nm, 47f1l4••7f1l5, 
.7516••75110. 475117. 47"', .f77n•• 4711.13, "ln4, 
417"........1. GIIl7. 4194, "5, Gtn,. Gtf12, 
eMi. eM,. eoIlO. etn1, .'In•• 492I1f, 
.,an., 101n7 
lecatloa soanl. soan3 

loop 4321t. 434/1, 430. 434ft0, 434f13 • .usI1, 

43517, 43fIlZ, 43fIl" 437ft • .,no, 437m. 437n., 

437ni.4YlI'14,43112,43113.~~43II1',43II2O, 
431J1.U, 439f1O, "In, "ln5, ~. 442fl5........ 
.111, .1", ~. ""'" 46J1t, .aI2, .al21. 
"'11, ""., 46tI2O••.,..., !e' 472fl5, .73Il7, 

••••••~il s~I,~1:s~.~~,::~:~:~~, 

MC". aJf7, """f. 4711'1.3, .",.
MCIIBeIISeutIl e4I6 
MCIa .13111 
........, 51415, 51417 
.......... ettU 
MeCn Yl215 
MIiuBl 437f1, 44311. 45111 
1Ik:r1,•••e 1t3I21 
........ otMI2, ............ 
........ 4HI1f 
.......... 4t3t'1. """• ..".,., e4IJO. e4121. 
."" 4HI1~ 4Hi21, 4Nf1 
MIpadeaI e4/1f, 4Hi2, iIt5I•• 4Hi'l1 
.mad .11m 
ada... 43014,'" 
...te .anl,.an2 

ada.teI 475111 • .,tn., "11», .,1m. ~, 

515111, .1511•••15111, 51511'. 515t.W. 51f1l, 51713, 

51714 
.......e 45ano 
IIIIIRake JOII5, 5OIIt7 
IIUIdIIIed 51f1l1 
DlOIDeDt eM. 503Il. 
Moaday 453Il, 
IIlOIle1 4iOIl3, .......21J2 
moatll 443Ill, 4441'10• .,lm 
IIl8IltbI WlI5, 510113 
DlfII'IIID& Gl". 45tn9 
IIlOtIoa. 51114, .1lflJM.... Yl2I4, .111'14 
lIlO't'e .lf1l., 51i1'13 
Mr. Falcone 5OOIl1 
Mr. GIDaD'. 4531:10 
MR. RATCR 51514, '1511, 515/13, '15Il5. 51713 
Mr. RfJIIdrk efIl', 497n, 50412, '1511', .17'. 
Mr. I.aDdrJ 51511', '1715 
Mr. MartIDez 51f1l•• 'liI'1O, 51if11 
Mr. MariIaea'. 5MIJO 
Mr. MeIMD 37311, 45tnl, _nz, 45tnf, oU3I19, 
47113, 41t1U, GJIt, Gif12, 503Il0. 51016, 51,u,u. 
115117. 515118, 51f1l7, 11f1l,. 51if12 
Mr......'. .,..". e4/l3, efIlZ 
MR. PELLEGRINI Yl4I7, YlfIlZ. YlfIl7, Yl4I'1O• 
Yl5II. Yl5II0, Yl5I11, 45316, 515111, 516i3, 51"'• 
'lf1ll, 51if1., 51t1l5 
Mr. VIII'DII' YIII4, YlIIU, 3IOI2J, Gin, Gll5. 
.u2I2I. GtIIf, 45:JI.t, 453Ilf. _n7, -"3Il', .7", 
4814••7113. 41t1U. Gif12, ....... ""'., 4Hi'l3, 
4Hf.U, efIll. 503Il0. 50514. 5NIl5. 50'125. 5Oi9Il5• 
11016, Slt1l3. 512fl5. 515t.W 
Mr. VIII'DII'" .In?, 452120, 453f1, 45lIII 
Ma. WIdte YI3Ii, YlII3. YII/ll, mI22, 3'79124. 
3IOIli. 310121, 3WU, .lna• • tni••1/21. GIn. 
45Jn1. 4521'14, 4UI2, 45314. 51ei11, 51f1l3 
MI. YOUDI Yl4II, Yl5Il2 
Ma. YOUDI'. 37snl 
muWple 43an, 4i4I1, 4f4I:Z. 4i4I1'. 51."
maJdwlre .7_ 
IlUllddpaIlty 414116. 414117, 41515• ....". """0, 
G5IlS. 4UIl4, 04K4, 4I4W'JI 

II&tDre 4221t. 42417, 42411• 
January 5OiI.Z4, !08It1, 5101t, 
JOE 37Jni 
JOHNSON 37Jn., 374/5, 37417, YlfIlO. 37f1l5. 
YlfIl'. YI,u,u, Yl5I6, Yl5IIi, 37811, 37t15, Yltn7. 
310/2, 38015. 3I0Il, 38OIU, .ln5, .In,. GSni. 
42Sf13, G.fI'I, 420, 42fIl5, 427", 421110, 45212Z, 
0l53Il. 4531i, 453Il3, 453Il" 453Il5, 45413, 45411., 
454I1i, 4541.13, 45515, 45511•• 455IJ3, 45f15, 4Wl4, 
4Wl'. 4Nf13. 457f1, 45715. 457". 458/1' • .u&'23. 
45tI1. 45t15. 45",. 45,f1I • .-of•• .uoIU, .113, 
.11.13 • .:u:z, 4A/4. 4AI6, -"3Il'. 5141'15, 51516. 
515112. 5151l., 515117. 51sno, 51if1. 51614. 51f1l1. 
51f1li. 517n. 517" 
JoIat 4iOIlZ. 4iOIl5 ....... 4iOIl' 
JOY YI2I22 
.JULIA 37Jn4 
juUftcadoD mno 

ImowJeqe 4171'14 

...,. <46111', 497ni 
lower e21J2. e4/10 

malata_ 
DMDdated 42if14 
MardI Ylan7. Yl5II1 
....... 4531'U, 45411. 4511'14• .an., ~ 
.......... 4i2IJ 
maraJu ...... .anl 
marked Yl5I4, Yl5I6, Yl5II, 3fJn4, Ylsnf, Yl5II', 
.ln7, .In" .llU• .u2I2O, 4aI'1.2. ,tI3f.J, 453Ill. 
0l53Il3, 453Il5, 459Il1, WIll 
market 43OIli. 44tn1, 4iOIl'~.anl 
markedna .24It,""', ....a, 4iOIlS, ..... 
MardDez 51f1l2 
......... 50lIl 
MaUer 3n1l, "7n3, eoIlO. 515125 
macten Yl4Ii, YI'" 
MCI 3721•• 37215. GIll. 422n'. 423/20. 0413, 
427"••2.111., 42t13. 47ln" .nII, .7411•••"'f. 
.77". 47115. 471120, aon7, ..t.j7, "3/1.4, 49413, 
4Hi'lf, e5i21, efltf, 49713. 497", ."n5, 497120, 
497flJ. ell.. ""1'14. 503I:U, 50414. 50416, 1041'11, 
1041'17. 50'15, 50611, 512f7, sIan.. S1f1l0, 5141'10 

Deed G4Ii, .71'14. <461110, 4Af15 • • 7OfT, .7011., 
.771'14. "11'14. G3/l., 5011U, JMIl7, 513111, 
51f1li, 51f1ll, 51513, 515125. 51ei11 
Deeded 43lm, 467120• • 7m, .7flJ, ...". 4AI11 
........ -"3Il 
aeaodate 427n7. 43OIlI, 4331t.5121t 
......ted WIno, 51011z, 51216 
........ • a71» 
aeaotJatioal WlI5 
NekMr 4UIl, 51313 
JIIltW'ork YI2II, 422n, 422n1, 42311" oC3I22, 
G4112, GI'I4, 4271U, GtI4. GtIIl. 4l9I11. G3Il•• 
G31U, G4/lf, 437". 437no, 437120, 431fT, 431112. 
.... "ln7. "1m• ..w•.....,. 44815. ""i. 
...,." 4M. 450120, 45215, 453123. 45411. 454111, 
~S,~. 4iOIl7.~,..,"• .".3,.7'". 
.MO, .78112, .7II1f, ...,.., .....5. GIIlO. GIll" 
...., 49212. eM. 4t3t'13, 4NID. esu. e518, 
4Hi'l0, e5n7. all, 49711, """, eIIIlIl, 50417, 
1041'12, 504f11. fMIl. WlI'14. 513112, 51." 
aetwerb 51f1l2 
Nflii' e4/1f, 495/5, 4Hi'lI, 501/21
HID 431123, ea/24 
DfDe G4I'1O 
IIOIIappealable .2114 
DOUrICUl'I'IDa 431nl. 431f11, 43Jn1, 43an,. 
4321J2, 43311. oQ3I3, 4331t, 464/1.3, ~, 4114St.15• 
• 715, 513110, 51f1l5, 514/17 
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DGOIl JUI5 pafIDI oUII2l. 45111•• ....,.,. <l5lf.Zl. 45111U• ....,.. 
normal !WIll • • 15110 ,.,. 414/16.414/17. 4!101l1. "'115 
DGI'IIIaIIy 4AI5. 47311., 101115 I"uddne 371115 
Dotea 453/19,4f1119 Peeler 4201 
aodee 447121,45011' per-mlauw 4'1!f1. 47319. 476/•• 476121. 47715. 
NUMBER 373110. 379I1f. 379121. 3M. 432111. 477/(,. 419117 
<M4In1. 45711., 474115. 4!IOIl5. 4NII. 4!WIJ. """ perf_ 4AI1.~• ...,5. 514111 
Numben 375113, 453111. 45415, f(;f", 470. 49tI2 perf...... 514113

9)2]0001 period GIIn. 421123. 41911. <41913:{ ,........ 503119 
pIaoae 4151.M, 4f2I1 

~~~~p~ ~.~ 

375/7. 37511. 
GJIl3, 426112, 42tI13, 4MIl3, SOJIlO_Ilia_ .... 4NI15. #11713, #117/(' 

obIIption 422111. 422/13, 4J3117, 42611', 426I'lJ, 
, 42711, 427117, 429", 42919, 4NI10, #11711. 

#117111 
.... 425112. 425Ill, 429113, 433112. 433113. G31:Z3. 
433Il4, 43411. 434/(,. 43419, 434113, 43411•• 43611, 
436fJ1. 437119, 437m. 43111', ~O. 442112,.u2It., 44211' • ..,.",. 45111, 45311, 472123. 471112. 
4!1111'. 491120• ..",.. SOOIl. !ttI3. 50015 
eIrencl 430rt. 43!121. 4311:&1, ..n2• ..",.9 
eft'eriDt 46IIIlJ. 4AIl4. 50tIl 
GIIIce 439124. 47411', 474/21, IOl/(,. 1011:&3 
oIIIeea 47413 
0ftldaI 372Il3 
old 43619 
omMted mil 
oae-paae .us 
opera.... 435/1, 435111, 435112. 435113, 435124. 
4Wl4, 436IlO. ~, 436125, 43713, 437/4. 43715, 
437", 44113, 441111, 441113. 4411lt, .uJrt. 442115, 
442Il3,~.~.469Il5.47~. 470110,470111. 
470112, 470114. 4701lO, 4701JJ. 47""', 4711l. 471/4. 
47115,471",47119,471110.471115, 471119, 4711l1. 
4'7114.47"'.47"', 471110. 471111, 471112, 471114, 
471111, 4711l1. 4711l3. 47'Il, 47913, 48OIl. 410110, 
4IOI14.4IOI15.4IOIl3.4I1119.4I2I1.~1.4I4Il4 
operaton 4701:&3. 4711:&4, 471114 
oPinloa 463IlJ. 463Il5• ...u4 
oppoMd eiIl4 
opJlOillal 425114. 50513 
optioa 46319, 41011. 
Order 37Jrt, GJi5, 424N4. ml:&3, 427121. 421/4, 
4J115. 42IIlO. 429117. 4291lJ, 4311:&4. 431121, 43211, 
.QJI3, 43219, 432113. 432115, 432117, 43J1l1, 43311. 
oMf/I, oI46I'lJ" """", """', 451", 4fi4I3. 464113.46411'. ~9. ,4641:1.0. 4641:1.1. 4641JJ. """. 465111.465/1'. 466/12. 4Ci6It', "'713. "'7/4, "'711. "'7111. 
4611.1,. <NIt.J. """'. 4'70115, 477114, 47tI1, 47913. 
411114, 4111:&3, 488114. ""II', !ttI3. S02I15. S02I1', 
50211», SOJIl2, 50314. 50318. S04Il4, 50513, 5t5It4. 
5t5IJt. S06I1., !WIm. SOIIlJ, SOIIl4, SOIIlS. 5t9If. 
51011. 511/(,. 5111l3.,51Jrt, 51J11, 512117, 51211'. 
512123.513113.51311'.5131:&4.51411,51419
erdertd. 42J/4. 424Il5. 432115, 43JIlO. 431/4. 
45flI5, 457/4. 4Ci6lt2, 46611', "'7/1, 47211" 481112, 
S02I17, S06I1, 50611, S06I1'. 514112 
enlerIna 43J12!. 4Ii5I15, "'7113, "'71l1 
erdenI44JI5, ml4, 514113 
eutllae 46511' 
lWerempbuized 421115 
0WDed 48912 
OWIII 417115 

pia"" .wII14,Idure 41111. 
piece 431117. 4381'J2. 47tI4 
... 4IoIIl2 
PLACE 372119• ..n9. 410121• .....-n. 473/1, 
477112. 477121 
,...,.... 437". 44211'. Iff""'. 4711l. 471/4. 471/(,. 
47111'. 4711lt. 47111, 47&111. 4711l3, 47912J, 4'1t1l3 
pIaJI !OIIl3 
pllll 41216. 41211., 41211~, 4UI2O. 4IJIll. 4IJIl4• 
413113. 483/14. 483/1'. 413119. 4I3IJO, 4I3f.U. 4UIl4,...-ia .tI3I3 
poIai 37411'. 434Il3, ...0(1" ..nl, 441/4, 441/(,. 
4016, 445115. 447111, 447/iJ, 45113. 45211'. 41S13. 
,,",5. eJI6, 811J4. 5t5It3, 5131l. 51514 
poIati 4211:&3, GJI(, 
port 43211•• 43411. 434/4,,"""'. 43511. 435rt. 
436/12.436/1,,431113.~,~'.~5,~f. 
.utile, 41012• ....". 44111.\ 44111', 441112, 441115, 
442Il5........ "'1110.... ""'" 4f111t. <NIt.J. 
471113. 47219. 47211f. 472/$. 4721J5, 47315. 47311', 
474/2. 47415. 47416. 47419• ...,513. 476/1. 47f113. 
4771l1. 4771:&4. 47111. 471f1i, 47915. 47f11•• 41011'. 
411". 41J13. 412/4. 483/10•.""I1f. "'1110. 4t511•• 
5GGfI, 5OtIlI. 101". 10111., 10215, SOJ/(" 102110. 
S02I1' 
pertIoa ""/4 
portI mil' 
poIItIoa G2rt. 4U11. 4J.IIlW. 426119, GfiIlO. 427", 
427111. 4JtIl7. 430114, 431.1• .uoI1" 46416. 46411'. 
465Ill. 460. 4Ci6It'. 4Ci6It•• 41711, 417115, """'. 
510115. 5101l1. 5101l2. 511,.... 512113 
pGIItIoM 373115. 452Ilf. 4I3Il. 4Ii5I19. 50513 
pGIIIble 424t.U. 425115. 421/14, 4fIIl4 
poater 503Ill 
POTAMI 372Il3 
peCudal 4f2Il3,511/5 
pncdee 515112 
preeedIq "'I/(' 
pft4IIetIac 515/5 
predldlola 515/7 
PreftIed 373/4. 373rt. 3711lO 
prellmlaary 374/6, 37419 
prepared 37111, 37111'. 3Itn5, 3Il/(" 4U17 
p...... 501117 
pretty 421m. 42411'. 42711.1. 476/25 
price 422Il. 4221.J. 42311'. ~. 424115. 425Il4. 
42fI17. 42fI19. 42711. 42II17.42IIl4, 00(5. 430/1, 
43011'. 430119. 43111', 435115/ 437/4, 431/4. """', 
.wIl2, 450114, 45OIU. 45OIl3. 45IIl, 451121. 45214. 
452111. 452112. 45514. 456122,45'7m. "'1". "'1110, 
460. 466122. 46trt. 4691» • .(15117. 47f11•• 476121, 
4tOIll. "'III. 4hJJ. "'1111 • .,1l1, ml2l• ...,.,.. 
~3."""1."""2.~.5t5I14.5t5ltf. 

t 
5t5lt•• 505IJt. 505I.U. 5t5fM,: 512112, 51311'. 

{iil}'i =:?:a4• 4291l5. 4301:&. 4521l, 45IIl, 

372112. 3741:&1. 3711'11, 3'7IIlJ, 436/17, 45211' 
49t13, 4901., 4"", 4tOI13. 490114. 4f2I1., 

parqrapb 4f5I1,4f513 
pal'IIII'ap. 4f5I1 
part 422111.42919.43511., 435IJI. 435Il2. 437112, 
43913• .uoI13, 4411:&3. 441121, 44J1l. 44J1lJ, 443113, 
443115. 443I1f. 44311•• 454113, 45619, 46411•• 46511J, 
465Ill, 4711lt, 4711:&3, 47419, 471111. 471114, 410111, 
410113,410115,4841., 48417. 4MI15. !WIllS. _II. 
515111 
,...... 374112, 311114. 421111, 4Ii5I1" 49JIl5. 
!WI/4, !WI119. 510112 

p..... 423113, 423114. 423IlJ, 423Il4. 423Il5. 
424111, 424117. 4241J4. 42515, 4Uft3, 4271l2. 42915. 
42tI11. 42tI19. 430115. 433114. '434117. 45J1l, 452114. 
4541:1.4. 4541J5, "'1111. 465Il••• 419114. 4MI3, 
~9. 4ftIlO, 503Il:J, 5t5It. !iOtI13, 510117. 51J1l. 
51J/4, 512119. 51J1lJ. 5121l4 ••3/1, 513117, 51311' 
prldaa 373114, 422110, 422/1J, 423111, 42411. 
424N.,42513.42fI13,4J61l5,4~3.452Il4,4"115. 
S04Ill, !WI1:&4. SOII1. 51V5. 5HII. 51:lnl 
pricIap 4311J, 45311. 453Il 
,rIIlt !WIll. !WI19. SOI/4 
preblem 459/10 
preeeedlq 425111. 46fI1• .wI1U. 4f2Il4, S06I1'. 
511/4 

PI'opOle 4J11l1.43Jrt, 455112 
pnpGlld 43JIlt, S06I'l2. !WI13. 5OtIl. 51111. 
PropoIeI 51111 
pl'opOIIftIoa 42511. 
proride 434/5, 40&514, 469125, 47~. 470115, 4701:&4. 
47V5. 47119, 471110. 47111'. 471m. 47219. 47311. 
474114. 4711l. 471/(,. 47IIl1t, 471124. 47f11, 47913, 
47t1U, 411/4, 4I1Il3, 411121. 41111', 4f3I15, ..., 
4NI1'. ~1, 811J4, flIM. 101113. 101117, 513/9 
proYida' .wIl,. 449123. f5IIZ. 46OIi. 4711:&3 
,....we. 44i9I24 
pro...... 4NI6. 4NI15 ....... SOJIlJ, 51219 
pro........ .wI117 
proyIIIoaI 4NIl5 
PSC 372rt. 45713 
PUBLIC 37211 
puB ~.,#II7I3.m/(, 
pulled mil 
P...... 4AJ'M 
palk 503Ill 
plU'dulle 431Il,43517, 43511•• 435111, 435112. 
43511',4311:&.43113. 431rt. ~5. 43'JI17. 43t1lt. 
4391U• ..n. 440/5, 44111. 4441:&3. 441117• .wIl, 
4701Jl. 47211•• 4721J5. 4'73Il. tII'T3I3, 4"", 476/12, 
471/1, 4711l1. 471121, 479U, 411117,4111:&4. 483/1. 
41315, mil', milt. 10113 
purcIaued 4441:&, 4C4II, 44111•• 47J11. 473111, 
...,.", 411" 
p1U'dullel 43719, ~,. 4131)1, 45513. 47"'. 
41719, 41111'. 503Il:J 
P'lll'Clulllai 44IIl5, 4491l 
,...,... .utI1, 
put 43614, 427114. 4271l1, ml:&4, 4J111, 42IIl2, 
431121. 44119, 449124. 451/(,. 46fol9. 470117. 47411. 
47912J. 47t1l3 • ....,.. 41211'. 412117, ....,4. 4NII, 
4f5Il2. IOlllt, 10211, IOJIl, S02It, 102113. 5t5It,. 
S06II,~0.~I.~4. 51J/13
puUlq 459/17,47tr.1O 

.uarten 

...... 424IJl, GIIl7, .wIl5. if4IOI'I. 453117. 
46514. 4UI17. 4Ci6lt0. 466117, 41111, IMIU. 511112, 
51J121, 5141J3 
...... 3IfI17, 411lU. 459/12. 486I'l3, 503111 
.... "'311 

....... 43211. 
rUe 4IOI1J, 45IIl. 41515. 4fi9I1', 4MIl2, 49t1l, 
4f2I1. 
..... 457/4. "'711'. 4fi9I13, 4I71l, 417" 

ratIouIe """ re SOJIlJ 
read 37411', 3741J3, 3741:&5, 3IeIl3. 4MI14. 494123, 
4f4IJ4. 4NIJO. ~1. 5I3t», 5Off.U. !WI/(" SlOl:&3 
readJDi 51316 
nacIII 379rt 
l'1*IOIl G31:Z3. 434Il. 431116, 4311:&1. 44111',
473117, 5OtIl. 101112. S03i5, 5OtI1. 
I"IMOIII 447111 
rebuadle 42511'. 425Il5. 42719, 4UI1 
reIHuIdIed 45517 
reblbldllaa "'Ill, 46311, 463110. 463112. 463114, 
417lU, .1111 
RelluUal 373rt, 3711'11, J7IJI:III. 3IfI1., 3IOIlJ, 
4211l, 516/12 
reeaD 43114, 41912t. 419121, 4ItIl4. 5OtIl7, 51J12! 
rec:dfe 421113, 42tI10, 454111 
rec:dfed 37519, 37J1lt 

reoet... """ 
ncoIIeetIoa """ reeoatblne 464113 
reeoatbtaed 43111, 45411. 
reeoatblDlq 4UI10 
.............. 459110 
reeo.lII_ 51211. 512/J 
I'eCOIIIIIderad 511/4, 5UlU, 511121. 51J11 
........... 374/2,..... 422110, 427116. 4291:&, 4371:&4. 431117. 41019,

4!11114 	 PROCEEDINGS 372113. 42119. 425.'J1 ....... 37314. 37416, 374114. 3741J3. 3741:&5, 371113, 

,.. 40&515 pneeedI 453rt 3IeIl3. ~,. 46111D. 516/10 
paUenI 475115 ,..... 42711', .wI113. "'71l1. f03I3 ........ 4641:1. 
Paue eu.w. 49614. S03Ilt. _Ilt. 5101l pnce.... 43211 reeow:ry 43JI6, 43JIl3, """4, 4641:1., 4641:U. 
pa)' 42711, 435113. 4351:&0, 437Il, 437/4. 431/1, pnduce 4U/I 4Ii5I12. 4Ii5I14. 51411' 

pnduet 442110. 442112 recreate 379rt ............ 455113,456111, 45t13. 4IS9f'I, 4701lJ. 

47"', 41515, 4891., 49111. "'119, "'1111, 49213. pnIfen 375110 I'eCIII'I'Iq 37J11. 43111•• 43111', 43319, 4UI.U, 51319 

ml2l. 4!11i4, !04116 	 ,...,.., 423Il5. 42414. 42416. ~. 425114, 433/1, redaee 452114 

44111., 465Il2. 465Il4. 5OtIl5. 511111' reduDclat 47415 



nIIeet .uon.. 

n&ded 513113 

reIIec:dBa 510m 

refIedII 4MIl7.5un 

refonD 44&18• .....,.2. ~ 
'""" .....,.6
re 1IO!9Il. IJOIJIJ. 1IO!9Il3. 51.... 5UI1.. 

re IIO!9IlI 

relalJeled 418121 
=4lIOII5. <IHIt,relate 

re1ated 425123 

relata <16616. <167112 

reW<I29" 

Relieve <127116 
J'fJlllalulnl 51'-'1. 510 
remem.ber 04120. iI3!SI7, ""'6. 43IfI., G!JIJ, 
<4111.\ 45412, .c54I.J. <160121. 461.... <I6fIl1, ...., 
46tII., .ea309, ""'n, 5OOIt6, 5tOI2t. 502125, 1IO!9Il' 
remJnded 0II2t 
remit oII5IJ5. 48615, <II6I:ZO 

remICiIq """ remoft <151113. 5OIt.IO, 507125 
remoftCl 50219 
reaamed 418121 
rated 50Itu 
rep1leate ....,• .utl6, <13317, "72121, "72122, 
"73Il3, "7611....111.. , <19311', ..". 491115. 491116. 
<191112, 499Il. lI05I1l, 51011. 51011•• 513/25 
replleated .0516. <15511" 
replleata 43115. 43111. 0315.....2125 
replleatlq 0512•.u2Il1 • ....2117. "72120...7'-'12 
Report <l1li13 
REPORTED Yl2122 
Repor1en 372123 
Repor1Iq 372122 
replWeDt 510111 
rep.....tadoD .at/'U. lJ08I<I 
reprelell"dou lIOIIlI 
reprelellted 510111. 513123 
reprelell. 51111, 
reprlc:ecl 46011, .3113 
require "21125. G3i'20. 05Il. 
rtflulred G21t7. <I23Il. <12312. <t23I3, "2317. <I23Il•• 
..2511•• a5121• ....,.... "'1111, lI05I15. lI05I1', 505121. 
lI05t.U 
rtflWrement 425/1, 

rtfluJrea ..22It .. 

I'eIIlIe OCII. 0CII6. <l2III20, "2IIU, <12911... <129125.
OOIJ,..,.,.... oon. 00II. 431". 43111' • ....7/U. 
....7125. <153123. <156125. 460ft. oIIiOIt6. <163ft. '""'. 

463Ill. 463Il6. """'. <I6fIl5......... <11"'-0. <11"'-2. 

<l1l6I15. <l1l6I1,. <19011...... <IHIt•• 4!IOIlO. <193121. 

<I93Il5. <I94I2t. 4HI2. 502122. 502123, 5t3I6. lI03II. 

~6.~.lI05I12.~.51011' 
RIel ~. 4WIl". 4WIl'. 444I:U. ~7. ~'. ........ ...", 

rtIIellel' '<13612. 443120. 4WIl'. <18511• ...shl. <I86tJ. 
<l1l6I1,. <190111. <19412 
reRIIIDi ~• .uoI'U 
raeIIII <I36I2• .coI21 

reAIeac:e ~.....7115. <15512. <160112, 460fU. 

461J8. 461111. 461112. 46111', 461125. 462n. 4621t5. 

4631J. 463Il5...77"'" "'1120. <19211.. 

Reddendal .t62I:U.~. "'1115 

I'eIOId Y19I3.~. 42911'. 03/5. <13317.....tn. 

........ <l1l4I12, <190112. 1IO!9Il7. 5101J, 51116, 511" 

......e <l2tn 
reepect <127111. <146113. <165120• .at/'U. 5021.34. 
lIO'I6. 50"'-3. lI09II 
I"eIIpOIId 0515. 5l5IU 
I1!IpOMibDlty .,... 

I1IapOMIbIe ~ 

I'tIt "76/U • ..77n 

ftItrIcdoD 46OIl2, oIIiOIt6, oIIiOIt. 

I1lIUIt Y19It2• .Q3fU. "'1111 • .,11•• 50711' 

retail .uti". 0015, 00If. 00II. 4MIl ... 43115. 

43I/JO. 431121. 0312. 0611. ~ <154125. <I55tJ. 

<15511•• <156122. 4I1Y1. <193112. <193123, <t93I25. 491115. 

""'6, eeI22, 499Il. 51011., 513/25 

......... ...sIt 

reftBue ~5. ~6. ~1. <155122. "1515, 

...sIt .. 

rtftII8CI ..... 450411:&. 4JUi9. 455/'. 45511'. 
<155125, <I56n 
mile 381,.... <15111 
re'ffled 381113.44&18. <15711, <157110. <157111, 416123 
reridq ..sin 
reftIIea YI,113, 45818 
rm.&oa. 3IIOIl, 
rlpt-llud ~'• ...,11
RKY-l Y13IlI. Yl512 
RKY -2 Yl3I11. Yl512 
RKY-3 Y13Ill, Yl513 

RKY-4 Y13Il2. Yl5I11. Yl5I17 

RM-I lI000 

role lIOII23 

IlooIIIl Yl2t.IO 


rouad "'" ...... 460ft 
...... Jt2Il. 
reutIq ....1" 
aPR 3'12122. Yl2123 
rub <411123, <151125 
rule <fl6tJ. <12"'-2, <1201 • .t4II.U• ....,., • ....n2. 
4atJ3, 411125• .", .-lilt 
...... oCIIJl, <12"'-3. 4Wl7. "203. <126125. 44616. 
.....,.. <l1li1" 
ruIlat <12211. <12"'-1 
nm OIIU.....711. 
......71117 
I"III'IIl <If3I'I. 463Il6 
RVI'R 37313. YI""3 
RVI'RE 372123 

it::. 
_YIDp 43212. 432116 
.." ....'11... 51011 

ICeIUUio """. lI02It..
ICI'eeD 463120. 513n 
Ie <II5I'U 
-.l <12211. <122112 
teedon <123111,42511. ""5, 4t!I5. <IHfI. <IHfI,. 
Jt3115. 505125. 507113 
IedioDa lIOIIIt 
lID ~.<I29125 
IIeIld ....1112...7011•• "7M. "7911'. "7911' _ ..7711. 

_t lI03II 

_teaee .us, 50711. !WIf6, 51fI'U 

.,.,... 4Y1,.. 4Y1123• .(t!W. 43tIl3 • ....1112. 

""'2.~.~."7OI1."'tI3'''~'''''7II16......., 
.,.,.tely 43IfI•• 4t7n,. 501115, 51""2 
IIefI1IeIlCe Yl0 

IIIU'ftd ..72It.....73120 

SERVICE Y12It. mn•...... ~. GOIJ, 

0016, 0011 ... 43116, 43m. 433/5. <13317. 0516. 

O5Ill. 05Il5. 05121. 0512:3. 0613. 04115. 0611.
""'1. ""'3• .....n•• .....na.....1,........1117• ....1/U. 

<IGI3,.u2Il", .u2Il7 • .u2Il" ~1.~. 4OIt• 

~• .coI21 • .coI22. 4<&412. i40M/6. 4WIl5. 4WIl6, 

......,., • ...."....~.~O.~'...'I23 • .....n'. 

<1<1913• ...."..., <15111. <15111•• 4\53123. 46IIl2. 46t1t. 

<I69lU. "701J. "'OIl'. "70111, "71125. "72120. "73123. 
..,..,.... "'61'1. "''''. """...79111• • 112. "'115. 
.1". "'1115. "'111'. "'1123., ~• ...", ......... 
<l1l4I1" <I85IJ. <II5I'U. <l1li1•• ,,",5. <lHlt6, <IHIt,. 
<190112. "MI23. ~• ..,11J.; 49212. 49317. <193111. 
<193112, <193115••3123. 4NIl. 4NIl'• ..,.,.. 491115, 
491116. <191112. 49912. 501,.... $81/5. lOIn•• 502IJ, 
505Il1. 5101J. 51011•• 511". :'1". 513/25
Senieea Y12I6, Y19U, Y19It .0513.0511. O5Ill. 
05Il2, 05Il3. 05Il•• 0512<1,_~. ""'''. 4Y113. 
4Y1,.... 4Y1". 4Y1n • ....1IJO. 4UI7, .u2Il1.....212<1. 
<tOU. """'. ~. <l5tn, <15111... <15513, <lUll. 

51"'" 
........ ~5 

lib: 46011 

.. .,1125 

Ml't .....n... ....,115. 46211•• "71121, etI20 

...... .u.tI5 

801dIIena Yl2U 

.,.. 4Mltl. "1123. Jt1/U. "W. Jt2Il 

...... OCII. 

IIpIdrJ ....In, ..,211, 

IPead 4621t7 

StIll' YI..,.3. Yl5I1•• 311113. <I53n. 515120. 51'-'17. 

51'-'1'
..... ...,. 
............ 4.2213. 431/U. 02It". 432/21. 46515. 
46516, .... 46"'-1. 46"'-". 46"'-5. <16713. 467n. 
<It5Il1. 5eSI:U 
......... 04125. 50413 
Star <I85Il 
IItIIrt <I53Il7. if!9I17. 4621t5

IItartecI G5125. <12712=-~=i:-=i~,. 50515. lI05I.f. 

_, <I6fIl'Sat,.. <IHIt 
_,. <I46I16• .....n3 

IteIIdfaIItI1 <191123 

_ ..21112, <121115 

Idpula" 51'-'1". 51'-'16, 51'-'1'. 5101 

ldpuIaW YI..,.3. 510 
Sdpuladoa Y13U 

Street YlII15 

~ 0211. 02It2 


4t9Il1. 51215 
IUbject 46t1t2 
~ 4Y1123.43IfI.46tItt.46tII3.46tII. 
IUbmit 42IIU 
IUbalUal 4NI6 
IUbalUed lI06IU. lIOIIl'. 51011. 
lOb,... 4Y11t5 
IIIbIc:rIber' ....,112. 4NIl7. e516. <It5Il1 
IIIIMeedou 4NIl. 
............. <151115 
IUbtnd 4t9Il. 
IUbtnIcdoa G31J7. G31J' 
IUC mllul .,11. 
_ <I25U. G31J". 4MIt'. 431f12. 49111... 491111, 
~2.~.513N6.513N' 
IIUIIIIIUy <l21,....~.......'112.....7113. <152117. 
<l52t.1O. if!9I13. 491111 
IUperyWoa 381n 
Supreme <12111. <12116. 46612 
IUl"dIarIeI ...sh• 
SUSAN Y12It5 
IwItdl 43711'. otlJ. 0913.0916.4401'1 ..... 111•• 
.....nO • ..,t/6, "'0111. "'011'. "70115. "'111'. "7212. 
..nu. "'216. "7211. "'''''. "'411. "'''''. "'5/'.
.. ,SltO. "77112. "7712<1, <I7IIl. "'1123...7tI6. "79115. 
"79I1'.~.4IIn2,4IIn3.4IIn"
IW'IteIleI ..72ltl • ..,211.....77115 

IWItdaia& <157117• ..,5117 • ...,,,. <111117,~. 

~5. ~'.~.5tll1 

nrora YlIII 


4Y111• ....113• ....111... .u2Il5 
<15511... 46',.. ~. 4I9IUJ 46t125, .. , .... <170112• 

<17011.....70111• ..,0112...7tIl5i..,11J. <1711... "'115• 

'''In• ..71"...7111•• "'1115, "'IIJI. "71/U. "71111. 

"7IIl3. "'1115...7111•• "71121.; "'7912...",.... 41012. 

4IOIl". 4IOIl6 • ....",. "'111'.' 41211, <113121 • .....n. 

<l1l4I1,. <194121. lIOtIt6 

.. Y12n. <121116. 43111", 4tGI3• ....111.....111, 

<16711'. 46t113. 469121• ..,1 .... ""113• ..,316. "'3115, 

..",.... 512121 

.. 51211'. 512122, 51212<1 
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